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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
O

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3

4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X
:

5 In the Matter of: : ,

2

6 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON, COliPANY , et al. : Docket nos.
: 50-361 OL

7 (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, : 50-362 OL .

:

8 Units 2 and 3) :
:

9 - - - - - - - - - -' - - - - - - - - - - - -X

10 Los Angeles Room
Marriott Hotel

11 700 W. Convention Way
Anaheim, California

12
Tuesday,

13 September 29, 1901

O i4 sviaeatiary neariae im ene ebove-eatie1ed

15 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:15 a.m.

16 BEFORE:

17 JAllES L. KELLEY, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18
DR. CADET H. HAND, JR., Member

19
MRS. ELIZABETH B. JOHNSON, Member

20
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3 Kenneth W. Nauman, Jr..

by Mr. Pigott (resumed) 10,904
r-)x( 4 by Mr. Hoefling 10,990

5 John Sears
Brian Grimes

6 by Mr. Hoefling 10,995 11,061
by Ms. Gallagher 11.015

7 by Mr. Casey 11,027

8 Bryant T. Brothers
by Mr. Rogin 11,065

9 by Ms. Gallagher 11,090
by Mr. Hassell 11,098

10
David F. Pilmer

]] by Mr. Pigott 11,102
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10,900
1 PROCEED INGS

2 (9:20)O-
3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back'on the record. Good morning.

gs 4 Did you have something, Mr. Hoefling?O
5 MR. HOEFLING: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Lawrence

6 Chandler of our of fice has joined us at Counsel table, and I

7 just wanted to inform the Board and the parties of that.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. We are well acquainted

9 with Mr. Chandler, and welcome him back.

10 MR. CHANDLER: Thank you.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: We will be returning in a moment

12 to Mr. Pigott's cross-examination of Mr. Nauman. Let me
|

! 13 raise a question and perhaps make a suggestion in the hope that
\ en

U
14 I will elicit a better suggestion, but I mentioned yesterday

15 that we wanted *.o focus on the Commission's Diablo Canyon

16 decision. Just a quick reading of that will -- could suggest

17 various questions in one's mind about whether we are on the

18 right track here. I am not at a ll suggesting that we are not,

19 but I think we ought to take it .nto account, and I would like

20 to ask the parties at least a fev questions about it.
!

21 It does tie in, it seems to me, to the question

22 that we have already adverted to here, and that we have to

\-
23 confront, and maybe the time has cone when we ought to confront

|

| 24 it, at least in terms of hearing from the parties, and that is ---
ps
''

15 and there could be variations in between, but do we need a

i
t

. . _ . -- - - -
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1 yet to be developed set of FEMA findings and deterninations

2 with regard to the adequacy of these plans, or don't we, and
O

3 as a possible elaboration on that, and on the assumption that

. 4 these findings and daterminations will not he forthcoming, for

5 at least some weeks yet, should we as one option hold the

G record open for the receipt of that report, with the

7 possibility but not the certainty of having some further hearing

8 on it.

9 That is one question we will want to have you

10 address. Anc that of course goes to full power. Another

11 question we will be looking at today, and this is suggested by

12 the commission's opinion, what do we need in the way of a

13 FEMA determination for low power, if anything, and what do we

(m
e

41

' ''
14 have today in the form of either testimony or I believe a '

| 15 memorandum earlier this year indicating a FEMA view that they

16 supported low power licensing.

17 But those are the questions. There are some

I
18 related questions that come up in the Commission's opinion.

19 Would it be useful to set aside a little time af ter lunch just

20 hear from counsel on nese questions?

21 MR. PIGO'r: My suggestion would be that we

22 handle it by way of opening statements at the time we start the

() 23 portion of the testimony going to the low power motion, as to

24 the low power aspects. You were talking about Diablo Canyon,

N/ 25 were you not?
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, Diablo is a low power

2 decision, and you are going again to the low power -- okay, go

3 ahead. What about as to full power?

4 MR. PIGOTT: As to full power, I think that would

5 also be a good time to go into it. I think that it is a --

6 essentially a legal decision that perhaps should be addressed

7 after the record is in. If we have left something out, perhaps

g we have to go back and modify the record, but to my mind, it

9 is sor.athing that we have gone this far on certain assumptions.

10 I w uld like to see us complete our evidentiary portion

11 before perhaps reviewing whether or not legally we have gone

12 far enough.

1

gy JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

J
'

34 MR. PIGOTT: That would be the same time, I guess.

15 Between --

gg JUDGE KELLEY: I guess it would be the same time,
1

1 wouldn't it?17

18 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

| JUDGE KELLEY: As a practical matter, it would79

be ne -- if we did it that way, you and other counsel would20

31 just present your position on wnat essentially is a legal
1
1 question.3

O 23 **- e corr: ree-i

34 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Staf f , how would you like

25 to proceed?

!

|
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1 MR. HOEFLING: That seems to be an agreeable

2 acceptable approach, suggested by Mr. Pigott.g.s

(-)
3 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. McCLung, what do you think?

4 MR. MC CLUNG: I have no way of responding to

5 taat, but --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Have you just walked in? I am

7 sorry.

8 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, I just walked in.

9 I apologize.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Let ne capsule it for you. The
.

11 issue is, the Board needs -- feels that we should, and I think

12 we can all agree, that we have to address two related legal,

, _
13 questions, one of which is, as to FEMA findings, one of

'#
14 which is on the assumption that a further FEMA set of findings

15 and determinations is forthcoming at some near point, I will

16 say. Ought we to hold open the recordfor that, and should we

17 factor that into the decision, or should we not wait and just
1

18 close the record, and decide the case without it?

19 And alternatively -- not alternatively, but then,

!

20 the other question is on a question of low power, and also

| 21 with regard to FEMA's views, what do we need, and Diablo Canyon

| 22 bears on that, it seems to me, and what have we got? Is what
'

('i'- / 23 we have and what we are getting, is that enough for our

24 purposes? And I asked for suggestions, and the suggestion

25 from Staff and Applicant is that these are both essentially' '-

.

- -
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1 legal questions, and they night best be addressed at the end of

2 the full powe r presentation, and before we go into the low,s

()
I had initially3 power, which might be later on today. That --

- 4 suggested we take it up af ter lunch, and then the suggestion

5 was well, let us do it between cases.

6 MR. MC CLUNG: That is a good idea.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: And then, as I said, there are

3 basically these FEMA findings on low power and full power and

9 I would like to just ask a few questions, but I think they are

10 minor, about the Diablo decision.

11 Okay. That brings us back to you, Mr. Nauman.

12 MR. NAUMAN: Good morning.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Pigott?

/]
'''

14 MR. PIGOTT: Thank you.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

16 Whereupon,

17 KENNETH W. NAUMAN, JR.

18 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resumed the

19 witness stand and, having been previously duly sworn by the

20 Chairman, was examined and testified further as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION -- (RESUMED)21

23 BY:MR. PIGOTT:

(9
23 O At the time we adjourned yesterday afternoon, as--

1

I recall, we were looking at your answers in questions 10 and24

/ 11 of your testimony dated August 24, 1981, and as I recall25
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10,905
1 the question, the question was whethur or not your testimony '

2 with respect to GUARD contention 1 reflected any de.ficiency

3 other than in the area of needing additional training wi'4

4 respect to radiological response areas, and in the incwer to

5 that question, I think we determined that one other thing was

6 that perhaps you did not have the current position on the

7 ingestion pathway, and I don't tP nk we had gotten to an

8 answer with respect to the rest of your testimony. Could you

9 give us an answer now?

10 MR. MC CLUNG: I am not clear what the question.

11 MR. PIGOTT: Is the witness clear as to the

12 question?

! 13 WITNESS NAUMAN: No.

i 14 BY MR. PIGOTT:

15 0 With respect to GUARD contention number one, does

16 your testimony identify any deficiency other than with respect

17 to radiological monitoring?

18 A Well, deficiencies are as noted in the'

19 responses to the GUARD contention, and as cited in the plan

20 review and the exercise evaluation.

21 0 Well, I can read that, Mr. Nauman, but I would

| 22 like you to articulate precisely what the deficiencies are

| 23 taat you came to when you wrote those words. )
24 A Well, I guess I can Le !.appy to go over the |

25 various documents, if that is what you are looking for.

i
_
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1 0 That is what we are looking for.

2 MR. HOEFLING: Do we have to get into the. RAC
O

3 review? Since we have got, apparently, a record that indicates

4 the plans are minimally adequate?
O)%

5 MR. PIGOTT: That is what I thought. I thought if --

6 that is what I was trying to identify, Mr. Hoefling, that with

7 respect to the plan comments in the testimony, those were not

3 in the nature of deficiencier, but rat!.er comments, and if we

9 were looking for actual deficiencies, the only place that I seem

10 to be able to identify one in the overall record leading to thes e

11 conclusory remarks have to do with radiological monitoring.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: A deficiency suggests failure to

13 meet minimum standard, and a comment is just you might improve
-

14 it --

15 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: -- in this fashion, but you are

17 minimally adequate, is that the distinction you would make?

18 MR. PIGOTT: That would be my -- yes.

19 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think in addition to what I have

( 20 already stated, that we have talked to the f act that the

21 standards or the issues that we were concerned with in finding

32 the deficiency of adequacy were -- could be considered in more

f)' ss 23 or less an aggregate form, a fact that no one single deficiency

24 could be identified as the controlling f actor, and furthermore,

O
\> 15 I think that the corrective action submission by the utility

.. -
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1 that was agreed upon by FEMA identifies the nature of some

2 of the, if not all of the issues at hand.
,

3 BY MR. PIGOTT:

4 Q Well, I think I still have to know with respect |

5 to each of the contentions whether -- what your precise l

6 position is as to where there is a deficiency, and --

|
7 MR. MC CLUNG: What do you mean by your precise '

3 position? Are you speaking with Mr. Nauman's person:al
i

9 opinion?

10 MR. PIGOTT: No.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: Or are you talking about FEMA )
1

12 regional, or are you talking about FEMA national, because I

13 thought we decided yesterday that we weren't going to -- he,

d('!
i

14 was going to be speaking for himself personally on these

15 various contentions, and he was not going to be trying to do

16 a new updated FEMA view with respect to these various

17 contentions.

| Ig MR. PIGOTT: He is not doing a findings here. He

19 is, however, the sponsor of certain documents, and I am trying
|

20 to find out -- or through certain testimony, and I think I am

21 entitled to find out what that testimony means, in a specific
|

22 manner.

O- 23

i

| 21
P
t. 't

15
1

i

|

I
i

+
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(,),tp2-1
y 21R. HOEFLING: Can we be clear that a deficiency

2 is an iten uhich would inhibit a -finding of adequacy? Is
'

that where we are? -

3
,

'

4 MR. PIGOTT: I would think so. And I am trying

5 to find out which ones the witness is pointing to.

6 MR. HOEFLING: Does the witness understand the

7 deficiency in that context?

8 I?IT'IESS NAtIIAU: I'm sorry. I was reading the

material.9 - -

MR. HOEFLING: Uould you consider a, deficiency,jo

gy as we are using the term here, to be an item which would

inhibit a finding of adequacy with respect to emergency12

preparedn'ess?13

() UITNESS NAU::AN: It could have an effect on it.14

I wouldn't say that it is that arbitrary that it would be15

16 a single factor. As I have just indicated, there can be a

17 variety of degrees of significance, the aggregate of which

18 could reflect a lack of adequacy. That's the difficulty of

39 attempting to answer the Applicants' question, Mr. Pigott's

20 question, is that you've got so many factors to play I would

rather not categorically state that radiation monitoring is21

22 the single source problem in the nature and I am trying to

formulate an opinion or a statement to that effect, but23

24 apparently not to his satisfaction.

f-)N(
25

0
.
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1 BY MR. PIGOTT:
O

2 O Taking that statement, Mr. Nauman, what I'm

3 asking for, and I think I an entitled to it, is an articu-

Ox/ 4 lation of the factors that lead to an overall deficiency,

5 if that in fact is the way you are concluding.

6 A Uell, I mould have to go back to the position

7 that a review sf the actions involved would obviously start

a from the baa3.s of 0654 and those issues that are identified

9 in regards to the plume exposure pathway and the ingestion

to pathway. That's the basis of all of our reviews and the

it source of the basis for the findings that we might elicit. .

T2 O I'm afraid I'm getting responses and not answers.

13 I think we have to have some articulation of precisely what

( )) 14 it is that you find wrong and not simply mushy conclusions,

15 which is what we have here.

16 A I'm afraid I don't agree with you.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me get back, just for the

is sake of the 3 card's understandina, there was a ruling last

19 night -- I guess I could look in the transcript. Hold on

20 just a moment.

21 (Pause)
[
'

12 JUDGE KELLEY: I misrecollected. I thought that

23 we had said right at the end some sort of standard. It's

24 not there. There was some discussion o:f the. record. But

25 what I'm trying to establish for us this morning, I'm just

(Dus
!
!

I

|
-

, . . ,, .-
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_ 1 concerned we're walking into some kind of morass that isn't

\"
2 going to lead us anywhere. Your objective is to get more

3 specific about Mr. Nauman's direct testimony.
I'')
(/ 4 MR. PIGOTT: Essentially, yes.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. Marrow it down, specify

6 it.

7 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Nou we have said time and again

9 earlier here that Mr.- Nauman was speaking for National in

10 regard to that it had been cleared by National, it was

11 approved by Na' clonal, it was National testimony. To some

12 extent I understood at least last evening that if Mr. Nauman
.

13 is asked about a particular deficiency, in the first place,

({) 14 it goes back at least to June 3 because there was nothing

j 15 between June 3 and August 24, and then in back of that there

16 were certain documents, like the RAC review. If you were to

17 put a question about some particular piece of the testimony

j 18 and the answer was well, i t was whatever we said on the

|
| 19 record and you proceeded to read that, that wouldn't get us

20 anywhere either.

21 Now is what you are af ter the witness' personal

22 opinion derivable from whatever he may have learned apart

23 from what is said in those documente like the RAC review?

, - . 24 I'.R . PIGOTT: No. Hell, first of .all, when we
l s'

get down to the particulars of it I think this distinction
'

25

f'V),

I
'
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1 between National and Regional is a distinction without a

(
2 differenc because I think we have been through the documents

3 and determined that with respect to putting pen to paper the

() 4 only document that was not actually so draf ted by Mr. Nauman

5 was the two-page letter of June 3 from I*.r. Dickey to Mr.

6 Grimes, and I believe I!r. Nauman testified yesterday that ir

7 was in large part a lif t from a document that is attached to

8 that memorandum.

9 So if anybody is thinking that somebody else.

10 made some evaluation or there was input from somewhere else,

11 I just have to contend that the facts don't support that.

12 This is the only man who has really had anything to do with

13 putting documents together from their origination. So I

14 think he is the one who is in a position to Onswer the ques-()
15 tions, be you put a regional hat or a national hat on him.

16 But what my problem is is that, as I look at

17 :Ir. Nauman' t testimony, there are a lot of very conclusory

18 statements.
I
'

19 JUDGE KELLEY: True.

20 IIR. PIGOTT: Mith no articulation as to the

21 basis. And that is what I'm trying to get to, what part

22 of plans is it that he goes back to. Is he relying on some-

23 thing dif ferent than RAC and evaluation of the e::ercise.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Can we stipulate that if he says

25 I was relying on RAC,, period, then whatever RAC cays is what-

.

. - - .- _ _ _ .
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i ever FE':A is saying? -

0
2 HR. PIGOTT: Then I'd like to know -- I need to

3 know the subject matter that he finds leads him to his var-

(s_3/ 4 ious conclusions. Now I'll be candid with the Board with

5 respect to this first issue. If we take ingestion pathway
.

6 out of our mind, because that is sort of a separate issue.

7 As I read about two and a half pages there, three pages,

8 with respect to Issue No. 1 the only thing that I can identify

9 with any particularity as being of a deficiency nature such

10 that it should be significant to this Board is the comment

1; concerning additional training in the radiological response

12 areas. And if that is true I'd like to know that.

13 If the other areas which are discussed or commented

() 14 upon are overall adequate as far as FEMA is concerned, then
,

15 I don't have to go any further. But if they're not, I havc

16 to know which parts are deficient. It's just that simple and ,

17 unfortunately, I guess it is just that difficult.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. It's worthwhile, I think,

19 to try to clarify what the rules of the game are this morning ,

20 Ue tried last night and, from where we have been so far this

21 morning I'm not sure we succeeded. Would you like to comment ,

22 Mr. Hoefling or Mr. Perry , on IIr. Pigott's objectives?

23 .m. PERRY: Well, I think that Mr. Pigott is

24 very astute in his observation about Mr. Uauman's ability
Osf

25 to comment on events and his knowledge of events; that's why
.

9
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he's our witness in this matter. As to looking at the ques-y

ti ns and what led to the conclusions, I would think that
2

3 perhaps your suggestion as to can you identify that, you

O know, was this drawn from the nac or some other source, ehee,

might save us some time. I'm concerned that we're going to5

6 wind up thumbing through volumes of documents and tracing

7 down cites and we're just going to wind up with a.very
2

'

g extensive bureaucratic exercise that may or may not produce

anything of 2eal use for the Board.9

If we uld work out the mechanics I don't have10

a serious prcblem with the approach to the question.yy

JUDGE KELLEY: Let us revisit for a moment this

distinction between the witness' personal opinion and the
13

'**" ' '""^- " "i '""d*'"'""* 7 "" " ""*'" '""* '"* "i'"*""O i4

ught not to be put in a position of rendering a FEMA
15

16 pinion on scmething that is under study, I think is the

j7 thrust of your point. But the witness did ccme in and he

jg did give this testimony that is before the house. I would

19 assume that he can interpret the testimony as the FEMA

20 representative; more than just as his personal opinion, but

21 as a FEMA representative, correct?

MR. PERRY: To whatever extent he feels he can22

elaborate or offer understanding or clarification of views,23

p 24 absolutely.

U
JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. So that we don't have to25

O
G'

-

, --- . , - _ ,_ . - - - - - - --
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i get hung up on personal opinion versus FEMA representative
('

2 at all, except with respect to an area where it is under

3 active study and there isn't any FEMA position.
() 4 MR. PERRY: That has been my sole area of

5 concern in terms of the delicacy of the process.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Mr. McClung, I think

7 we are moving toward something that will work. What do you

8 think? Any thoughts?

; 9 ///

10

11

12

13

(]) 14
,

is;

16

17

18

19 .

20

21

22

23

'
24

O
25

O
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*

'23 kl MR. MC CLUNG: I have aothing really to add.

2 I think that Mr. Pigott has to --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

O 4 MR. MC CLUNG: -- cross examine on the st 'cifics ,

1

5 so --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: All Right. Well, Mr. Pigott, to

7 restate perhaps what we have said before, you have got some

8 conclusiary testimony before you. You are entitled to at-

9 tempt to nail that down, the specifics. The Witness does

10 speak as the FEMA witness in interpret.ing the testimony,

11 subject to areas where maybe unreviewed, and he may not be

12 able to give an opinion on such areas, but with that under-

%3 standing, why don't you go ahead. Does that -- Mr. Nauman,
"

O i4 does that he1e you at e112

15 WITNESS NAUMAN: I appreciate the attempt at the

16 clarification. I think that my conclusion is, as you have

17 accurately stated, the basis of the review was completed

18 upon -- or completed using the criteria of 0654 whether

19 you address the plan review or whether you address the

20 exercise evaluation. The 24 August conclusions that are

21 addressed in here are general conclusions based upon the

22 ns.ture of the questions. They are responsive to six differ-

23 ent jurisdictions in an interim stage of planning. They

24 were effective as of June 3rd for lack of further substan-

25 tiable or further information provided, which has subsequent Ly

O

_ _
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come in since that time. And the nature of the questionk2 y

O as I have perceived it creates a prohibition for me to re-2

3 spond any further than in reference to those specific docu-

4 ments. They are asking -- the way the GUARD contention is

5 w rded is rather general and we are talking to a number of

6 plan issues. There is no argument with that. Radiological

7 training is not a planned issue. I have no -- I have no

trouble with that. That is one of the concerns.8

But to say other than the fact that 0654 was9

used as the basis for our analysis and the -- I think the
10

rest of it is self-explanatory.yy

JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I think the Applicants do
y2

have some concern. I can understand why you might proffer
13

some fairly conclusiary testimony, but I think they have] y

some right to know what underlies it, and so I don't think
15

it is going to advance our cause at all to quote at great16

length from some report that you agree with and don't have
17

j gg anything to add to, but to the extent that you can put a

little more concrete detail on your criticism, then I think
19

that would be useful. So let's give it a try.20

BY MR. PIGOTT:gj

0 Just in fact the same old tired pieces of
22

testimony, Mr. Nauman. The addit.lonal training in the
23

1 radiological response area, we can identify that as a non-'

24O
25 plan type of critique, is that correct?

,

A
V

--.
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k3 1 A Yes, sir.

O
2 O Okay. And ingestion pathwa'y we have out of our

3 minds, is that correct?

O 4 A Are you --

5 Q Let's not consider it.

6 A You have eliminated that consideration, yes.

7 Q Okay. Looking at the other considerations with

8 respect to contention number one, can you identify any one
9 aspect that would makesou conclude that Applicants have not

10 met the burden of rebutting GUARD contention number one?

11 A I think that the answer to that question is

12 most likely in the negative based upon the fact that many
13 of these issues are plan oriented issues, but at the same

() 14 time you must consider that you have the capability to im-
15 plement these plans as well. And that has not completely

16 been demonstrated under what I would consider to be a re-
17 vised planning situation that would meet the various con-

| 18 cerns that we have under discussion.

19 Q But for purposes of this testimony, and this
i

20 issue, it would sound as though your answer is no?

21 A As I have so stated, that is correct.

12 Q Let's go to an easier issue. Let me direct to

|
23 your testimony of September 16th and the first attachment

l
'

24 enti'' led Testimony of Mr. Kenneth W. Nauman,.Jr., going to

25 the size of the EPZ, And that is issue -- GUARD contention

(
_

|
\

r

__
--
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k4 number three, and it is my interpretation, and I want toy

rake sure that we are consistent on this, is that FEMA woulc2

3 consider that Applicants have in fact met the burden of

O contention nu der three- :s that correct 74,

A Could syou trell me what GUARD contention number5

three is? Or give me a moment to look at it. I have only6

7 got one and two here.

Q Okay.
8

A Thank you. As is stated in the aforementioned9

testimony, we felt tha t the jurisdictions did address the
10

various factors of typography, meteorology, evacuationjy

r utes, demography, jurisdictional boundaries and land
12

characteristics in their determination of the 10 mile boun-
13

dary. There is, however, some conflict in the nature of(] 14

that boundary that has been brought to light.
15

I think that conflict or lack of definitive
16

uniform position can be easily resolved, however. But in
37

our looking at the RAC's attention to the nature of thisyg

contention, we also considered those factors that I have
39

addressed, jurisdictional boundaries being probably the
20

Primary one, as well as the others.
21

We - the establishment of the 10 mile boundary
22

might be more accurately reflected as the establishment of
23

a plume exp sure pathway, EPZ, and there seems to be some
24

concern over whether - or there is a perception of
25

DO

.
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kE 1 confusion regarding the -- whetner or not San Juan

CA
2 Capistrano, city of, and the community of Dana Point are

3 included within that, and I think that needs to be recon-

() 4 ciled.

5 0 All right, but as for how they were drafted,

6 which is the thrust, I understand, of three, your answer

7 would appear to be in the affirmative as set forth in that

3 testimony?

9 A Yes, sir. That is correct.

} 10 Q Okay. Let's go back then to page' five of

13 your testimony of the 24th of August, and let's see if we

12 can short-circuit i'c a little bit -- of this. See your

13 question 12?

(') 14 A Tes, sir.

15 Q Khere you restate GUARD contention two. As I

16 read your testimony with respect to 2(a), it would appear

17 that FEMA's position is that we meet whatever burden is

is required by that particular sub-issue. Is that correct?

19 In fact, let me go through them and I will tell you how I

20 interpret your tdstimony, and then perhaps you can either

21 affirm, and to the extent we at. wrong we can go into dif-

22 ferences. But it would app;ar that FEMA is affirmative on

23 A, B with testing, C, and frankly unsure on D, affirmative

24 on E, affirmative on F, negative, I guess on G, affirmative

25 on H. I am unsure on I, aegative on J, and based on some of

()w

- - _--___________ _
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i

k6 1 your prior testimony, it would sound as though affirmative

O
2 on K.,

3 Now perhaps you would want to take a minute and

4 advise me whether those characterizations, at least as to
,

5 the ones where I interpreted in the affirmative response,

6 whether you would agree or disagree with my overall con-

1 clusion.

3 A Thank you.

9 (Pause)

10 ///

11

1

12

13

O: '4

u

16

17

18

| 19

20

21
,

23

24
0w1

25

O

,

- - , in ~ - - , , - - - - , , , - - - - - , --av., , , - - , ~ . . - ..-. --. . , - . , - - -.- -- - ., ,-- , ,-
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S4, 1g 1 WITNESS NAUMAN: Okay, in the referencr a 2(a),

2 the answer is in the atfirmative.s
3

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Could we just have a clarification

4 for what "in the affirmative" is reaning in this sense?

5 MR. PIGOTT: Af firmative to me would mean that

6 FEMA believes that we have met the burden of that issue

7 MR. MC CLUNG: According to the regulation, or --

8 MR. PIGO72: According to whatever interpretations

9 they put on it, just their position.
I

10 JUDGE KELLEY: It is keyed to contentions, is it

11 not?

12 MR. PIGOTT: These are the contentions, yes.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: That is what I thought. So, aren'tg

b
14 they saying that they see -- they have reviewed the contention

15 and they don't think the contention has merit, or they think

16 you were satisfactory with regard to that contention?

17 MR. PIGOTT: Yes, yes, that we are satisfactory

18 with regard to that contention. I at least have enough sense

19 to not chase after the issues where we agree.

| 20 WITNESS NAUMAN: Okay, in the case of (b), we

21 have identified that siren systens are -- and I assume, before

22 I go too much further in this, that you are talking about the

O
'~#

23 status of events subsequent to the review, in other words, up

24 to today, is that correct?

O
25

_

_
- -
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2g 1 BY MR. PIGOTT:

2 0 I want your best information as of the time we are

O
3 sitting here, yes.

. 4 A Thank you. It is our understanding that sirens

5 have been installed as of August 8, 1981, and that further

I 6 actions to test and put into the hands of local jurisdictions

7 those siren controls are ongoing, as is stated in question

8 13's response, the plans and procedures within the various

9 jurisdictions do exist for notification and communications,

10 so the testing, the review and validation of the technical

11 matters relating to the sirens remains to be accomplished, yes.

12 0 With that caveat, we have an affirmative, though,

13 is that correct?
*

''
14 A Yes, sir.

15 JUDGE K.5LLEY: This is the kind of point where I

I

16 get confused. I think I an going to have to read this record

|
17 and decide what it means. Maybe this is a good placa to raise

18 it, because we have heard an awful lot about sirens in the

19 record, quite apart from the FEMA detenminr. tion. But now,

20 I thought our approach here was as to matters now under

!

21 review by FEMA. Mr. Nauman, at least, speaking as a national

22 FEMA representative, couldn' t speak to it, is that right, and

()| 23 now -- what concerned me a little was, the question was,

24 subject *i certain open items, and I am paraphrasing you, but.

25 it was to the effect that FEMA would find affirmatively, and I

;

|

l

)
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3g 1 Mr. Nauman said yes, and I am just wondering what I an to make

'
,

2 of that.

3 MR. PIGOTT: Well, I think first of all, we are

4 reaching the end of an accumulation of evidence, especially on

5 sirens. I think that we have learned an awful lot about sirens

6 and requirements, and their installation over the last three

7 or four weeks. I think that what the Board is to take from

3 something like that is that there is a siren requirement. The

9 siren requirement has been addressed for design purposes.

10 The testimony of the Applicants is that the sirens

11 have been installed, there is no contrary evidence that the

12 sirens have been misapplied in any way, and there is one last

13 thing, and that is to test them and see that they work. That

14 is scheduled for, starting, I believe, the week of November 2.

15 I would think that the Board then takes the f act,

16 should be able to find as a f act that the siren requirement

17 for installation purposes has been met, subject to the things

| 13 actually working.
,

l

| 19 Now, I don't know how you would phrase that. I

|

20 would not think, for instance, something like that would be --

21 would need reach the level of a licensing condition, but I
,

22 would think maybe it would be sonething that the regulatory

() 23 staf f would be required to affirm that it is in fact working,
|

24 as a part of their ongoing review, but I would think that for
'

fTs/ 25 purposes of the Board's requirement to make a findi.tg on,

!

i

l
'
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10 9244g 1 adequacy, that they should have a pretty good record on that

2 particular one.
U,,

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Quite possibly, and --

4 MR. PIGOTT: But I mean --
flu

5 JUDGE KELLEY: -- sirens to me are a relatively

6 easy example.

7 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: But I just want to know, am I

9 getting a FEMA --

10 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman? '

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

12 MR. PERRY: It is~not a FEMA finding. I felt --

13 and the reason I didn't object was I felt Mr. Nauman very

(2)
'

14 adequately caveated the areas that are still a matter of
|

15 active agency concern, investigation and evaluation. He did

16 report on the things that he knew and that the agency knows.

17 It is not a finding per se, but it is a statement of what Mr.

13 Nauman as our witness knows about state of the art in

t

| 19 present circumstances, and I think that it has value from that

|
20 point of view.'

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: Mr. Chairman, if I may, a.t the

22 beginning~-- or at the end of the testimony yesterday, there
x

23 was an address of this issue from Mr. Pigott, to the extant'

24 that my comments were acceptable to hin, ta the extent that
em.,

- 25 they were my assessment, my professional judgment at this

=
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Sg 1 juncture, as opposed to the -- as Mr. Perry has indicatc6

2 the FEMA finding, if you will, at this point. There is, for
)

3 example, within the siren issue, as I have already ind'.;ated,

4 a -- the necessity for a review of the technical data to

5 determine that those sirens do indeed cover the full area.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand. I understand.
.

7 WITNESS NAUMAN: Now, to elaborate on that,

8 there is a potential here that could reverse the comment that

9 I have made, of an affirmative nature, to this thing. To the

10 extent, for example, that those sirens might not encompass the

11 full emergency planning zone for a plume exposure pathway, as

12 has been defined and --

- 13 JUDGE KF.LLEY: I understand what you are saying,

14 yeah.

'

15 MR. PIGOTT: That is something we will find out

16 cown the road.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Well, on that basis, I

13 mean, what we are getting is, we are not getting a FEMA finding .

19 A FEMA finding is a very narrow term of art. We are getting a

20 FEMA opinion. We are getting more than Mr. Nauman's personal

21 opinion, are we not, Mr. Perry?

2' MR. PERRY: Yes, sir.

O
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, and we are narrowing the

,

24 range of uncertainty. Okay, go ahead.

O
2e

- _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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6g 1 BY MR. PIGOTT:

2 0 All right, with respect to issue 2 (c) , I had

3 marked that as affirmative, or okay.

4 A The jurisdictionc have included the procedures, as
O-

5 is indicated in this August 24 memo, to the extent that they

6 have identified in the formal plan what t. hey are going to do.

7 I have received additir.ial information in the way of public

3 information handouts, and confirmatory information that

9 supports that an emergency public information program has been

10 established and is ongoing; assuming that our further

11 investigation of the nature of this contention does not

12 reveal anything to the contrary, I would say that

13 notification is being provided, and that procedures for

O
14 disseaination have been identified.

15 0 Well, looking at (d), medical services, and I

16 think the answers, the relevant testimony, is found on

17 questions 18 and 19.

13 A That is correct, and as we have indicated to a

19 limited extent, they have met the requirements. That limited

20 extent was the fact that no written agreements were provided

21 to us in regard to medical agreements with local hospitals.

22 Conversely, the f act that those written medical agreements

23 identified in previous testimony that the Applicant has with

24 those local hospitale could be construed to be that which would

25 be necessary to provide the necessary training and receptiveness

!
.
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10 927g7g 1 on the part of the hospitals to neet any individuals' medical

2 infirming problem that might result from radiation contaminatior

3 and injury at the same time.

4 That is to say that one of our major concerns was

5 whether or not the medical personnel in these various

6 facilities had training and an awareness of how to handle the

7 particular medical problem that would result. To that extent,

3 it was partially demonstrated in the May 11 exercise,

9 further ongoing training has been conducted and we feel that

10 if agreements are reached, that would bas'.cally say a hocpital

11 has no objection to receiving patiente as long as they have

12 the wherewithal to provide adequate compensation for the

13 services rendered, that there should be na dif ficulty in this
imO

14 particular contention.

15 Q Have you reviewed the documentary evidence

16 submitted, I guess, with the onsite plan with respect to

17 medical arrangements, as well as the testimony of Drs. Linne-

13 mann and Hauck in this regard?

19 A I have,

20 Q Or is that what you are referring to?

21 A Yes.

!

22 0 Okay. Obviously I am not going to ask for a FEMA

{J3 23 finding, but is that the kind of evidence that yott would think

24 FEMA would be looking for in satisf action of the medical
: A) services requirement?23

!
|
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8g 1 A Yes, sir.

Q All right, looking at 2(e), I have that marked as2 i

O
3 being affirmative. Can you verify that for me?

4 A Yes, I believe that the adequacy of that has beeng

5 established, and that operational EOC's do exist with the

6 required emergency response plans necessary, as well as the

7 transportation and communications that we have found, are

3 adequate to meet the demands.

9 0 All right, looking at 2 (f), I have that marked as

10 affirmative. Can you affirm that?

11 A And as we have indicated, there, the answer is in

12 the affirmative. The f act that the state mutual aid agreement,

13 the state response capability, and the federal support that

14 could be provided under a disaster situation would provide the

15 necessary background support to meet contention 2(f)'s

16 requirements, which is to say the principal offsite response

! 17 organizations can respond and augment their response capability .

18 Now, that would be -- that does not obviate the
!

| 19 f act that additional training is necessary in radiological
1

20 areas, while radiological response capability does exist at the

21 Federal level, through the Department of Energy, the
:

22 Environmental Protection Agency, FEMA personnel. There isi

23 additional, we feel additional responsibility inherent upon the

! 24 local jurisdictions, that needs to be improved, so my comments

bd should not eliminate that as a requirement.25
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9g 1 Q Well, you are talking about a requirement for

2 something different than this contention, though, are you not?
%]

3 You are talking a. bout the requirements, or what you are looking

4 for, for an affirmative finding from FEMA, and right now we are
Os

5 addressing the contentions in this case.

6 We are looking at specific Intervenor-raised

7 concentions.

3 A Well, the contention says, is the capability --

9 or regards the capability of each principal response organization

10 to respond and augment this initial response on a continuous

11 basis.

12 0 And as I understand your answer, again you are

13 saying -- I shouldn't say again -- but I believe you are saying
O

14 with the exception of radiological nonitoring and assessment,

15 the answer is affirmative?

16 A Yes-

17 O Okay. And if we then turn the page to G, what is

13 your answer on 2(g)? I candidly can't interpret it.

| 19 A Well, for a minute -- I want to find the related
1

20 responses here.

21 o I think they are on page 11

I 22 A All right, our response to the particular question

)
23 related to emergency radiological training. Was that training

24 provided to the response personnel had been limited, and as I
O
k-I

25 think I testified to on Friday, that training has generally <

_ _ __
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10g 1 been limited to nuclear attack, or radiation monitoring, and

2 decontamination training.(,)
v

3 While there is a limited relationship between that

4 and the type of emergency response that is involved in a-

(ss -)
5 radiological emergency preparediass response capability, there

6 are some very distinct differences in degrees of radiation

7 involved, the methods of monitoring, the field application of

3 the teams and their capability, and that training has not been

9 reflected as having been completed.

10 We do note that training programs, lesson plans,

11 and schedules are in the process of being developed, and should

12 be reflected in the very near future, according to infornation

13 I have received from the Applicant. The local jurisdictions

14 have stated themselves that additional training is -- has been

15 requested through FEMA, including some of the FEMA- offered

16 courses, FEMA NRC offered courses.

17 The Applicant has submitted -- or, I an sorry, has

18 of fered and conducted medical radiological courses, of Nich

19 Mr. Linnemann addressed, but the total training program, I

20 think, still needs to be very specifically identified, and

21 addressed before we could reflect a positive feeling towards

22 this particular contention.

(3
A/ 23 0 Is that a yes or a no?

24 A Well, the question is, does the radiological
,

O
k/ emergency response training of of fsite personnel meet planning25
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11g 1 standards 10 CFR 50.47 (b) ( 15 ) , and --

2 0
bs

Based on everything you know as of the time you

3 sit here this morning? Without it being construed as a finding ,

4 obviously, but as you sit here this morning, what is it, yes

5 or no?

6 A Well, I don't know that I can respond to that,

7 Mr. Pigott. The dif ficulty is that I have not reviewed the

8 lesson plans. Again, we are back to this same debate of

9 degrees, if the lesson plans are deemed adequate, if the

10 scheduling is reasonable to of fer the jurisdictions, shall we

11 say, multiple opportunities to attend a course, then I would

12 say.yes, that the answer is in the affirmative, but beyond that

13 it would be very difficult to review.

O
14 I will acknowledge that scheduling has been

15 conducted, and -- I am sorry, scheduling has been addressed,

16 but I have no lesson plans that have been reviewed, so it

17 would be dif ficult to respond any further than that.
i

'

18 Q Shall we take a "no opinion," then, on that

19 issue?

20 A If you care to.

21 0 I mean, no opinion at all.
i

22 A Oh.
('s
(J 23 0 Not a "no," but a "no opinion." It would sound

74 like you are undecided on that one. There is no up or down
r,

k- yet, as -- say.,
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10,932
12g 1 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, I think the witness

2 tried to say that in delicate and diplomatic terms.(3
U

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: If'you ask a specific response,

r') 4 my answer is no, they have not met that contention, if you
'V

5 want to go to that point. I mean, we are not undecided. We

6 specifically do not feel that there is sufficient information

7 provided.

8 BY MR. PIGOTT:

9 0 Okay, that is fine. What demonstration would you

10 require, do you think that you would require?

11 A The responsibility for demonstration of the

12 capability falls upon the state, local, and Applicant. -- state

13 and local jurisdictions and the Aoplicant. As I have indicatedo. -
,

14 if appropriate training, lesson plans, schedules are provided

15 to demonstrate that response training is in fact in being, that

16 a program was outlined that would support that type of a

17 position over an extended period of time, I would say that

| 18 that would certainly lend itself to a more positive finding.

19 Q Do you have any standards that could be followed,

|
I 20 by the local jurisdictional people and Applicants?

21 A Standards as relate to what?

22 Q This issue, of --

O''-

r
*

23 A Obviously 0654 is the standard. That is the
l

i 24 basis for our review. It would then remain to be examined by
I I)
' ''

25 the FEMA organization to determine the adequacy.

!
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{13 1 Q Is there any particular aspect of radiological '

2 civil defense capability that renders local government response
fs)us

3 inadequate to a nuclear power plant accident'

7-) 4 A I am sorry. Would you ask that question again,
(/'

3 please ?

6 0 Is there any particular aspect of civil defense

7 radiological capability that apparently the local governments

3 do possess, that is inadequate to respond to nuclear power

9 plant request or response?

10 A It is an interesting phraseology. The question,

11 I think, that the response is that the nature of the

12 emergency response to a nuclear power plant is materially

;
_ 13 dif ferent than dealing with a nuclear attack, radiation

U
14 orientation. There you are dealing with massive quantities,

15 in the thousands, ten thousands of roentgens; in this case

16 you are dealing with fractions of roentgens, or rems,

17 depending upon the application.

18 And the sensitivity is materially dif ferent,

.

19 obviously, as a result of that. The techniques for handling

20 that, therefore, become slightly dif f erent.

21 When you are in an environment that is totally

22 subjected to contanination, as opposed to an environment where
|

(V~)
| 23 you have to seek it out, and you have to seek it out on a much

24 greater sensitivity, you are dealing with a whole different
A

25 issue, and a whole nature of procedure that is different."'

,
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tp5-1 1 0 If I go back two questions and the response
O

2 thereto, I'm still unsure as to the standards that you
3 think should be met. You've got generalized criteria,

O 4 eve 1ueeton criterie of 0s54, bue is there enything over

5 and above that by way of an objective demonstration that

6 FEMA has by way of standard or guidance?

7 A Well, obviously the 0654 criteria reflect that

3 you have to have a capability to monitor the radiation

9 problem. If the ability is not demonstrated to be capable
10 of monitoring that they have not met the requirement and

11 further training is necessary. In the course of the May 13

12 exercise we brought in a great number of highly qualified

13 health physicists to evaluate the capability of those juris-

Q 14 dictions. The findings ran from the highly technically

15 qualified to the absolute absurdity of failing to turn on

16 the instrument, failing to have charged batteries, failing

17 to take the equipment with them, to one degree and, to the

18 opposite end of tie spectrum, the thoroughness and adequacy

19 of some individuals who obviously had a greater orientation

20 to the program and were thoroughly trained.

21 The technical analysis that comes out of the

22 criteria I think has to be established from basic standards

23 of the profession, the health physics areai and in the

24 radiation field that I think are fairly standard and are

25 accepted standards. I mean we had almost a uniform opinion

'

Q
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1 across the board from the ten to twelve health physicista

O
2 that we had from a variety of different sources to the

3 procedures. It was not a massive dissention as to what was

() 4 absolutely necessary and what wasn't.

5 0 Well, we'll come back to that subject. But let's

6 pass on to Issue 2 (h) . I think I have that in the affirmative

7 column. Could you confirm that for me?

3 A I would say that all of the criteria that are

9 identified here have some weaknesses. The methodology re-

10 quired expansion through establishment of SOP's, which has

11 been done or is being done, I should say. The staffing could

12 be considered partially complete, to the extent that the

13 state still has some coordination to be effected once they

(]) 14 come out with their annex regardilig radiological -- State

15 Department of Radiological IIealth. The systems and equipment

16 available to the off-site jurisdictions is still only

17 partially delivered, to the best of my knowledge. Some of

15 it is still due in. And I think that once this equipment is
~

19 on hand or at least a great percentage of it is on hand so

20 that the total assessment and monitoring capability can be

21 evaluated that a drill might be appropriate to establish

22 whether the proficiency has improved.

23 Again, we are dealing with the capability of

24 these individuals to demonstrate an ability to adequately

25 report the nature of the situation off-site. And there is,

O
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1 you know --

Q So your answer is a barely yes, it sounds like.

Is that correct?
3

O 4 na. ne crono: 1'm aot sure now helgeut e

5 response to that question is going to be.

6 MR. PIGOTT: Anything that helps me interpret I

7 find extremely helpful in this instance.

MR. MC CLUNG: Well, the degrees of yes. I8

9 mean how many angels are dancing on yes here.

JUDGE KELLEY: I think I understand the spirit10

in which it was intended. Wit within moderation.yy

BY MR. PIGOTT:12

Q I believe you called it a weak yes, is that13

correct?Q 14

A Well, in the August 24 document I said generally15

16 speaking, yes. I think I'll stick with that. That is

17 fairly accurate.

18 Q All right. That was the 24th document. Based

| on everything you know now, have you had information comey9

20 into your possession that would add confidence to that yes?

A It's added further crinfidence but I think until21

22 I see a drill I can't unequivocally say yes.

23 Q L oking at 2(i), and frankly I can't interpret .

24 your anawer to that one.

O:

25 A Well, I think it is reasonably clear. The findings
,

(a3I

,

| 7 -

<
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1 resulting from the exercise identified the current state of

O
2 Operations and suggested corrective actions. That's clear.

3 May 13 we made a number of findings and recommendations as
A'() 4 regards corrective action for the EOF. Subsequent to this

5 document's preparation there has been provided me information

6 that reflects the establishment of SOP's regarding a number

7 of the areas that are inherent to the EOF operation. The

8 EOF facility has been separated physically from the EOC,

9 which was one of our major concerns.

10 I would say here I believe that the corrective

11 action that has been addressed here is adequate to reflect

12 a favorable finding with the exception of a demonstration

13 to allow, as I have stated here, for verification of facil-

(]) 14 ities and capabilities, and I will state that I don't think

15 that that is necessary for EOF operations per se to be con-

16 ducted necessarily before the anwiel exercise next due.

17 Q All right. Looking at (j), 2 (j) . What is your

18 -- first of all, what is the position reflected in your

19 testimony?
#

20 A Well, we stated that the methods, staffing,

21 systems and equipment relating to ingestion pathway response

12 have not been clearly identified or demonstrated. The state

23 of California has a draft proposal for ingestion pathway

g3 response and, as indicated, a draft plan will.be submitted.24
V

25 I have already attested to the fact that it is still in its

,

)
_ . _ _ _
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1 draft state and in fact that was a planning document as

2 opposed to a draft plan. The state has not provided me any

3 . update or estimated delivery date beyond the vague next
ON/ 4 two to three month category. I would say, as I indicated

5 earlier, October or November at the earliest.

6 The major concern here is to identify respon-

7 sibilities as they somewhat conflicted in the nature of the

8 planning of the two agencies. I think once that is outlined

9 and later demonstrated that they can coordinate and function

10 together a good percentage of this issue will be resolved.

11 Q So it would be your testimony, then, that you

12 haven' t seen whatever it is that would be necessary to

13 satisfy (j) ?

() 14 A That's correct. But I would also note that

15 ingestion pathway was not addressed in the May 13 exercises.

16 As we are tasked under the 0654 standards we are not required

17 to evaluate all functions and, in light of the incomplete

18 nature of the state plan, we didn't feel that it would serve

19 a useful purpose to attempt to examine something that was

20 still in a very early stage of development.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. Is this a good coffee

22 break time?

23 MR. PIGOTT: It's as good as any.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Ten minutes for coffee.

25 (A brief recess)
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1 JUDGE EELLEY: Let's get back to work.

O
2 BY MR. PIGOTT:

3 Q Mr. Nauman, looking at 1scue 2 (j) having to do

4 with the ingestion pathway, I believe you stated that you

5 haven't seen anything yet that would allow you to make any

6 kind of a finding on that either from the state or --

7 apparently you haven't had a chance to review Mr. Pilmer's
i

g testimony and the exhibit that he submitted on ingestion

9 pathway.

10 A Well, if I interpret what you just said, I

11 haven't had the opportunity to make an updated finding which

12 would say that at present I either need to teview submissions

13 that have been provided or further provision of such documents

(') 14 is necessary.

15 0 When that question is in fact considered, as a'

16 general matter is the ingestion pathway planning something
|

17 that is necessary for short-term emergency procedures?

Is A What do you mean by short term?

19 0 Well, is it something that you are going to have

20 to do within a -- going to have to act on within a matter of

21 hours such that it cannot be done on an ad hoc basis, given

| 12 some degree of consideration of what activities would be
|

| 23 needed?
!

24 A Okay. The determination that was made by 0654 is

}
| 25 that it is not an ad hoc option but I think that other than

O)%
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g doing preliminary background sampling that might be appro-

0 Priahe to the ingestion pathway -- and I say might be2

3 appropriate. I think I would be inclined to agree with you
/~T
(_/ 4 that it is not an immediate response f actor and that is one

5 of the reasons why we gave it less than critical considera-

6 tion in the !!ay 13 exercise.

7 Q So except for the fact that it is a required

8 planning, a required plan under 0654, it is not the type of

9 thing that the absence of which raises a great public danger

10 or risk?

33 A Oh, I'm afraid I can' t agree with that statement

12 per se.

13 Q Well, I thought you had said that it was something

() 14 that, given an emergency, could in fact probably be handled

15 on an ad hoc type of basis.

16 A No, I didn' t say that either.

17 Q Well, I guess I'd better ask you what you did

13 say, then. I misheard you.

| 19 A What I said was that 0654 criteria says it cannot

20 be done ad hoc, that there will be established planning
,

i

21 identified. I did agree with you that the application,

. 22 other than doing background assessment, might reflect in
l

23 the most likely of occurrences that it would be not within

24 the immediate response timeframe but that wou.ld be something

25 that would occur in the later stages.

O

|

L
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1 Q Can you put a time on that later stages?7-
U

2 A It wouldn't be very professional, in light of

3 the fact that all of theae things are subject to variations.

As 4 Q Can you give us a range?

5 A I don't think I'd want to offer one. It is

6 something that obviously has too many variables to put a

7 concrete timeframe on it. I've already alluded to-the fact

8 that it would be something that would not occur within the

9 first critical period.

10 Q Well, I'm trying to quantify. Wh'at do you mean

11 by critical period? I would like some kind of, in your

12 Personal opinion, which has been accepted as being an expert

OP nion in this proceeding, can youput a timeframe on thati13

() 14 which you just most recently called critical period?

15 A Not in hard hours. I would say possibly that it

16 would be that timeframe where a release has, because of

17 surrounding meteorological conditions, has gone into the

I
18 atmosphere and has had sufficient time to deposit itself;

1
.

| 19 within the ingestion pathway to the extent that it would

|
20 reflect a perceived hazard to be public.

21 Q Well, can you conceive of any situation where

22 a person located in the ingestion pathway would have his

i 23 life threatened within the first 24 hours following an
i
'

24 accident?
)

25 A Not under the criteria that have been used to

| (~T' x>

1
l
1
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1 identify ingestion pathway, no. ,

,

-

2 O Looking at 2 (k) , re-entry and recovery plans ,

3 I'm not sure if that is in the affirmative or the negative.

() 4 What position should be taken from your testimony on that?

5 A Well, as I indicated earlier in testimony, the

6 plans for re-entry and recovery are a requirement to the

7 local jurisdictions in regards to 0654 but that the re-entry

8 and recovery plans and procedures right now as identified

9 within the planning are considered minimally adequate in light

10 of the fact that they generally address that some planning

11 will be accomplished at a future time.

12 Q So as of this date an affirmative on 2(k), is

13 that correct?
:

/]) 14 A I believe yes, that that's probably correct

15 in light of the practicality and various requirements that

16 are involved therein, as I have addressed already.

17 0 Now moving on, and I am looking now at your

la testimony of September 24, the Additional Testimony.!of

19 Kenneth Nauman, Jr., it wculd appear to be the agency's

20 position -- well, tell me if I am wrong in interpreting it,

21 that the agency's position is that the commitments of

22 Southern California Edisor Company, if implemented, will

23 Probably result in an affirmative finding by FEMA on their

24 next letter equivalent of the June 3 letter._

t
'

25 A I think I can agree with that.

O
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y Q And those commitments are as set forth in

O(m/ Exhibit No. 144, the letter of June 26, from K.P. Baskin, of2

4 Southern California Edison Company, to Mr. Brian K. Grimes,

() is that correct?4

A Generally speaking that is correct.5

6 Q Do you have a copy of that letter befor3 you?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 Q Could you describe for us the extent to which

9 you were involved in the formulation of the two attachments

10 -- and I recognize you didn't write it, but could you describ a

yy your involvement at arriving what is stated therein?

12 I was a participant, along with my immediateA

13 superi r, to the two or three meetings that produced this

document.Q 14

15 Q Now we've had comment on the classification of

16 FEMA concerns, Most Critical, Serious, Major, Sufficient

y7 Concarn to Remain a Major Issue. Without going into whether

18 those are good words or bad words, would it be fair to say

19 that the order of dealing with the comments in general

20 reflects a priority of their seriousness? Is One No. 1,

21 for instance?

22 A I think I have to make a distinguishment here,

23 in all honesty. I considered personally all of these things

24 to be significant and I did not in the process of putting

O
25 the Regional input together prioritize them. I felt that

(3~>
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|

1 we had some major concerns that needed to be addrersed. But

O
2 again, as I indicated, there is come subjective professiunal

3 judgment involved in the major issues. The establishment of,

() 4 if you will, the "most critical concern", " serious concern"

5 was established, as I have indicated before, by the utility.

6 I attested to the document being acceptable and the Region

7 and National opinion was that that structure was acceptable.

8 I guess what I am saying is I personal?.y would prefer not to

9 put any necessary prioritization on those items that you have

10 identified as your corrective action. They are general in

11 nature. They have a variety of things involved in them.

12 Again, our decision I believe, to the best of my judgment,

13 should be one of an aggregate nature rather than individually

(]) 14 pinpointing one particular item as being pass-fait, if you

15 will, even though we have no pass-fail within our conclusion

16 system.

17 Q Okay. As I look at these, would I be ccrrect

18 in characterizing Items 1, 3 and 6 as being interrelated?

19 A They are obviously interrelated to the extent

20 that they deal with monitoring and assessment of radiological

21 issues.

12 O By various people in various organizations?

23 A That's correct.

24 Q But overall, it's a -- 1, 3, and .6 address,

25 radiological monitoring and assessment.

I

- ._ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 A Yes, sir.

O
2 0 And to the extent -- well, that could be handled

3 all in one package, could it not? That one problem.

4 A It depends upon what you mean by that. I would

5 prefer, I think, that they be kept -- and obviously were

6 established as separate and distinct items because of the
!

7 rather general nature that might be attributed to the thing

8 in the long run. If we deal with specifics we can, in my

9 opinion, probably be more accurate in the final resolution.

10 If we start lumping them all into one passive category of

11 emergency response we have obviously created some degree of

12 nebulousness, if you will.

13 ///

() 14

15

16

17

18

19

20

| 21

| 12

23

g 24,

|
'

' 25

O

.. ___ _ ___-- __ .
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T6 kl i Q All right, with one, three and six then we have

'

2 three aspects of the same problem, do we not, radiological

3 emergency and assessment -- monitoring assessment rather?

() 4 A Well, the first one deals with methods, systems

5 and equipment --

6 Q For radiological monitoring assessment?

7 A That is correct.

8 Q And number three is what?

9 A Numier three relates to the duties that are

10 assigned as they pertain to state OES and state Rad Health

gy and local jurisdictions, so you are dealing with an issue

12 f dividing responsibilities and creating a unified, if you

13 will, r j int response cabability that is clearly distinct.

(]) 14 that allows people to know the responsibili".ias and their

jg assignments.

16 Q For the purpose of appropriately going about --

17 A Monitoring and assessing, that is correct.

is Q Monitoring and assessing. And --

19 A Number six deals specifically, if I may, with

20 che issue of training of those and other personnel -- I would

21 think that training relates to all those people involved

22 with the radiological emergency response capabilities, be

23 they command and control, decision making, health experts,

24 Public information, relatad duties, the public, to a -- tog-)
''

25 the extent that it would include the press only, and those

Om-
-
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k2 1 teams.

O
2 Q And of course we are talking about radiological

3 monitoring assessment?

( 4 A That is one phase of number six. As I have just

5 indicated, the monitoring and assessment teams require

6 training, but so do a number of other people we have already

7 talked to.

8 Q Well, as I read number six it says radiological

9 emergency response training has essentially not been pro-
'

10 vided to those who may be called upon to assist.in an emer-

11 gency. Are you expanding that?

12 A I am not expanding it. That includes all of

13 those personnel that are involved in emergency response

(]) 14 period. And I have already alluded to the fact that that

-15 includes public information people, the monitoring and as-

16 sessment teams, the command and control personnel, et cetera .

17 M2. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, excuse me. I was

18 wondering if counsel coeld give us some indicaticn of what

19 appears to be at least initially a reorganizatior., if you

20 will, of the material that has been sapplied, rather than --

21 it doesn't seem to me that he is probing into the material

22 itself. It seems to me that we are getting a reorganization i

23 here. If there is some reason for this, some appropriate

24 reason I think that is fine. But I think we should -- and

25 the Witness would probably find it helpful to know where

O

o
'

- - .
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k3 1 this is taking us.73
U

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Comment, Mr. Pigott? ,

3 MR. PIGOTT: Only that I am trying to identify

4 generic areas so that it will be easier to deal with where

5 these deficiencies are, and I think that unfortunately I

6 would have to say that the way a lot of this is laid out is

7 overly confusing. I think that there is an awful lot of

8 room for simplification in the approach to these problems,

9 and that is essentially wla?. I would like to do so that they

10 car ' addressed on a neater basis.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: The Board favors all the neatness

12 we can get.

13 MR. PIGOTT: Meatness counts.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. So why don't -- with

15 that objective stated, why don't you go ahead?

16 BY MR. PIGOTT:

17 Q Well, with respect to items one, three and six,

18 so that we do have a clear record, these are the areas that

19 you are awaiting training manuals and training schedules,

20 and some SOPS, is that correct?

21 A Among other things.

22 Q What else?

23 A A demonstration by the utility and the locals

24 of their capability. It is --rg
(/

25 Q Would this an area where you would believe a

O
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k4 1 drill is appropriate?
7
(.s'

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. And that drill, I assume, would encompass

4 each of these three concerns, one, three and six.

5 A That certainly is an alternative. You know,

6 the method of response to the findings that were generated,

7 ac I have addressed before, was the option of the Applicant

8 and the jurisdicti~ons. With the exception of the document

9 to which you are presently addressing, those jurisdictions

anc. the Applicant have not submitted any other corrective10

action. It would seem with findings and -- I am sorry. It
11

would seem that evaluation findings having been generated
12

13 by FEMA as well as the plan r3 view, and serving as the very

(') 34 basis for all of this discuss.on, that those would be the
%s

15 most approprianc documents with which to look to providing

16 corrective action. Certainly we would think in all reason

addt es such a set of documents in future reviews.17

18 We did agree to the corrective action that was
'

| identified in the document to which you refer. I think
19

further analysis of that -- I have to wonder where that is20

leading in light of the fact that the Applicant was the one21

12 -hat generated such a document. If it was generated and

found to be acceptable to the Applicant at the time it was23

24 generated, and FEMA found it acceptable, further elaboration
)

25 seems a 2.ictle confusing to me at this juncture.

D
d

.
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k5 1 Q Is this an area where an increase in Applicant

2 activity and involvement could compensate for deficiencies,

3 for lack of a better word, on the part of the local juris-

( ') 4 dictions? This area of radiological monitoring assessment?

5 A That is a good question. I am inclired to think

6 that if the capability -- well, the ultimate responsibi.'i. ties

7 to provide a capability to respond, the source of that

8 respontee is the option of the state local jurisdictions and

9 the utility to create -- to create as we'' urder the criteria

10 of 0654. How it is acquired, I don't think has been de-

11 termined to be a requirement of my agency.

12 Q What if it was taken the purpose is not to

13 respond, but the purpose is to assure preparedness to pro-

({} 14 tect the public health and safety, would it not then follow

15 that this is an area where added activity by the Applicant

16 or by the utility could compensate for any deficiencies by

17 the offsite jurisdictions?

18 A I am not sure I undersL: nd your distinguishment.
[
'

l '- 1 sort of -- in listening to the question felt that one was

20 included within the other. Certainly if the offsite juris-

21 dictions do not have the capability or do not choose to

22 accept the capability -- choose to accept the mission, if

23 you will, if the Applicant were to provide a capability, I

24 think we would have to find that the capability exists.,

7-
(./

25 0 And that would provide assurance of public health

O
,

W 7 * --- - -"r-- - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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k6 1 and safety? Is that correct? I mean, we don't have to tie
7

O
2 everything to whether or not you meet 0654. Can't there

3 be a broader conclusion?

4 A I am not sure that I understand your comment to

5 tying everything to 0654. 0654 serves as the basis for

6 FEMA's responsibility to review and evaluate the capability.

7 Q But that may be a little bit narrower than the

8 whole of the real world. I mean -- could there not be

9 broader conclusions reached by people with broader responsi-

10 bilities?

11 A Such as?

12 Q Such as this Board and the Commission.

13 A That is not for me to answer.

() 14 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, I don't think that

15 this is a question for the Witness to answer. I don't think
i

16 he is in a position to instruct the Board as to its re-

17 sponsibilities.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, if I understand the thrust
i

19 of the questioning, it is whether -- let me ask you,

20 Mr. Nauman, does FEMA follow 0654 religiously, and apply

21 those standards and only those standards for determining

22 whether these plans are adequate?

23 WITNESS NAUMAN: To the extent that they are

24 general standards and we apply professional judgment in

25 more or less a cooperative decision making process amongst

nm
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k7 1 the FEMA personnel.
,

\' J
2 JUDGE KELLEY: But the Applicant comes in and

3 says I can't meet that standard. I have got something else

7 ~) that is just as good, and produces, might FEMA not bless(_ 4

5 that?

6 WITNESS NAUMAN: As long as it ultimately meets

7 the requirement of the standard, yes, sir. If.--

JUDGE 'KELLEY: I am sorry for jumping into3

9 your show --

10 WITNESS NAUMAN: -- it went outside that --
i

11 JUDGE KELLEY: -- but I just --

12 WITNESS NAUMAN: -- it would --

13 JUDGE KELLEY: What about -- let me give you

14 the example, though, of -- if you will, a substandard --()
15 there is a planning standard in 654 that is rather general-

ly P rased, and there may be four or five substandards.h16

17 Take a substandard, The Applicant comes in and says for

13 whatever reason, sorry, I can't do it. But I have got a

19 better idea, and he convinces you that he is right and it

20 really makes sense. Might you then approve his proposal,

21 even though it doesn't concededly meet these specific sub-

22 standards in 654?

23 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir, I believe that is
,

24 the case, because you could make a case for it.
g-)g%

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank ycu. I think that was the
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;

k8 1 direction you were going --
b'' 2 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

3 JUDGE RELLEYr And I think that is a legitimate
O 4 direction to gursue.

5 BY MR. PIGOTT:
6 Q If we take a specific, we could go to page 58

,

7 of NUREG 0654. Do you have that? And I will direct you to
8 paragraph eight -- at the top of that -- item eight at the
9 top of that page under evaluation criteria.

10 A And you are addressing which one, sir? -

11 Q Number eight at the top of page 58, which stateo
,

12 each organization where appropriate shall provide methods,
13 equipment and expertise to make rapid assessments of the

i

_( } 14 actual or potential magnitude and locations of any radio-
15 logical hazards through liquid or gaseous release pathways.
16 This shall include activation, notification means, field

i

17 team composition, transportation, communication, monitoring
18 equipment, and estimated deployment times. And then as we
19 read across, they have applicability in cross reference to
20 plans under each of the licensees, state and local.
21 My question would be that could not the licensee,

1

22 capability under that particular evaluation criteria be
23 such that neither state nor local need have any capability?
24 A I believe that is the case in light of thef3

\-)
25 statement where appropriate, and the fact that these

()
_

i

.3.
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k9 i standards were determined on a national perspective.

O
2 0 Looking at item number two on the enclosure

3 number one to Exhibit 144, I believe this is one that has

/'l(/ 4 been generally discussed in the -- in your cross examination

5 by Mr. McClung and I believe in our brief discussion of your

6 testimony. And correct me if I am wrong, but this is one

7 where you may have information beyond what is reflected in

g the plans and the exercise evaluations. Is that not correct?

9 A That is correct.

10 0 And in fact is it -- would it be unfair to say

jj that -- well, would it be fair to say, rather, that a demon-

12 stration of sorts has been presented on this particular item?

13 And I use the word demonstration as meaning --

(} ;4 A Yes, I understand.

15 0 -- the kind of information that FEMA would rely

16 on.

17 A Yes, I think so.

1s ///

19

10

21

22

23

i ()
25

()

- -
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T7 kl 1 Q And given that, I am not asking you for a find-

O
2 ing, but is it your -- would it be your position that the

3 kind of demonstration that FEMA would expect in compliance

( with this particular item has in fact been provided?4

5 A I believe what I -- I believe the answer is yes

6 to the extent that I have received draft SOPS and some de-

P ctions of the revised EOF facility and operation. I doi7

8 not recall whether the communications had been completely

9 installed in the new facility, but to the extent that what I

10 have received generally addresses, I would have to answer

11 yes.

12 Q Item number four, I don't think we need take

13 any time with because I believe that was covered under a

14 Specific issue having to do with early notification. That()
i 15 Pretty much tracks one of the earlier issues, I '31ieve.
;

16 Does it not?

17 A Yes.
,

l
18 Q Okay. Looking at number five, could I also

19 put that in the category as number two, one where you have
|

20 received additional information over and above the formal'

21 submissionsi

22 A I have received additional information, yes.

| 23 Q Okay. And has that information been of the-

24 nature that FEMA would expect complying with the particulargg
| (/
| 25 deficiencies enumerated, and again, this is not requesting
|
|

|

7

;

|
,
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k2 1 a FEMA finding, but rather an opinion, your opinion as am
U

2 reviewer of these items.

3 A The FEMA opinion, I believe, would be at this

O
\_/ 4 juncture that additional information is needed to -- in<the

5 form of a reflection of the approximate delivery dates of

6 the equipment that remains to be delivered, an itemization

7 of the equipment that has been delivered, and any other

8 related information that might be~ inherent in that particu-

9 lar issue of delivery of equipment.
~

10 Q It sounds like a matter of execution then?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 Q But the equipment necessary that you would ex-

13 pect to be provided has been identified and probably or-

(]) 14 dered, but you are looking to whether or not it has actually

15 been received and put in the hands of those who will need it?

16 A I do not myself have a copy of all of the equip-

17 ment requested by the jurisdictions or pr.ovided or that

is which is to be provided by the utility, but the utility

19 stated to me recently, within the last 10 days, that such

20 material would be provided, an assessment of the capability

21 on or before October 15th.

22 Q Looking at item number seven -- I am skipping

23 number six because I believe we have covered it -- the same

24 kind of a question, Mr. Nauman, is this one.where you have

O~
25 received additional -- or additional information has come to

O

_
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k3 y your knowledge which may place you in a position to -- well,

O such that you can tell us whether or not the information2

3 Provided is the type that FEMA would expect in complying
,

with this item?4

A I believe I have received some of the informa-
5

6 tion hand-outs, but not all of it. There is an issue of

7 other forms besides the mail-out that was provided and has

8 been alluded to in previous testimony. Again, I have been

assured by the Applicant that all of the requested materials9

w uld be provided or a statement as to when they would be10

provided would be delivered to me on or before October 15th.jy

Q Have you reviewed the testimony of Mr. Gene
12

Craemer in this proceeding?
13

A I scanned it, yes.
("-} j4,

15 0 What information would you be Tooking for over

and above what is described by Mr. Craemer, if you know?
16

A Well, there are a variety of different formats
17

for dissemination of information. I would interpret thosejg

as for example to be handbills to be placarded around
19

20 temporary residences, be they motels or apartments, dis-
semination of media oriented materials to the beach areas,

21

the mail-out, which I do have presently on hand, posters if
12

they were to be chosen to be used, the public information23

materials that are required to be annually presented to the
| 24
I I

25 media, related documents that have been identified in 0654.''

g
U

<
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k4 1 some of that material, as I said, has been provided. The
s

2 rest of it -- or a position statement on when it was to be

3 Provided was to be given to me by October 15th.
1 /N() 4 Q You have not reviewed Mr. Craemer's testimony

5 in sufficient detail that you can advise whether or not his

6 testimony reflects the kind of information you would be

7 looking for?

8 A I believe that is accurate, yes, sir. I don't

9 recall it. |

10 0 Do you have knowledge concerning whether or not
i

11 the Applicants in fact are on schedule to meeting these

12 compliance items?

13 A I have received the monthly status report from

() 14 the Applicant.

15 0 And you are referring now to Exhibit 149?

16 A I believe that is true.

17 Q Have you reviewed those status reports?

! 18 A Yes.

19 Q Okay. And -- well, first of all, let me ask

20 you, do you have any reason not to consider those status

21 reports to be accurate?

12 A No, sir.
|

23 Q Based on those status reports, would it be your

opinion that the Applicants are on the appropriate schedule24
,-

25 to meeting the compliance commitments?

- mw
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k5 1 A If not, they are reasonable close to it.

2 0 Within what kind of a time frame, Mr. Nauman?

3 If they are off, they are off by how far? Do you know?

() 4 A Oh, not specifically, but I would say within

5 30 days. There was some verbal information provided me by

6 the Applicants that reflected that they might have been a

7 week or two or maybe three behind schedule in some of the

3 areas, but I think' generally speaking they are adhering to

9 the corrective action schedule, yes.

10 0 Well, let's take a look at the -- what is your

11 understanding of when all these items would be before you

12 for an additional letter in the nature of the letter of

13 June 3?

(~) 14 A In order for me to prepare such a document, is
v

15 that what you are asking?

16 Q Yes.

17 A That is an interesting question. The Applicant

i 18 has stated to me that they would be prepared to provide
I

| 19 a status report, if you will, on October 15th, on or before,

20 of -- including such items as SOPS, schedules for training,

21 training lesson plans, prognosis of when what actions might

22 not have been completed would be completed. That would

23 very definitely provide a consolivated product that would

24 probably lend itself to an assessment at that time. My

b''
25 only concern would be the status of the siren operational

("%
k-)
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I
' k6 1 capability, which is expected to be tested at this juncture73

U
2 around the first of November, as I think has been indicated.

3 The fact that the Firens have been installed,
[^)\

l 4 the fact that Appendix -- excuse me -- Appendix three, I''

|

5 believe it is to the 0654 document calls for continuing

6 reviews of such operations, would probably allow for a

| 7 finding of shortly after October 15th, assuming that suf-

i 8 ficient information is provided. Obviously the more

9 material we have, the more favorable the likelihood would

10 be -- more favorable the response could be.

11 Q Sorry, but did you include in that answer the

12 period of time after receipt of such information that FEMA

13 expected to be in a position to turn its report out?

()I 14 A No, I didn't.

15 Q What would that be?
t

I

! 16 A Well, assuming that we started from an October

17 15th date, I would say at~1 east 10 working days, and possi-
|

18 bly even 15 to thoroughly analyze the materials and possi-

19 bly do any communicating necessary from the regional level

20 to the Applicants and local jurisdictions to corroborate

21 or expand on information as well as to put a position to-

12 gether and forward it to the national office and allow the

23 national office time to review it and get it out to the
,

!
'

("T 24 steering committee.
V

25 Q So that would be 10 to 19 working days after

| (:>
L

L
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k7 1 receipt --

O
2 A At a minimum, yes, sir.

3 Q To issuance by -- to issuance of a letter simi-

) 4 lar or parallel to that of June 37

5 A I think that is probably accurate. Now, you

6 should also understand, since we are dealing with a techni ,
a

7 cal nature of the time frame within this hearing, that that i

3 does not include any other activities that are going on in

9 the region at the time that I might be required to partici-

to pate in, which is a three day period immediat'ely --

;; O I am sorry. We totally --

12 A -- following --

13 0 -- disregard that. But in fact you turned out

() 14 the whole evaluation of the exercise in two wc-eks, did you

15 not? So, I mean, this kind of a time frame does not seem

16 out of range?

17 A It was turned out. in materially less time than

13 that, but it also included working weekends and nights and

19 that is not conducive to --

20 Q That is the kind of --

21 A -- totally objective findings.

22 Q Well, I won't go into that. But that is the

23 kind of personal dedication that we like to see. Just

24 looking at items one, three and six again, before we leave,

25 would those be the items that would also meet the criticisms

i (2)
'

1
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k8 1 that you had of issues 2 (g), 2 (h) , -- is 2 (g) and 2(h) in

O
2 your testimony at page six?

3 A I believe so.

p/
4 Q Is there any particular drill that you woulds-

5 anticipate prior to reissuance of a letter parallel to that

6 of. June 37

'

7 A It would certainly be easier to produce a find-

8 ing or an opinion, rather, if a drill were conducted to

9 reflect the implementation of the corrective action. I did

10 in error omit that as a consideration to the June 15th

gi deadline because it would be extremely difficult to generate

jg something within that time frame, but I think I was trying

33 to lean to your instigations, rather that -- and within the

(') 34 time constraints.
v

15 Q But as the reviewer who will probably get this

16 package on your desk, you are not looking for a review as a

17 mandatory -- or as a drill, rather, as a mandatory part of

18 the demonstration?

|

| 19 A It is the responsibility of the Applicant and

20 the local jurisdictions as well as the state to determine

21 whether they want -- they wish to demonstrate their capabili-

22 ty and to have accomplished the corrective action.

23 Q But is --

24 A How you deem to do that is up to you.

O
25 Q But as the reviewer, is that something that you

ba

.
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k9 1 are looking for or not?
O
'' 2 MR. PERRY: If the Witness is able to say at

3 this time.

4 WITNESS NAUMAN: Thank you, counsel. I think

5 that is probably a very appropriate remark at this juncture.

6 MR. PIGOTT: A well coached objection.

7 WITNESS NAUMAN: It could very well --

8 MR. PIGOTT: Nice work, coach.

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: It could well --

10 MR. PIGOTT: I won't pursue that any further.

11 WITNESS NAUMAN: Thank you.

12 BY MR. PIGOTT:

13 0 If I turn to Exhibit 13, I believe it is 13,

(]) 14 the -- Intervenors' 13, the evaluation of the exercise --

15 I am sorry. It is 14. And especially if I look at part

16 two of that which runs from page 21 through about 242, each

17 of the jurisdictions appear to have adequately performed

18 during the March -- during the April 3rd -- during the

19 May 13th exercise. Is that a correct reading if I look at

20 them on an individual basis?

21 A No, sir. I think that is a little too general

22 for me to attest to. Adequately performed could be so

23 broad based as to include almost anything and that is hardly

24 the case.
77_

(_/
25 Q Well, if I look on pages 21 -- XXI through

O<>

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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kl0 1 II-5 -- I guess all the way to II-7, which is, I believe,

O
2 the generalized por.:.lon, I really have been unable to iden-

3 tify any area that would reflect deficiency. There are
-

- 4 some recommendations, but there is -- the findings all seem

5 to be supportive or affirmative, rather than indicating

6 deficiencies. Am I wrong?

7 A I believe so. It is -- or your interpretation

~

3 was not what mine was, I think might be more accurately

9 stated.

10 Q Which one would you point to Is indicating a
,

11 finding of a deficiency in those eight pages?

12 A Well, I would have to look at them again to

13 specifically address that. I might note that the nature

(') 14 of the way that we put the document together spoke to

15 general findings that we felt were just that, they were

16 general to the whole exercise prs:ess, and then specific

17 findings to each of the jurisdictions, and any time you

| 13 run an evaluation process, you are going to have a process
|

| 19 where you evalute things in accordance with the controlling
l

20 documents, i.e., 0564, as well as some suggested improvement s

that could be made that would improve the total efficiency21 ,

1 12 of the system, and further enhance the response capability.
l

23 They would not all necessarily be findings that would re-

rw 24 flect a failure to meet adequacy, but could have an inference

U
25 or a related nature that could have some influence, and

|

O
;

1

!
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k11 1 possibly at some future time put it over the hump, if you
O\#

2 will, that would make it unacceptable or acceptable, de-

3 pending upon how the corrective action was taken.

Os 4 Now, if I may have a minute to look at this I

8 may attempt to respond to your question.

6 Just going over the first two, there are a num-

7 ber of issues in there that may not reflect immediately a
'

3 direct relationship, but certainly a general one to some

9 of the criteria, and if I were to have the time, I could

10 probably find them item by item in the 0654 criteria, but

11 in the finding B, sub category (a) , ye talked to "the

12 specific areas dealing with radiological issues, however,

13 reflected areas of concern and need for further training

(') 14 and drills to include proficiency and assure an ongoing

15 capohility to respond to the needs of the offsite nuclear

16 emergency. I third that is fairly self-evident as to its

17 application to criteria as well s the corrective action

is which the Applicant has acceded to. And --

19 Q Well, just a second. Before we leave that one,

20 now I have a habit of unf -tunately reading the whole para-

21 graph, and that whole finding says, overall each jurisdic-

22 tion demonstrated an active, dynamic and highly enthusiastic

23 effort during the exercise. General disaster and response

r~s 24 procedures and participant play 4;re found to be very good
ej

25 demonstrating a capability to handle all play related to

_
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k12 3 the exercise. How does that square with your emphasis

2 that there may be some '2dditional training necessary?

3 A As has a number of the jurisdictions, the Applij
() cants' counsel has looked at this in a light of somewhat4

5 biased subjectivism in my opinion. There is an attempt

6 here, as in all exercise evaluation critiques, to pay some

7 attention to the positive factors while enlightening those

g individuals to some of the observations that we found not

9 to be satisfactory.

jo Q Have you considered that --

33 A This attempt is to not severely bias the reader

12 with these guys are out to get us, if you will, quote, un-

13 quote, but to try to be as objective as possible, and to

14 more or less lighten the degree of criticism. Now, it may(})
15 be literary prerogative, if you will. I think that this

16 Particular issue that you bring up at this point has been

17 one that has been severly overused because of a subjective

13 analysis on the part of the local jurisdictions. We were
f

39 attempting to meet the requirements of 0654 and our assign-

20 ments within the FEMA requirement, while being as fair,as

21 possible, as helpful as possible to the local jurisdictions.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: We are just -- we are coming up

23 toward our usual lunch break. Can you give me an idea of

24 where you are and how much more time you think you need?
:

! )
' 25 MR. PIGOTT: Oh, I don't think I have much more

)
|

|
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k13 1 than 10 or 15 minutes. In fact, I would welcome the breakO
2 to --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

O 4 MR. PIGOTT: -- tidy it up and clean it up.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Why don't we adjourn
,

6
i for lunch and come back at one o' clock. Off the record.
I

i 7 (Whereupon, at 11:50 the hearing was recessed

8 for lunch, to reconvene at 1:00 p.m.)
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f ,tpB-1 1 AFTERNOON SESSION

U
2 1:10 p.m.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. We will

4 resume Mr. Pigott's cross examination.

5 Whereupon,

6 KENNETH NAUMAN

7 the witness at the time of the recess, resumed the stand and,

a having been previously sworn by the Chairman, was examined

9 and testified further as follows:

10 CROSS EXAMINATION (Resumed)

ti BY MR. PIGOTT:
4

12 Q Mr. Nauman, before we broke for lunch we were

13 directing our attention to what has been addressed as

([') 14 Intervenors' Exhibit No. 14, and looking at page II-1 of

15 that document, which I believe is the general findings of

16 the evaluation from the exercise of May 13, 1981, correct?

17 A Yes.

13 0 Gkay. And I believe we had discussed first of
1

| 19 all the finding under B (a) and you had made your comment

20 concerning that that should be construed as a negative com-

21 ment, is that correct?

I 22 A Not quite. It should be construed as having

23 both positive and negative remarks inherent to it.

24 0 How does the reader determine where a finding is

25 negative and where it is positive in this evaluation?

(
t

|
t

t
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1 A Through reading of it.

2 O Which half does one take2

3 A I don't think it requires a reading of half of

O
4 it. I think if you read the whole statement it reflects in

5 different references that some areas they demonstrated a

6 capability and attitudinal actions and in other areas they ;

7 -- there were some areas that lef t room tar improvement.

s Q Specifically, there are very good disaster respon se

9 procedures and participants play were found to be very good,

,lo demonstrating a capability to handle all play related to the

11 exercise, but it would appear from the following sentence

12 that radiological monitoring and assessment, again, that

13 area is an area of concern needing further training, is that

O i4 correce2

15 A Yes, sir.

16 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that

17 these findings and conclusions speak for themselves. I

18 really wonder if line-by-line textual analysis is going to

19 add a great deal to the record here.

20 MR. PIGOTT: I wish they did speak for themselves

| 21 but I don't think they do. I think that they are extremely
l

22 vague and subject almost impossible to a rational interpreta-

23 tion as to whether they are favorable, unfavorable or what,

!

| (~3 24 is expected as a result of the evaluators' review, and I
; \s/

! 25 would like to at least hit a couple.of them to set forth

|
|

|
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1 the general nature of the type of evaluations that we have

O
2 been faced with from FEMA.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

() 4 WITNESS NAUMAN: May the witness ask a question?

5 MR. PIGOTT: No. I'd prefer question and answer,

6 frankly.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead, Mr. Pigott.

3 MR. PIGOTT: Thank you.

9 BY MR. PIGOTT:

10 0 Looking at che next recommendation, the last

it sentence in that recommendation states: "The development

12 of this program shculd be reflected through a milestone

13 depiction indicating proposed meetings, trainings, drills,

(]) 14 and exercises both within the next year and over a five-year

15 period." Can you put that time frame, over the next year

16 and over a five-year period, into some context, some regula-

17 tory context or any other context, for that matter?

13 A I think I might be able to put the whole thing

19 in perspective a little bit. The nature of your questioning

20 is related to a document that is considered to be an exercise

|

| 21 review evaluation, review or finding. As is indicated in the
1

22 text of the document, it talks to findings and recommenda-

23 tions. The only document that we are required to adhere

24 to for establishment of criteria and to 1.wy a, basis for

O
25 findings of adequacy or otherwise is NUREG 0654/ FEMA Rep 1,

,

O

|
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1 Revision 1, and those planning standards therein. TheO
2 document to which you refer is nothing more than an assess-

3 ment of findings and recommendations that would allow the

4 local jurisdictions some indication of their performance

5 in the exercise activity. Your analysis of these and the

6 reference to the fact they were unclear leaves me with some

7 question in mind, in light of the fact that you wr:e able

8 to generate the corrective action document without apparent

9 difficulty, at least submitted to FEMA and found acceptable

10 to FEMA.

11 The general comments that have been submitted

12 here are just that. They were used as a general overview

13 of the evaluation that we observed -- of the process we

n(,) 14 completed -- and were not necessarily oriented to meeting

15 specific criteria. I think that is accurate. Without

16 meeting specific criteria of 0654 but generally relating

17 to it as a foundation for our findings.

18 Q With respect to the exercise scenario, do ycu

| 19 consider it a part of your province to pass on the accepta-

20 bility of that exercise? Exercise scenario.

21 A It is.

22 O Was the exercise scenario submitted to you prior

23 to the May 13 exercise?

24 A It was, but not within the required timeframe
(^J)\-

| 25 that was indicated by our guidance memorandum.
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1 O How long did you want in your guidance memorandum?-

O
2 A I would have to look at it. I believe it talks

,
3 to at least four weeks, if not six weeks prior to the

'

4 scheduled date of the exercise. It was submitted something

5 like three days prior. We had done sufficient coordination

6 on it to find that in light of the accelerated timeframe

7 that related tc this whole project that we would find it

a satisfactory.

9 Q Then wasn't the exercise delayed another month

10 after that?

11 A I believe -- and I am not certain of this -- but

12 I believe that that scenario was submitted -- well, I cannot

13 respond to that. I don't know for sure. I would have to

A
(_j 14 refer back to some documents that reference that-

15 Q So you don't recollect then whether it was sub-

16 mitted three days in advance of the actual exercise or not?

i7 A As I stated in my testimony, the document in

18 draft form was made available; the final formal transmission

19 of the document did not arrive until approximately three days

20 before the exercise.-

21 Q The actual exercise?

22 A I believe that is correct. Yes, sir.

23 Q But can you remember whether that was three days

24 before the -- if it is three days -- before the first scheduled(~}
a

25 exercise or when it actually took place?

'

/"T
V
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1 A I believe it was the second one, but I am not
7
U

2 certain of that.

3 Q How much sooner would you have received the

( 4 draft of the exercise scenario?

5 A I don't remember.

6 Q Did you give any written comments to Applicants

7 with respect to the scenario?

8 A I'm trying to recollect whether or not we did

9 send formal written statements back or whether we had a

10 verbal transmittal to the Applicants in regards to suggested

11 changes that should be incorporated into the plan. There

12 was a great deal of coordination in the development of the

13 whole exercise event because of the very constrained time

(])I 14 factors involved. ,

15 MR. PIGOTT: I have no further questions of Mr.

16 Nauman. Thank you.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Hoefling or Mr. Perry?

18 MR. HOEFLING: Does the Board have any questions?

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. That would be redirect if

20 I got back to you, right? -

1

| 21 MR. HOEFLING: Right.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Hence your question. Okay.

23 JUDGE HAND: Mr. Nauman, I need just a little

| 24 help with the word " implementation". In that letter of Junef-

25 3, Staff Exhibit No. 11, in the very last paragraph of the

'

CE)
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1 letter it says: "However, until corrective action has been

O
2 taken, the off-site capability for implementation of the

P ans is not considered adequate." And it isn't clear to mel3

() 4 when that is said how much of that is going on with the SOP's

5 and the corrective actions and the things that the Applicants

6 have committed themselves to and how much of that is something

7 that requires further tests or drills or e.xercises. or some-

a thing. Is the word easy to define or is it a big complicated

9 word?

to WITNESS NAUMAN: I don't think it should be too

11 difficult, Dr. Hand. The word " implementation" does in fact

12 mean what you have interpreted; that is, the ability to carry

13 out the planning that has been conducted to demonstrate a

(') 14 capability to meet the requirements of the off-site emergency

15 response. The Applicants corrective action includes a section

16 in the very end of it that relates to additional drills and

17 to training. Training abviously I think has a very signifi-

18 cant factor involved or is a significant factor in the

19 capability to bnplement. While a great deal of emphasis has

20 not been placed on it, I think that drills are probably the

21 most likely method of demonstrating a capability that would

22 allow us to render a favorable finding.

23 JUDGE HAND: So at this point you don' t think

24 another full exercise is required.'

25 WITNESS NAUMAN: No, sir. We do not. And we

(

. .- . _ .
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i have stated that in printed form, that if we are provided
O\~l

2 with the corrective action that has been outlined by the

3 Applicants' submission which is part of Mr. Pilmer's exhibit,
,

() 4 Applicants' Exhibit 144, and that they demonstrate in a

5 manner of their cheice but probably preferably negotiated

6 with us to at least get our input on what they intend to do.

7 But at their instigation some demonstration is conducted

8 that would allow us to be more capable of reaching a

9 finding, a position.

10 JUDGE HAND: Thank you. That helped. And a g

g3 little while ago you were telling us what would happen

12 after October 15 if the papers were all in your hands by

13 that date and you suggested that 15 working days after that

(]) 14 date, with the possible exception you've got something else

15 on your mind that I didn't follow very well, but about three,

16 days that might get lost in the process, that this would

17 lead to a new FEMA finding and I take it you meant from the

! 13 National office. When you said that, that's something that
'

19 you had discussed with the Nation 01 office?

20 WITNESS NAUMAN: fir. Jaske demonstrated in a

21 letter that he wrote that 1 November was -- i guess I'd have

12 to refer to it to get the literal translation -- was a rough

23 date for a possible future estimation of the status of things .

24 My comments about the three days relate to the fact that

25 Palo Verdes is running a drill that I have to observe, so

()
i

i

I
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1 that may take me away from addressing this. I should expand
O

2 I think a bit on the October 15 date. That was a position

3 submitted by die Applicants that they might be able to provide
\- 4 some update. Obviously it vould be probaoly inappropriate

5 or non-productive -- I think might be more accurate -- to

6 render a finding without all of the Applicants' submissions

7 that relate to the corrective action. So the actual date of

8 rendering the finding would be subject to their conclusion

9 that they have given us sufficient information at that

10 particular date to generate a finding.

11 JUDGE EAND: All right. And that helps to

12 clarify it for me. And one last question perhaps, does

13 someone have to ask FEMA for a finding or is FEMA now

() i4 committed to going ahead, assuming that the pieces of paper

15 arrive in the Region IX office?

16 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think it is the latter, sir.

17 I believe that we have to -- we wouldn't just arbitrarily

18 issue a finding without some instigation. It was obviou;1y;

I

19 the MOU that generated the first finding and determinatior.s

20 position.

21 JUDGE HAND: Well, does there have to be some

22 I don' t really understand how the MOU gets in other than i

23 some agreement you have between your agencies. But does

24
[}

somebody,does Mr. Grimes or somebody have to write to some-

25 body and say get en with it, we're ready for you to do your

)
,

u

'
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'

1 part of the agreement? Or will it just happen if the 1

2 Applicant does as it has committed itself to do?

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: I don't think, in my personal

()I
; 4 opinion, that I can say it will just happen. I think it

5 has to be generated. As to the source, I think that if --

6 and again, this is a personal opinion -- that it the Appli-

7 cant submits documents to us and a drill schedule or some

a type of demonstrated corrective action summary, if you will,

9 that meets the corrective action requirements that have been

10 identified, that we could generate a finding. Now whether

11 or not --

12 JUDGE HAND: But you haven't said would generate

13 one. You said could generate one.

() 14 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. And I am afraid that

15 I am in a position that I cannot answer your question beyond

16 that. It night be more accurately referred to Mr. Grimes or

17 to the NRC counsel.

18 MR. HOEFLING: Yes, Dr. Hand. I was going to

| 19 suggest that Mr. Grimes could address that question.
!

20 JUDGE HAND: What I was trying to find out was

i

|
21 how to get an answer to the question. I think how to get the

1

22 answer has been answered and now we can wait and see if we

23 can get the answer. That took care of it. Thank you, Mr.

~% 24 Nauman.(d
25 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir.

(G_)'

,
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2 like to put to you, Mr. Nauman, and I have been sort of
d

3 j tting notes in the course of your lengthy time in the dock,

4 and so .they may be a little f ragmented, and not in any really

5 logical order, but let me try it on that basis. This Board

6 will have to consider whether or not -- whet'.ter or not it is

( 7 raised by the parties, this Board is going to have to

g consider whether it is really in a position to go ahead and

9 close the record in this case, and decide it without a further

10 FEMA finding and determination, or whether -- and I think this

13 is the other option, basically, we ought to complete the hearing

32 here, L.: leave open the record for the purpose of receiving

13 this later report, and I suppose with the possibility of
O

14 having some further hearing and cross-examination on the

15 report, depending on what it says, and we have an open mind

16 on this question.

17 We have gone ahead and held this hearing because
!

gg we thought tnat we should, in fairness to the Applicant, but w3

39 have to ask ourselves if -- you said just a minute ago that

20 it would be inappropriate for FEMA to make its finding on

23 adequacy until yo'a had everything in the way of worrective

33 action from the applicant, so if it is inappropriate for FEMA,

23 one has to ask whether it is inappropriate for this Board to

34 do what amounts to the same thing, and what I would like is,

3(V
25 we are g ing to have some legal discussion later about the

.
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2g 1 question, but I want to ask you in your -- given your extensive

2 background with this particular case, the fact that you haves

(N
3 been here and heard much of the hearings, can you give us your

4 opinion as to whether from a -- from the perspective of an

$ expert in emergency planning whether this Board is in any

6 position to make any definitive determination about the

7 adequacy of these emergency plans?

3 Or, whether we should wait for FEMA.

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: The reference to appropriateness

10 was addressed to the issue of it would serve little purpose in

11 our somewhat heavy schedule to call together those people that '

12 might be involved in reaching a final c.,nclusion, unless the

13 Applicant had pretty well felt that the material they providedgs
0

14 demonstrated a capability.

15 In other words, we can't be rendering these

16 things every couple af weeks or months, or something like that,

17 so once the documents have been put together, where the

18 Applicant felt that they had all the materials necessary, and

19 had demonstrated the capability, we could then render an

: 20 opinion.

21 Your question is a heavy one. I guess my response

33 would be that if snecific identified requirements have been
m

' (')l

23 established in your mind as to the performance that is

24 neces;ary, whether they are 0654, whether they are beyond
O ,

~

25 that, and that those requirements include an ongoing review and

-
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103g 1 assessment and an ability to find inadequacy of it is so ,980
- 2 observed, that you could, c,s I understand the legal terms,

3 close the hearing with a finding of that the actions that are

4 to be completed would be suf ficient for a conclusion on the

5 part of the Board.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: I am not sure I follow you. The

7 actions that are to be --

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: In other words, if the corrective

9 action is completed by the Applicant in a satisfactory manner,

10 that they would nect FEMA's criteria, and most likely would

11 taerefore -- we could render a finding of acceptability, and

12 you know, beyond that, it is dif ficult for me to really ,

13 elaborate .

U
14 I guess I an saynng, if there are rules establish-

15 ed and we are going to follow them, then we can generally say

16 they are on their way. They have demonstrated in the process

17 of the last couple of weeks that they are taking actions. The

18 only thing is, the actions aren't quite complete.

19 They are estimating that October 15 may be a date

20 where they consider them complete enough to have us do an

21 assessment.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Whether or not it is necessary, do
-

'
23 you think it would be prudent for us to wait for the FEMA

24 report?
()
'#

25 MR. PIGOTT: I would -- we rather reluctantly have

-.

_ _ _ _ .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _
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4g 1 to object to this line of questioning of this witness.

rm 2 Regardless of whether he thinks the Board should wait for the
\

i

3 FEMA findinn or not, I think it is clear that the ultimate

4 determination is the Board's, under 50.47, and that what the

5 Board appears to be asking is whether they can defer that

6 judgment, or should defer that judgment to FEMA, and I think

7 we are into an area of arguing the legal impact of thosej

8 regulations, which I don't think this gentleman is proper to

9 answer. I think it would be more appropriate to come from Mr.

10 Hoefling, or even Mr. Perry.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: That is not our intention here. I,

12 thought I made it clear, but perhaps I didn't. I am not

13 interested in legalitie s . I am interested in Mr. Nauman's
bs

14 view as to whether this Board, sitting here now, on this

15 record, can find these plans adequate. That is what I want to

16 know. In his judgment, as an emergency planner, and that is
1
'

17 what I an seeking to elicit.

13 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think that in my personal

19 opinion as a professional emergency planner, that yes, it

20 would be appropriate to wait.

21 My conclusion is that not all the criterin have

22 been met. It was the reason why we formed the opinion we
A

23 did, and that a demonstration has to be made. They are
-

24 certainly well along the way, and very close to it, but it -- I
rh~'

25 think it would be appropriate.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - . ._ -- --
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10,982Sg 1 JUDGE KELLEY: I was confused at one point, about

2 which plans you had -- more than one, actually, but one in

3 particular that I will focus on. - I thought I heard you say that

g~s 4 you had not reviewed the Orange County and San Clemente plans.
O

5 Does that --

6 WITNESS NAUMAN: No, sir. That is not correct.

7 We reviewed all of the plans.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, because on your testimony

9 you say you evaluated various plans, including those two. I

10 was unclear as to what -- do you know what I am referring to?

11 WITNESS NAUMAN: No, but I can probably give you

12 a general sunnary. We reviewed all of the plans. We reviewed

13 some with the criteria -- criteria analysis -- in other words,
OG

14 item by item, those being the two county plans, the San Clemente

15 city plan, and the SOPS were the things that I have only

16 briefly looked at.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure,
,

i

! Ig UUDGE HAND: Mr. Nauman, I think what the chairman

19 was asking about, was that it was my impressica that somewhere

20 in your testimony, you said that you have not seen the full

21 emergency plan, not the radiological plan, but the full

22 emergency plan for the county, and perhaps the City. I
O
l

23 certainly remember Orange County was one of the two you cited.

24 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. All the jurisdictions

25 have what they call basic emergency plans, and we got the
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6g 1 radiological annexes or their equivalent thereto. We did not

- 2 get the basic emergency plans, It is more a technicality,,s()
3 administrative technicality than' anything else. Thero are some

4 referenccs within our plan review that say hey, we can'tgm
%.)

5 respond to this, because we don't have the document which the

6 locals say has the answer.

; 7 JUDGE HAND: Yes, that isuwhat I think Judge
|

8 Kelley was --

9 JUDGE KELLEY: That -- I think that clears it up .

10 WITNESS NAUMAN: I don't have great deal of

11 reservation about, you know, that particular issue. I think

12 it is a matter of us ph'ysically getting the time to generate

13 another letter requesting such documents be copied and
Il
~'

14 provided. You are talking about some minimal costs, and stuff

15 like that, so it is procedural more than anything else.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Concerning the review of SOPS and

17 we don't have very much in the record, a little bit in the
r

I

13 way of SOPS, well, my question is, da you think that thisI

19 Board needs to review -- put it this way -- all the SOPS in

20 order to decide on the adequacies of the plan, or any, or

21 somewhere in between?

22 WITNESS NAUMAN: No, sir. I don't. I think that
i e

I k
23 you would get .into a mindboggling exercise, that is not

24 appropriate to the Board. I think that you have had the RAC
o

25 review considerations which said that they were minimally~

L

- - -
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7g 1 adequate without the SOPS, and you have had some input from a

s 2 variety of witnesses.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: My understanding is that they are

(V~)
4 at a level of detail -- well, as detailed as you can get, to

5 the point of they basically tell individual people what they

6 are. supposed to do?

7 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. That is correct. They-

8 are implementing procedures, if you will, or operating

9 instructions .

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. So we would need to know

11 that the SODA exist, I assume.

12 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir

13 JUDGE KELLEY: That they have been' developed,
f')V

14 but exactly what they say in your view, we wouldn't need to

15 know.

16 WITNESS NAUMAN: That is correct.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

18 One of the things that I have had some dif ficulty

19 with in considering various aspects of adequacy in the plans

i 20 is dif ficulty in quantifying or getting some very concrete

21 handle on certain kinds of -- certain aspects of the plan, well

22 we could talk about medical services, for example, but let

('^#3
23 us not. Now, when you look on the regulation, all I can find

24 in there that is specific is about ten miles, and I look in
(~%
V

25 appendix C, I find 15 minutes, but other than that, it is cast
i

{

I
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8 1 in terms of what is adequate, and I take that to mean some

73 2 kind of site-specific determination. Now -- and I may be
V

3 wrong, but that is where logically to me at least.

g-) 4 Now, some of these features I suppose don't have
V

5 to be quantified. If they are adequate, they are adequate,
|

6 such as communication f acilities.

7 But others, I would think, would have to be based

8 on some assumption about accidents and how severe they are,

9 and in that regard the time estimates for evacuation -- I note

10 that you address time estimates; Mr. Sears in his testimony

11 does likewise, and you both conclude that time estimates

12 provided here met the 0654 standards, and it may well be that

13 these time estimates are adequate. I am not suggesting oneG
i

O
14 way or the other whether they are or they aren't, but what I

15 would like to know is -- well, maybe I can sum it up by saying,

16 I am wondering how fast is fast enough, and I don't find that

17 kind of a determination here.

18 There is a criterion about developing the time

19 estimates and then structuring things so that the proper

20 atficials will take them into account in making their

21 decisions, but beyond that, I would think that there would have

i
'

22 to be some standards about speed. You could have, I suppose,

| 23 some site where the evacuation was so slow that you could not

24 say that the public was adequately protected, but I don't know

i (:'')
~

l 25 what the standard is. I don't find it in the rule, and there

!

|
w --a
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9 1 ic just one other thought that occurs to me. 0,986

2 As I understand it, you basically have two

O-
3 protective responses. You can evacuate or you can take shelterI

4 and there may be a few other things, but those are the basic,

! ()
5 approaches. And taking shelter, we have heard on tnis record,

6 has a very tight -- very tight may not be the right word -- but

7 it has a time limit on that. I don't know how long that does

3 you any good, maybe a couple of hours, so that -- well, that

9 is what bothers me.

10 Is there a FEMA determination of a time, and did

11 you look at these estinates and say, well, eight hours would

12 have been good enough, and they are saying six and a half, so

13 they are okay, or what did you do?
O
\#

14 WITNESS NAUMAN: FEMA's responsibility under the

15 criteria, and I don't mean this as an escapist response, but

16 FEMA's responsibiliuies were simply to identify whether or

17 not evacuation time estimates were conducted, not as to the

18 propriety o' the specific time. I think that is clearly out
i

19 of our purview, and may be an issue to he taken up with other

20 witnesses.

21 As it relates to evacuation -- I am sorr}, as it

22 relates to shelter versus evacuation, I think that the

() constraints of the actual event severly limit putting any kind23

24 of a credibility assessment to a particular amount of time it

s_) 25 takes to evacuate. It really depends upon the circumstances.
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10 1 If you look at -- and I am not sure this

2
) necessarily answers your questions but if you look at the

3 nature of the event, and the Applicant reflects that you have

4{} X amount of time, you then apply the two options that you have,

5 got, and the propriety of which one might be more opportune,

6 always with the possibility that circumstances can change.

7 If it is -- if you have got six hours to release

8 and it takes four and a half hou;s to evacuate, evacuation is

9 obviously the alternative. If it takes four hours, then you

10 are in a limbo stage, and you have got to debate whether --

11 how long the cloud is going to be there. What -- does

12 meteorological ef fects play a part? Is it going to blow the

13 cloud away with limited deposition? I mean, there are just

14 infinite variations that I think will preclude any kind of

| 15 arbitrary determination in advance, and that is about all I

16 can offer to you.

|

| 17

18

19

20

21

'2~
^h(J

23
|

'4

()
2s

.

l
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_ T10 kl 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, isn't 10 mile an arbitrary

2 determination in the same sense? I mean, as I undertstand

3 it, what happened there was that various accident scenarios

(d's
' 4 were reviewed, and then on the bar,is of probabilities, and'

5 discounting the really low probability accidents, they

6 settled on 10 miles. Now, that, I think, is a reasonable

7 approach. I don't think it is arbitrary. Is it possible,

8 similarly, to look at say a range of accidents and doses

9 and make some judgment about at least a guideline for how

10 quickly you should be able to evacuate?

11 WITNESS NAUMAN: I guess the only tning I can

12 say is that I guess all my reviews and analysis of the

13 issue I haven't been able to come up with an arbitrary

(]) 14 figure. I am inclined to think it is too much a variable.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: But don't you have to acknowledge

16 that given the nature of the hazard, or to put it different-

17 ly, what is the Board supposed to do with reference to de-

| 18 ciding whether they have before them reasonable assurance
i

19 that adequate protective measures can and will be taken?

20 And if -- I have heard the references, for example, four
;

|

21 hours. I am told that in Wash 1400 they talk about four

12 hours. I have an affidavit from Mr. Grimes that talks
,

23 about four hours, and I don't know the underlying details

t

24 or reasoning, but it suggests to me that that may be aj g-
| %J
| 25 desirable time frame, so if it is going to take me more

|
*

r3
(_/

|

l

. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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1

{)k2 than four, is this a cause for concern? I don't know."

2 I think you have answered my question. Maybe

3p I am belaboring the point. You do not review time esti-
V

4 mates against any particular upper standard?

5 WITNESS NAUMAN: That is correct, sir.

O JUDGE KELLEY. Right.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Mr. Chairman, I would just like

8 reference -- the only planning standard we have been able

9 to locate is page 17 of NUREG 0654, table 2, which does

10 contain some time guidance there and it specifies. travel

11 time of the --

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Can you hold on just a minute?

13 I have got one of those somewhere. What page?
O
d 14 MR. MC CLUNG: Page 17.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, yeah.

16 MR. MC CLUNG: And table 2 is at the bottom

17 there and it has some guidance for timing factors that

18 were used as a basis for coming up with the criteria in

19 0654, and the -- it talks about the release time and you

20 know, the bottom line in that chart talks about the exposurc

21 point and the traveling of the plume, and for 10 miles it

22 is -- the guidance was one to four hours there. It was

23 usi'.g -- for covering the plume exposure pathway.

( 24 JUDGE.KELLEY: .That is the travel time of the
25 plume?

Q
''

-. - --- -
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k3 1 MR. MC CLUNG: That is the plume itself.

() 2 JUDGE KELLEY: That is. helpful, it seems to me.
3 It has a bearing on the question. Thank you.

/~'T 4 (Pause)V
5 JUDGE KELLEY: Just one other question. Con-

cerning the relationship between FEMA and an Applicant in6

the course of their reviewing plans, having meetings and7

a th er.like , is there any practice about -- in a case like
9 this that is contested, is there any practice about noti-

fying Intervenors about meetings between FEMA representa-10 ~

tives and representatives of the Applicants?33

y2 WITNESS NAUMAN: Not to my knowledge, sir.
13 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you think that would be a

Practical thing to do, or do you think it would disrupt the14

15 way you operate?

16 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think it would cause some
,

i

17 degree of conflict. It is difficult enough to coordinate
13 with the parties involved, let alone adding three or four
19 more, and you know, we have been operating at least under

these circumstances under very severe time constraints, and20

21 it is a bear as it is.
22 REDIRECT EXAMINATION,

23 BY MR. HOEFLING:

24 Q Mr. Nauman, in_your testimony with respect to
()'

EPZs, you made reference to some confusion with respect to25

|

(1)

|

|
1

.
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k4
1 the exact boundaries of the EPZ plume exposure pathway EPZ.

O
2 Could you tell me specifically what you meant?

3 A It is -- it has become apparent that the --

4 through the comments of the hearing that there is some

5 concern over the actual definition of the plume exposure

6 pathway EPZ as to whether the boundary is established at

7 the river or flood evacuation --

3 Q- San Juan Creek?

9 A San Juan Creek, thank you -- or whether it is

to to include the community of Dana Point and the total city

13 of San Juan Capistrano. If you read Orange County's plan,

12 it;makes reference to the fact that the plume eposure zone

13 includes both of those. The concern was a matter of whether

() 14 or not the planning was standardized, and I think it re-

15 quires that in the changes that are anticipated to be com-

16 pleted by the local jurisdictions, that a unified opinion

17 on that boundary be established, especially in light.of:the

la comments in regards to the literal or figurative 10 mile

19 EPZ, And I think that that can probably be effected in a

20 rather timely fashion as the Interjurisdictional Planning

21 Committee meets and discusses things to standardize their

22 planning.

23 Q So that is what -- I believe you testified that

|
' rm 24 you felt this confusion could be easily resolved then?
I (_)

25 What you just explained indicates --

| /n
U

1
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.

kE 1 A That is correct.

''
2 0 -- what you meant by that? Does FEMA have>a

3 position with respect to what the plume exposure pathway

4 EPZ should be at this point?

5 A I don't think FEMA has a position at this junc-

6 ture, no, not from an agency standpoint. The analysis has

7 to take into consideration what it is the locals contemplate ,

8 the ramifications of bisecting a community that is very

9 close to the perimeter boundary,.the fact that the planning

to that has been accomplished reflects evacuation plans and

11 public information for all -- for both of those communities

12 in total, and as opposed to the distribution -- or the

13 apparent distribution to be confirmed of the siren placement .

({} 14 Q Thank you. Would you get your testimony of

15 September 24, 1981 before you, please?

16 A I have it.

17 Q Now, I want to have you look at the second

18 answer, or the answer to the second question, and focus on

19 the language, provided the needed corrective actions are

20 completed, there is reasonable assurance adequate protec-

21 tive measures can and will be taken in the' event of a

22 ' radiological emergency.at SONGS 2 and 3. Now, how does

23 that language relate to your response to the Board Chairman
|

! 24 that it would be prudent for the Board to await the comple-

f (
25 tion of corrective actions?'

ORJ

[
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k6 1 A Well, very simply, the statement here is a view/3
V

2 of the nation ^al office. The Board asked my personal opinior,

3 as to the nature of the status of events. It is my opinion

( ])
,

4 personally that common sense says that if within the next'

5 two weeks, or approximately therein, that a -- that the

6 Applicants as they have indicated to me are going to pro-

7 vide a great deal of this information, that might lead ra

8 that, as well as Mr. Jasky's inference that somewhere arounc.

1 November a finding would be rendered, then it would-

10 probably be appropriate. :But that is a personal observe-

11 * ion. Whether -- you know, if there is a sizeable delay

12 to where corrective action would not be completed at the

13 choice of the Applicants until December or January, then I

() 14 think I might be inclined to react differently.

15 MR. HOEFLING: That is all we have.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, Mr. Nauman, you have had

17 a long difficult tinia on the stand. You have done very

| 18 well. Thank you very much. We appreciate it. You are

19 excused. We may see you again cn 7.ow power, is that right?
|
:

20 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir, I believe so. Thank

21 you.
|

| 22 JUDGE.KELLEY: Okay, right.

23 (Whereupon, the witness was excused.)

/~T 24 ///
U

25

t'\
(._)
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Pigott, have you got some-

#
2 l thing you want to raise?

3 MR. PIGOTT: One thing before we proceed with

bsl 4 Mr. Sears. I believe before the luncheon break there was

5 a discussion that the local jurisdictions had supplied

6 responding comments to the RAC review of -- FEMA's RAC

7 review. I believe it was agreed at that time that they

a should be provided for the record and I was wondering if we

9 could set up some mechanism for having that placed into

10 the record.

31 JUDGE KELLEY: Have you got them?

12 MR. PIGOTT: No. They ure in the possession of

13 FEMA.

() 14 MR. NAUMAN: Two of the referenced documents

)$ have been entered into evidence, I believe, Mr. Hunt's

16 Exhibit 145 and Barbara Fox's Exhibit 141, and I have four

17 additional documents that could be provided, as you deem

( 13 appropriate.

| 19 JUDGE KELLEY: That's fine. I:think we went
|

20 so far as to admit them subject to their being found.

21 MR. PIGOTT: We did not give them a number or

22 any particular identification, though.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: It would be one of your exhibits?

24 MR. PIGOTT: That's fine. Yes, 151. And we
O.1

25 will provide a title and the appropriate copies.
I

f,s
|

.
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

O
2 (The documents were marked for

3 identification and received in

bsd 4 evidence as Applicants' Exhibit

5 No. 151.)

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Sears has resumed the stand

7 and he is accompanied by Mr. Brian Grimes, who I will swear

8 in. Mr. Sears was previously sworn.

9 Whereupon,

10 JOHN SEARS

11 BRIAN GRIMES

12 were called as witnesses herein and, after being duly sworn

13 by the Cnairman, were examined and testified as follows:

O i4 o'accr ex^"1"^T1o"

15 BY MR. HOEFLING:

16 Q Mr. Grimes, do you have before you a four-page

17 document entitled Brian K. Grimes, Professional Qualifica-

18 tions , Of fice of Inspection and Enforcement?

19 A (Witness Grimes) Yes.

20 Q Did you prepare that document?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Is it true and correct?

23 A Yes, it is.

24 MR. HOEFLING: I would move that thr. Grimes'
(t

l 2S qualifications be admitted into evidence and bound into the

()

t
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| 1 record.

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

3 (Whereupon, the professional qualifications of

O 4 stian Grimes were bound into the record as if read.)
5 ///

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

| 13

! O '4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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BRIAN K. GRIMES

O
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT.

O -

I am employed as Director, Division of Emergency Preparedness, Office of
'

Inspection and Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D. C. I am also the NRC Cochainnan on the joint NRC/ Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) Steering Committee for Emergency Preparedness.

Responsibilities under my current assignments include dit acting the activities

of perstnnel in the review of emergency plans for operating power reactors,

operating licenses and construction permits and coordinating NRC and FEMA

efforts in the review of emergency preparedness at and around nuclear power

plant sites; assuring that the NRC's Operations Center is staffed, trained,
,

,

i and ready to respond promptly and effectively to actual or simulated emergencies,
| O
| directing the NRC's inspection program to ensure NRC licensees are maintaining
,

in eff ect emergency plans that there is no degradation in their ability to

respond to emergencies.

I I attended the University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, and received a

BS cegree in Chemical Engineering in 1962 and a MS degree in Nuclear Engineering

in 1964. While completing my graduate work, I was employed as a research

assistant at the University of Washington Engineering Experiment Station;
'

my duties involved performing analytical and experimental work on the University

of Washington research reactor.

O In 1963, I accepted employment with the Division of Reactor Licensing, uSAEC.

My first assignment involved attendance at the Internatio'nal Institute for

1 -

,

.. -
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O
'

Nuclear Science and Engineering at Argonne' National Laboratory for four months.

Upon completion c# this course, I was assigned as a Nuclear Engineer in the
O'

Division of Reactor Licensing. My initial duties included primary responsibility

for the continuing review of the nuclear safety aspects of various research

reactors. I subsequently participated in the safety evaluation of a number

of construction permit applications for both pressurized and boiling water power

reactors.

Later, as a Reactor Project Engineer in the Division of Reactor Licensing,

I had primary responsibility for the safety review of the construction permit

application for.the Comonwealth Edison Company's Quad-Cities Units 1 and 2,

for the Duke Power Company's Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1,. Z and 3, for the

Metropolitan Edison Company's Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 1, and

for the Indiana & Michigan Electric Company's Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant Units

1 and 2. I was assigned to the position of Technical Coordinator for Reactor

Projects in October, 1968. Prior to March,1970, I served as Technical

Coordinator for both pressurized and boiling water reactors. After March,

1970, as Technical Coordinator for Boiling Water Reactors, my responsibilities

included coordinating the technical aspects of all safety reviews in the

Boiling Water Reactor group, providing liaison with the pressurized water~

reactor group and serving as administrative assistant to the Assistan Director

for Boiling Water Reactors.

O I wn assigned to the position of Chief of the Radiological Safety Branch,

Division of Reactor Licensing in July,1971, in which position I was responsible

Q for the review of systems necessary for the control and treatment of radioactivity

I

,. .-,,.-.r%-w-..,-..,,---,.r---.- . . . , - . , . . , , . , - - ,----,y--,w-, . - - tr.,. w-,...-,, ,, -- - , - . .v,ec- , , - - --
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O
under normal and accident conditions. In January,1972, the functions of

this branch were divided and I was appointed Chief of the Accident Analysis
O Branch. My responsibilities as Chief of the Accident Analysis Branch included

reviewing calculational models, procedures and methods developed by members

of the Branch for both conservative assessment and a realistic assessment of

the consequences of a spectrum of accidents for all nuclear power plants and

reviewing analyses of all nuclear power reactor sites performed by members

of the Branch with regard to site related hazards and compliance with the

guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. In January,1976, I was assigned to the

position of Chief of the Environmental Evaluation Branch in the newly fonned

Division of~0perating Reactors. In this position my responsibilities included

supervising the review of radiological and non-radiological impacts of operating

nuclear power plants from both a safety and environmental standpoint. Branch

review areas included accident ana' lyses, site-related hazards, effluent treatment

systems, off-site radiological effects, and thennal and chemical effluents.

On April 1,1978 I was appointed Ass.istant Director for Engineering and Projects

in the Division of Operating Reactors. In this position my responsibilities -

included managing the activities of the Engineering Branch, the Envircrmental
'

Evaluation Branch, Operating Reactors Project Branch No. 3, Operating Reacters
,

Project Branch No. 4 and the Standard Technical Specification Group. On

June 25,1979, I was assigned Acting Assistant Dire r for Systems Engineering

in the Division of Operating Reactors, and managed the Plant Systems Branch
bg

and the Reactor Safety Branch. On October 25, 1979, I was designated Director
,

of the Emergency Preparedness Task Group reporting to the Director of the

. -
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() Office of Nuclear Reactor Regu.ation. In November,1980, all reactor emergency

preparedness review activities were combined with NRC response activities in

([) the new Division of Emergency Preparedness in the Office of Inspection and

Enforcement and I was appointed Director of that Division. In this position,

I supervise the Emergency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Emergency Preparedness

Development Branch and the Incident Response Branch.

O -

|
|

.

|
\ .
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f- 1 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, we left Mr. Sears
(

2 suspended between Intervenors and Applicants cross examina-

3 tion. I would propose to ask Mr. Grimes several questions

O 4 to deal with some questioning that had come up in the area

5 of the planning basis at this time, for him to amplify what

6 Mr. Sears has said, in the hope that that might facilitate

7 further questioning, if that would be acceptable to the

8 Board.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

10 MR. HOEFLING: .'' First let me ask Mr'. Grimes if

11 he can respond to Dr. Hand's concern with respect to what

12 is happening under the MOU concerning the FEMA review and

13 the need, if you will, to make a request of FEMA to provide

() 14 additional findings in this matter.

15 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. The letter dated July 14

16 from Mr. Robert T. Jaske to myself states that -- and I

17 quote - "The October 15, 1981 date for essentially completing

18 the corrective actions would allow FEMA Region IX to complete

19 its evaluation. We anticipate providing NRC with FEMA

20 findings and determinations about November 1, 1981." We

21 take that to be a statement of intent on the part of FEMA

22 Headquarters to provide a finding without further request.

23 I will on returning to Washington affirm that that is the

24 case. If not, I would initiate another reque.st under the(}
25 MOU to assure that that is obtained.

O

.
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1 JUDGE HAND: Fine. I think that answers it as
O

2 clearly as we possibly could.

3 BY MR. HOEFLING:

() 4 Q Okay, Mr. Grimes, have you examined the trans-'

5 cript of yesterday's proceeding wherein Mr. Sears was asked

6 some questions by the Board and Mrs. Gallagher with respect

7 to the consideration of accidents and the development of

3 a planning basis that nderlies -- that is referred to in

9 NUREG 0654?

10 A (Witness Grimes) Yes.

11 Q Could you provide an explanation, your under-

12 standing, of how accidents are considered in that planning

13 basis?
r

1_)n 14 A Yes. And perhaps a little background would be

15 appropriate also. The emergency planning regulations

16 originally focused almost exclusively on on-site activities

17 and the original Appendix E was published in 1970, Regulatory

18 Guide 1.101 then followed in 1975, again focusing primarily

19 on on-site activities. The NRC did develop a voluntary

20 program for review of state plans at that time. There

21 were many questions that arose in the mid-1970's, particu-

22 larly with the issuance of NASH 1400, on what the basis

23 should be for off-site planning. The voluntary reviews of

24 NRC had generated enough activity in the states that these
)

25 kinds of questions started to come up as people tried to

!

a
.
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1 plan off-site actions.

O
2 The NRC in response to this formed a task force

3 with the participation of the Environmental Protection Agency
4 in 1976 to address this issue. I was co-chairman of the

5 task force. My previous experience had not been in emergency

6 preparedness, but in accident analysis and in systems

| 7 analysis within the plant.

8 The principal thing that the task force addressed

9 was in my area of expertise, namely, accident analysis and

to consequences. One of the major conclusions od the task

1T force was that no single accident should be singled out on

12 which to base the plans. Theaccidents were all very differ-

13 ent in type and extent and focusing on one particular or

(]) 14 even two or three particular accidents might mislead one

15 into planning or not planning unnecessarily.

16 This conclusion is discussed in NUREG 0396,

17 which was the result of the task force deliberation and was

( 18 published in November of 1978. The conclusions were put out

19 -- the report was put out for a comment periodwhich extended

20 about to the time of the Three Mile Island accident; the
,

1

l

21 comment period was then extended af ter Three Mile Island.

12 Then in the fall of 1979 the Commission issued a policy

23 statement endorsing the planning zona concept.

24 The planning zone concept derived from a consid-g-)
LJ

25 eration of the spectrum of accidents, including all of these

.

,
_
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1 sequences in the WASH 1400 study and also the traditional

2 design basis accidents that had been previously considered
3 in the licensing process.

,

' 4 The task force decided that i* should look at

5 the -- I think the words are the bounds of the parameters

6 for which to plan. This does not mean that you take the

| 7 vorst accident and plan for the upper bound of the conse-

8 quences of that accident, but rather you make a judgment

9 for the guidance of emergency planners on what the limits

10 of their pre-planning are to be. And the most significant

11 judgment that you have to draw in that regard is the size

12 of the area over which you must plan.

13 Although as I stated, it was independent of any
m

14 particular accident sequence, there were a number of

15 specific sequences considered, and this is described in
,

16 one of the appendices to NUREG 0396, which included the WASH

17 1400 Class 9 scenarios. What the conclusion was that a

18 zone of about 10 miles for the plume exposure pathway would

| 19 provide assurance that even for most of the core melt acci-

20 dents no actions would have to be taken outside that zone

21 .f one uses the EPA Protective Action Guidelines and that

12 for the extremely remote accidents, such as the worst case

23 accidents of the WASH 1400 study, that the ten mile area

24 would be the area within which it would be appropriate

25 to focus on life-saving activities. In other words, that a

()
,

L
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1 certain amount of resources should be expended ar.d this was
O

2 commensurate with planning for even most core melt accidents

3 for any action that might need to be taken and would focus

4 the pre-planning efforts on the area that would be most

5 severely affected for the very worst case accidents.

6 There could indeed be consequences, of course,

7 that would require ad hoc actions outside the ten mile

8 zone for the very l'arge, lowest likelihood accidents. But

9 this was deemed to be acceptable because of their low likeli-
|

10 hood and the fact that, given a zone of about' ten miles, witt

31 detailed planning one could assume that there was substantial

12 organizational capability in place which would allow some

! 13 expansion into areas outside of ten miles in a fairly

() 14 efficient manner, even though thsre were no specific plans

15 for this.

16 The WASH 1400 scenarios did include an assump-

17 tion that the people in the areas for which actions were

13 not specifically planned were moved within about four hours

19 after plume passage, but this was not a general evacuation.
|

20 This concerned only movement out of the narrow area over

21 which the plume may have passed and deposited radioactivity.

22 So that all of the resources could be focused in that situa-

23 tion on relocating the individuals within that area to an

(~l 24 adjacent, area that was not concaminated. And that has the
N/

25 result of very much limiting the calculated health effects

I
- gg .

U
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1 and effectively says that no fatalities -- fatalities are

2 extremely unlikely outside about ten miles; whereas calcu-

3 lations that are done leaving people in place for perhaps

() 4 seven days would show perhcps extensive fatalities at 20

5 or 30 miles. The WASH 1400 assumption I think is the

6 appropriate one and was the one used in NUREG 0396 to

| 7 determine that fatalities would be~ fairly unlikely outside

8 ten miles and that that is the more reasonable area to

9 place one's resources.

10 I think that describes the ' accident consideratior.s

11 related to the planning basis.

12 ///

13

t

15

16

17

18

|
19

20

21

22

23

*
(:)

25
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11,003
T12, lg 1 Q Could you elaborate on the consideration :that was

2 given in the planning basis to the need for, if any for

3 absolute evacuation times?

_ 4 A (WITNESS GRIMES) Yes. As Mr. Sears notad in his
./

5 testimony of Auguat 20, 1981, on page three, there are two

6 principal reasons for making evacuation time estimates. There

7 is I should insert parenthetically that there is no upper--

3 bound or evacuation time which is acceptable under the NRC

9 regulations, that even with the best emergency planning, one
,

10 cannot preclude f atalities tor the very worst case accidents. j

11 There is always some accident one can find that one could not

12 take action f ast enough for, although these are extremely low
i

13 in probability.1

h>
14 The two principal reasons for the time estimates

15 are first during the process of making the estimates, one

16 identifies transportation routes, or particular areas or

'

17 facilities in the vicinity of a site for which special
|
.

18 traffic controls during an emergency or other special plans

19 would be desirable.

20 In other words, if oy providing expedited

21 traf fic at a particular intersection, and a particular

22 direction, one could substantially cut down on the queues

\") f rmed at a particular place, and thereby expedite the overall23

24 situation in terms of time, which is desirable to optimize

I^)i

j 25 whatever resources you have in the times that -- desirable toA-

!
!
1

i
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11,0042 1 minimize within the existing constraints the times.

2(, The second, and in my mind the really major

3 reason for providing evacuation time estimates is to provide

(~) 4 decision makers with better tools during an emergency to make
%j

j 5 from the licensee's standpoint, this -- recommendations for

6 protective action, and from the standpoint of offsite
I

| 7 authorities the actual decisions on protective actions, given
i

8 those recommendations.

9 Knowledge of the length of time require to

10 effect an evacuation under various conditions allows one to

| 11 make a better judgment on what the best course of action is.

12 You could then make a more informed choice of protective
|

13 action, for example, between sheltering combined with perhaps
'

14 ad hoc respiratory protection, and evacuation. Now, sheltering

15 was mentioned a few minutes ago as being of only limited use.
,

16 That is not completely accurate. (

17 Sheltering is of definite use with respect to

18 exposures from activity outside the building one is in. In
1

19 other words, if there is deposition on the ground, the house

20 provides continued protection.

21 If there is a plume overhead, or enveloping the
1

22 house, the structure would provide continued protection for an

O)%
23 indefinite period of tims 'ron whatever was still outside the

i

| 24 nouse. .

1 ("
| %-
'

25 There is a problem with inhalation in terms of

<

1

l
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3 1 limited effectiveness, and this relates to the fact that there --

s

s 2 every couple of hours in a normal house, there is an air change
(d

,

3 and depending on the tightness of the particular facility, one

r3 4 could -- if there were a continued cloud of activity outside
U

5 the house, bring the inside air of the house into an

6 equilibrium with the outside, in other words, that the air

7 inside is no longer as it was originally, but is now essentially

3 the same concentration of radioactivity as the outside air.

9 This has not as big an effect on the directadose

10 as on the -- as on the inhalation dose, and it is very key for

11 isotopes such as iodine, thyroid expcsure.

12 Now, there are additional things that can be

13 recommended to the public, such as breathing through a towel,
'

14 or something of this nature, which can substantially reduce the

15 inhalation dose, if sheltering is required for lone- periods of

16 time, and if this continued presence of an external plume
.

17 exists in that particular location for an extended period of

18 time.

19 The very worst case accidents can involve

20 probably a f airly quick plume passage, but very intense plume

21 passage with deposition outside the particular areas, and the

22 appropriate action in that case was af ter the plume passage,

O''
23 would be af ter the plume passage to relocate people out of the

24 specific contaminated area, and you might envision in the

():

| 25 very severe accidents several rem to 10 or 20 rem per hour
t

. - ~ -.
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4 1 radiation fields, because of -- if one was not inside the,006

2 shelter, generally around the f acility from ground deposition,ps
%5

3 so that if one stayed there for long periods of time, one

rg 4 could get substantial doses, but if one relocated out of the
U

5 particular narrow area of the plume passage, one could avoid

6 that.

7 So, sheltering would have substantial effect on

8 inhalation, while the intense plume passed,* and would also

9 then provide some protection until those individuals were

10 relocated outside the contaminated area.

11 We have struggled, also, with whether there should

12 be an upper limit to evacuation time estimates, and have
.

|
| 13 de:.:ided that there should not be. Given the fact that we

)
14 have some general population guidance which we use, and the

15 conclusion of the task force in NUREG 0396 was that as long

16 as the current population guidance or something simil:.r was

17 used, that evacuation would always be generally feasible.

18 In other words, there is a trip level of 500
1

19 people per square mile, and since that was instituted in 1974,

20 we have not have sites proposed, more than say 10 percent above

21 that at any distance, because there is a test that must be

22 passed, of showing that there isn't ancther available site

'
13 at lower population densities. So, given the population

24 densities of that magnitude, we don't believe that there will
,

h'
| 15 be severe problems in evacuating the population around a
|

|
[
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5 1 plant. If one, of course, put a plant next to -- immediately

2 in or next to a city of ten or 20,000 people, there could be a

3 severe problem in quickly relocating those people. But given

4 the population density guidance, we don't believe that that

5 situation will be a problem, and there is no particular need

6 for evacuation time estimates other than as a decision tool.

7 Q Mr. Grimes, we have had some considerable

3 debate about planning standard 12, which is arrangements for

9 medical services for contaminated injured individuals.

10 could you comment on -- given your background in

11 the development of the planning basis -- NUREG 0654, does

12 that planning standard contemplate medical services for the

13 general public, and if so, could you articulate what degree of
O(s

14 service would be contemplated?

15 A It contemplates no particular preplanning for

16 contaminated individuals in the general public. The measures

! 17 taken to provide medical facilities for injured contaminated

!

18 workers in the plant would of course provide some capability
|

| 19 to treat an injured individual who was in the general popula-

20 tion and was -- broke a leg coming down his front stairs, or

'I was injured in a traffic accident, but we have specified no
l
!

22 other capabilities other than the capability over some time

O
V 23 period to be able to monitor and check people f or contamination

24 so that these are not injured individuals, but -- who wou ld
*

( ,)
,

| '
25 require medical treatment, but rather individuals who might
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11have some -level of contamination on their clothes or perso,0086 1 ns,

2 that it would be desirable to minimize their exposure, and

3 prevent the spread of radioactivity to other areas by checking

4 them at relocation centers, and we have a provision that says

5 there should be a capability to bring in over some time period,

6 I think it is a 12-hour time period, monitoring equipment to

7 be able to check the number of people that one mightuexpect

8 at a relocation center, if you told people there was a chance

9 they were contaminated and that they should be sure to report

10 to that center.

11 Normally, people would not use the center for the

|
12 most party because most people in an evacuation would travel

|

I 13 e ls ewhere, but -- to relatives or other locations, but in the

(m'~)
e

14 event that there us a problem of contamination, we believe

15 that they would very likely follow directions and go to be

16 checked and given a clean bill of he ilth, for the most part,

17 with respect to any levels of contamination.

I 18 Q Now, Mr. Grimes, I would like to -- do you have
l
'

19 a copy of the Staff's Supplement number 3 to the SER with you?

20 A Yes.

21 0 I would like you to turn to page 13-4, the

22 conclusion section, particularly the final sentence, which

f}
1

23 reads, further,providedithat the corrective actions discussedx-

24 in Section 13.3.4 above are carried out prior to full power

('')
25 operation, we conclude that the state of onsite and offsite

.
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'7 1 emergency preparedness at San Onofre 2 and 3 provides

r- 2 reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and
(_)3

3 will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

4 Have you been present portions of yesterday and
)

5 today when Mr. Nauman presented his testimony?

6 A Yes.

7 Q And have you seen the written testimony that has

8 been entered in this case and: sponsored by FEMA?

9 A Yes. I don't have it before me right now.

10 Q Let me provide you with that.

11 So you are f amiliar with the evaluations that the''

12 Federal Energency Management Agency has done, and the current

13 posture of the state of offsite emergency preparedness?
7-

14 A Yes.

15 Q could you then, given the context that we have,

16 expand on this statement in the SER, and relate it, if you

17 can, to the circumstances that we have presently?

18 A Yes. The last statement on page 13-4 of the --

19 of supplement three is our conclusion, and given FEMA's

20 conclusion in its June 26 letter, that there were agreed and

21 defined positions concerning what FEMA's major concerns were

22 and the course of action that was being undertaken ta correct

O
\ ''

23 those, and also then as now supplemented by the FEMA

24 headquarters' judgment as relayed by Mr.Nauman in the September
(

25 24, 1981 testimony, that there is reasonable assurance
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8 1 adequate protective measures can and will be taken. 11,010

2 We therefore can make the overall finding that-

~J
3 there is reasonable assurance for both onsite and off site

4 preparedness, and that this is adequate, and to -- also, we

5 be lieve , for the Board to do that, and perhaps I could go

6 through what our position would be in a noncontested case, and

7 then compare that to a contested case, to illustrate our

5 thinking in the matter.

9 In a noncontested case, we would identify our

10 own and FEMA's major deficiencies with respect to the planning

11 standards af ter a review of the onsite plans in our case and

12 the of fsite plans in the case of FEMA.

13 Any deficiencies which were identified would be

. ()
I 14 reflected in our safety evaluation reports and would have to
!

15 be corrected prior to issuance of a full power license. Any
.

16 major deficiencies.

|

17 The exercise would normally be considered part of

18 our pre-operational inspection process, and here I would

19 relate that to any other part of the review process the Staf f

20 goes through on other parts of the plant, that we review those

21 portions of the FSAR provided to us by the licensee, nake our

22 findings in the SER based on reasonable assurance, and then on

O'> an audit hasis in the plant, 01 ring our pre-op inspection'
23

24 process, verify that those things, appropriate procedures are

I)
25 put in place, and that the equipment is in place, as was''

- .
- _
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9 1 specified in the FSAR. '

2 However, this latter part is generally not part of

3 the Board consideration. )

4 Of course, the exercise must be held before ag-)
V

5 full power license is granted, or at least before power levels

6 of above about five percent are exceeded, and any major

7 deficiencies identified in that exercise must also be

8 corrected.

9 In a contested case --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. Do you get a FEMA

11 review in an uncontested case?

12 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes, and we would have a FEMA
t

|

| 13 review ordinarily on the plans, and when available, also on
,

| N-]
| 14 the exercise, before we issued our final safet y evaluation
|
t

15 report supplement, and then we would have a filiding on the

16 exercise prior to actually granting the license.

I 17 In a contested case, of course, there needs to be

18 a fir''.g made of reasonable assurance on the areas that are

19 under contention, and the other areas would be treated by the

20 Staff as in a noncontested case, and I have already made the

21 analogy of the SER evaluation versus the preoperational

! 22 inspection in other areas, and I think that would apply here
./~
\~g'

23 by -- in a contested case, rather, by saying that the plan

24 review should be the major focus of the proceeding. |
,

|
'

25 The -- if deficiencies are identified in the plan, |

|

I
.
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10 1 then we believe that the identification of clear courses bk
2 action to remedy those deficiencies, if they are straightfor-f~s

(w)
3 ward, and are likely to result in fixing the deficiencies, can

4 result in a finding of reasonable assurance or. the overall(*3
V

5 state of emergency preparedness , conditioned on fixing those

6 things before an actual license is granted.

7 Now, the exercise, I believe, in the general

8 contested case, can be treated as part of the preoperational

9 inspection process, which the Board does not necessarily have

10 to look at.

11 In this case, since we have an exercise held, and

12 we have identified specific deficiencies already, because of --

13 partly because of the exercise, I think it is reasonable that

14 the reasonable assurance finding should also address those

15 known deficiencies, and the courses of action that have been

16 laid out for those major deficiencies. In this case, both

17 the planned deficiencies, and the exercise deficiencies are

18 addressed in the action plan dated June 26 from the licensee

19 to the NRC, and as discussed in Mr. Jaske's July 14 memorandum

20 to me, as being acceptable to FEMA as identifying the major

| 21 issues, and providing an adequate plan for fixing them.
!

| 22 So, we come to the Staff bottom line on page
/~T

| k'' 23 13-4 of the SER, in supplement 3 of the SER, that given these

24 corrective actions, there is reasonable assurance at this
rm *

| t'')
25 time that adequate protective measures can and will be taken

% _ _
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11 1 in the event of radiological energency after issuance of $he

2 license, and we believe that the Board should also be able toQ
3 reach the same conclusions with respect to those action plan

Q 4 items which relate to the contentions.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1 14

| 15
|

16

17
1

18

19

20

21
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T13 kl 1 JUDGE HAND: Mr. Grimes, is this really your

2 bottom line, or when after November lst, if we assume there

3 is another FEMA finding, will there then be another supple-

O
4 ment to the SER7 What I am trying to get to, is this really

5 the last thing you are going.to say on this, or --

6 WITNESS GRIMES: Assuming something --

7 JUDGE HAND: -- is there something left to be

8 said?

9 WITNESS GRIMES: Assuming a favorable FEMA

10 finding, I think we could do without an additional SER

11 supplement. If the FEMA finding comes up with a major

12 additional problem, we might then have to treat it as more

13 substantive matter, not just a follow up checklist item,

() but a matter which should be put out in the SER. I guess14

15 I wouldn't preclude somehow making available the FEMA

16 findings to everyone. That would certainly be the normal

17 course in a situation like this.

( 13 JUDGE HAND: All right. Thank you.

19 MR. HOEFLING: That is all that I had anticipated

20 asking Mr. Grimes, and perhaps the best thing to do wculd

21 be to go back to Mrs. Gallagher since Mr. Grimes had ad-
'

12 dressed some areas that she had covered in her cross, and

23 may have some follow up questions.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: The Board will probably ask
[]])

25 further questions, but for now, fine.

*

r^
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k2 1 CROSS EXAMINATION
O

2 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

3 .Q Mr. Grimes, you have testified that regarding
r)(- 4 the limites on planning that there is a certain judgment

5 call involved.

6 A Yes.

7 Q Is it possible to anticipate what that judgment
a call would be by persons other -- is it possible for per-
9 sons other than the planners to anticipate that judgment?

10 A Well, the factors affecting that' judgment were
11 set forth in NUREG 0396, which was put out for an extended

12 period of time for public comment before being made final

13 in the clarified form. And I think the rationale that I

''(]) 14 described is also described in NUREG 0396 and can be fol-

15 lowed by anyone who cares to delve into the document.

16 Q I am still attemptin , be more quantitative

17 than that, and I am trying to find out whether the planning
la basis did in fact contemplate the use of an upper bound.

19 You said that you don't use the -- you don't start with the

20 worst possible accident and use that as the upper bound.

21 Well then where do you start?
|

12 A The reference to bounds was not with respect

23 to the consequences of any particular worst case accident.

24 It was bounding the area and matters that the emergency
O

25 planner had to deal with. Most emergency planning

1

'
e
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p2 k3 i organizations do not have the detailed capability or real

V
2 desire to try to perform accident calculations in great

3 detail, and after looking at the Wash 1400 results, the
/~N,
\/ 4 NRC and EPA task force decided that that was not really a

5 fruitful exercise ir. terms of resources in any event, that

6 it was better to make a generic judgment and set guidance

7 that everyone could then focus on and spend their resources

3 and energies in improving planning within those bounds on

9 the parameters, such as distance. Not bounds on any par-

10 ticular accident consequences.

ti 0 I understand that, but I am still trying to

f2 find out, for those who have chosen the planning basis

13 generically, if one can retrace their steps, or are these

(') 14 judgments like engineering judgments which cannot be re-

15 capitulated?

16 A Well, the -- all the factors that went into the

17 judgment are set out in NUREG 0396, and there was no one

is logical path that led inevitably to 10 miles, but a series

19 of different paths seemed to all lead to about the same

20 conclusion, and so we then picked a distance and tested it

21 against, for example, the design basis accidents, which did

22 not appcar to need actions outside a 10 mile zone, and most

class nine core melt accidents also did not appear to re-23

24 quire any actions outside about a 10 mile zone, and then
k'')

25 for the very worst case accidents that were in Wash 1400,

-

(~s
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1 we found that generally fatalities do not occur outside
,Osk4

2 about 10 mile zones, so for those very lowest probability

3 accidents, one would be helping the very worst end of the

O 4 consequence scale for those accidents.

5 Q Is it fair to say then that there is no formula

6 to use to arrive 4at the planning basis?

7 A That is correct.

3 Q And th'at it does ' involve a certain amount of

9 concensual expert engineering judgment?

10 A That was what was set forth in NUREG 0396, yes.

it O Okay. Were cost benefit considerations part of

12 the judgment?

13 A To a degree. There was a consideration of
m

,( 14 what was within the capability of most organizations to

15 perform, although there was no explicit cost benefit ratio

16 derived. We did take care in that task force report to

17 think about all the interpretations that might be given to

13 our guidance and to put in some negative things as to what

19 was not expected, so people did not unnecessarily expend

20 resources, and we tried to put a cap on things in that way

21 by giving both positive and negative guidance on what we

12 expected on what we expected not to be done.

13 Q M-hmm. What is your understanding of the

24 purpose of table 7.3 and 7.4 in the Final Environmental{)
25 Statement?

(a~)
'
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k5 1 A J would have to look at those tables, because

O
2 I hcVe not looked at them in some time.

3 MR. HOEFLING: Let me provide Mr. Grimes with

([).

4 a copy.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Can we take presumably a minute
;

6 or two or three, even for Mr. Grimes -- shall we take a

7 stretch while he looks at the FES? Off the record.

3 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
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T 14 kl I JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, back on the record.
bq

2 Mrs. Gallagher will resume her cross examination of

3 Mr. Grimes and Mr. Sears.

4 BY MS. GALLAGHFR:

5 Q I believe I had asked you, Mr. Grimes, what

6 the purpose of table 7.3 and 7.4 in the final environmental

7 statement are?

8 A (WITNESS GRIMES) Tab'le 7.3 is E. repetition of

9 the table, I believe, in Wash 1400, which gives a summary

10 of the probabilities of various cl.iases of pressurized

It water reactor accidents and also gives a fraction of core

12 inventory released for those various accidents. The table

13 7.4 gives a summary of environmental impacts and probabili-

f] 14 ties. In this case it was done by separate part of the

15 staff and with assumptions which were then inconsistent

16 with those used in Wash 1400, and specifically in showing

17 acute fatalities that was based on some assumptions of

18 staying in a contaminated area for a substantial period of

19 time, 24 hours in some cases, and seven days in others.

20 If done with different assumptions, the numbers

11 would be substantially smaller and not relate to areas

22 outside about 10 miles.

23 Q Are you familiar with the SAI study?

N 24 A Yes.(v
25 0 Were .he assumptions upon which 7.4 is based

.

>
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k2 1 similar to assumptions used in ?.he SAI?< ,_

U
2 A Yes.

3 0 We have heard testimony that those tables are

(~J
N

\- 4 not intended for use in planning for emergencies. Would

5 you comment on that please?

6 A That is correct, and because of some confusion

7 that has arisen, I have discussed this with the part of the

8 staff that generates the environmental impact statements

9 and we have settled on a set of assumptions for future en- 8

10 vironmantal impact statements which are more consistent

11 with those that we would expect for both planned areas and

12 the areas where ad hoc actions might be taken.

13 0 So to summarize what you -- you have explained

(]) 14 what the studies say. What use are they put to by persons

15 responsible for reviewing plans?

16 A They have no regulatory use. They are simply

17 a -- for filling an obligation to provide illustrative

18 material with respect to possible consequences of severe

19 accidents.

20 Q Might they be used for citing considerations?

21 A No. There is some work going on to develop a --
,

,

22 to look at whether our current citing regulations need to be

23 changed and that will involve and has involved some acci-

rx 24 dent studies similar to the Wash 1400 studies, but the as-
O
- 25 sumptions used in this particular table would not be used

, .
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k3 1 in that context. It would be closer to those used in the
dcm

2 emergency preparedness areas.

, Q I don't know if it is useful to pursue this,3

# 4 but if the assumptions in 7.4 were changed sufficiently,

5 would the data that resulted be useful in planning?

6 A No, the -- as I said, similar consequences

7 using the Wash 1400 assumptions were used in the develop-

8 ment of NUREG 0396, which resulted in the generic judgment

9 on the planning aanes, so we have effectively taken all of

10 those consequences and scenarios into account in developing

11 the 10 mile zone.

I
12 Q Would you please attempt to define evacuation?

1 A Well, one way to do it would be to distinguish

() 14 it from relocation. Evacuation is in our terms is a re-

15 moval of individuals from a particular area prior to -- at

16 least with the objective of removing them prior to exposure

17 to radiation, Relocation, as we use the term, would be if

18 individuals have been told to seek shelter and a plume has

19 passed a particular segment of those individuals and has

20 left ground contamination, that particular pie shaped seg-

21 ment might be relocated to another area after the passage

22 of the radioactive plume.

23 Q So the concept of evacuation does include an

(O']
24 idea towards preventing exposure to radiation?

,

25 A Yes. It is part of the choice that planners

/~1 *
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k4 1 have to try to minimize consequences in any particular
9

2 situation. If one has time to evacuate, one would evacuate.

3 If one thinks that there is not time to evacuate, or the
7 ,,

(') 4 levels of radiation are very low, one would advise shelter.

5 Q If one anticipates successful evacuation in the

6 terms that you have just described it, but is unable to

7 achieve it because of meteorological changes or whatever,

8 what would that exercise be called?

9 A It would still be evacuation, and it would not

10 be totally successful, because there would be some exposure

71 to individuals resulting if a plume passed during the evacua-

12 tion process.

13 Q Thank you, that is helpful. I would like to

(_) 14 look with you at page three at the table 2 -- oh, excuse

15 me. Excuse me, it is page 17, table 2, in NUREG 0654. This

16 portion of NUREG 0654 discusses time factors associated

17 with releases of radiation. In developing the planning
i

18 standard for that document, and in turn by local jurisdic-

19 tions in fornulating their plan, is it based on a range
i
t

.20 of accidents, as you have testified?

21 A In developing the planning standards? Yes.

22 Q Can these guidelines be useful in making judg-

23 ments as to the adequacy of time for evacuation?

r] 24 A In table 2?~

b
25 Q M-hmm.

'

(~';
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k5 1 A No, I think not. These are judgments on whether

O
2 an evacuation is appropriate.has to be based on the par-

3 ticular conditions of the plant at the time. One can't

4 say in advance that it will be a half an hour or one day.

5 One must look at the specific things going on inside the

6 plant and use that as a basis for judging how much time

7 might be available.

8 Q So, these particular guidelines are also not
~

9 useful in judging the adequacy of time estimates?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q You mentioned before that there was a certain

12 population judgment around the plant of 500 persons per

13 square mile.

([) 14 A Yes, --

15 0 Is that around the -- what used to be called

16 the exclusion area?

17 A No, Regulatory Guide 4.7 sets forth a position

18 with respect to citing that we look at at the construction

19 permit stage that says if population, a cumulative popula-

20 tion at a7y point out to 30 miles exceeds 500 people per

21 square mile, then the -- then alternative sites have to be

22 looked at to determine whether theretis not a better site

23 to be used with lower population. And since we have had
|

24 that criterion in place, it has not been substantially
| rs

(_)'

| 25 exceeded sinc e no one has really made successful showing
i
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k6 1 that they had to use, for example, a site with 800 or 1,0007s
G

2 people per sqare mile. They have always been able to

3 find lower population density sites that were available.

D' 4 Originally that number was based on general availability of'-

5 sites, but the -- when 0396 was written the task force

6 specifically looked at that g2idance and made a judgment

7 that for population densities in that range or below, there

3 was certainly no problem -- no special problems introduced

9 in evacuations.

10 Q And I think you mentioned, but I don't recall,

11 when was that particularly -- that siting guidance developed?

12 A In about 1974.

13 0 Is there any attempt made to maintain density

() 14 at or below that level after t?a siting phase?

15 A No, although the same guidance indicates that

16 if a projection is made over the lifetime of the plant,

17 that one would exceed over about 1,000 persons per square

18 mile, then one should look further also. Then that would

19 be another trip level if it projected growth more than a

20 factor of two from the start of -- projected start up date

21 of the plant.

12 Q For plants that are located, operating or near

23 term plants that are located in areas where the population

rm 24 exceeds those limits, what effect does that have, if any,
\m)

25 on evacuation ,- adequacy of evacuation as protective

*
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- k7 1 response?

2 A Well, we have found that the higher population

3 sites generally do have longer evacuation times. Initially
n
(-) a it was not a great difference between the lower and higher

5 Population density sites because the lower population den-

6 sity sites seem to take longer to notify the population,

7 whereas the higher population density sites took longer to

a actually move peop'le, and this somewhat compensated. Since

o we have instituted a requirement for a prompt notific.'ation

,o system, the lower population density sites have been able

11 to show -- or -- that in t'6 avent of an evacuation they.

12 would be -- would have substantially shorter times than

13 had the transit -- you know, total transit times than the

(') 14 high population density sites. For example, the highest

15 Population density site, Incian Point, there have been

16 several estimates on the order of 10 hours to remove the

17 entire persons from the entire plume exposure EPZ, and

13 that is not to say that a low population site in the __.:

19 northern clime with a snowstorm could not also have numbers

20 like that, but the ncrm at thq high population density site

21 would be longer,

22 Q And at sites wher- the population density tends

23 to be high, are the evacuation time estimates used in a

24 different manner than t'aey are used in lower density sites?

(v-s\

25 A No, they are used in the same manner. They

(^)
'
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k8 1 are calculated under various conditions and they perform

O-
2 the two functions I described earlier, optimizing the

3 available resources in terms of reducing the times and
(~h
kl 4 forming the basis for a decision at any particular time to

5 remove peolple. And it might -- in an actual case result

G in moving people for an accident at a high population den-

7 sity site. I could envision where people might not be

8 moved at a low population density site. For example, if

9 one has a problem which one things in 10 hours might --

10 might evolve into something very serious, in'a high popula-

11 tion density site one might immediately move people. At a

12 low Population density site one might take another hour or

13 so to see if this scenario is really developing in that

() 14 fasulon. So you might avoid the evacuation.

15 MS. GALLAGHER: I have nothing further. Thank

16 you.

17 ///
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tp-15/1 i CROSS EXAMINATION

O
2 BY MR. CASEY:

3 Q Just a couple of questions directe.d to both

- 4 Mr. Sears and Mr. Grimes. Mr. Sears particul trly, could

5 you refer to your testimony of August 20, page u. Do you

6 have that in front of you, Mr. Sears?

7 A (Witness Sears) I do.

8 0 Generally r, peaking in Applicants' review of your

9 testimony it appeared to us that you had made a fairly

10 favorable determination with everything except this one item

;y on page 6. It said the one item that you had some concerns

12 about were the adverse weather considerations in the Wilbur

13 Smith time estimate study. Have you had an opportunity to

(]) 34 review Applicants' Exhibit 132, which is Revision 2 to the

15 Wilbur Smith study, since making this statement on page 6?

16 A Yes, sir. And I might clarify that. I believe

17 in answer to some questions from someone the other day why

is I pointed out that since I had written this answer that

19 indeed I had reviewed Revision 2 and had also had a review
|

f 20 of it done by our contractor and that his evaluation that

! 21 the total report then had an excellent rating then in his
1

22 opinion.

23 Q So you are satisifed with Applicants' considera-

24 tion of adverse weather at this time?{')
25 A Yes, sir.

)
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2 i O Mr. Grimes, it has by now become quite obvious

2 that you are one 'of the principal authors of NUREG 0654

t and I would assume that you are in some position to help

4 us interpret it. Would that be a correct statement?

5 A (Witness Grimes) I hope so.

6 0 Applicants also hope so. Would you please turn

7 to Planning Standard I, which begins on page 56, and refer

8 most particularly to Evaluation Criteria No. 8, which is on

9 page 58? We've had some testimony about this today already

10 but just generally speaking, would you explain the extent

yy of radiological monitoring and assessment that you consider

12 -- this is quoting now from that criteria - " appropriate"

33 for local agencies?'

(~) 14 .A The phrase "where appropriate" was inserted to
us

15 give flexibility to particular local conditions and we have

16 some situations where states bear a great deal of the

17 responsibility for radiological monitoring, other situations

13 where local governments desire to play a role, and other

19 situations where the utility bears a very large role at least

20 in the first few hours of an accident. The avaluation

21 criteria is meant to refer to the total capability which

22 must be coordinated by whoever the players are that have

23 the principal roles in the particular case. As long as that

24 is done, it is not important as to which player, the{)
25 licensee, the state, or the local government, actually

()
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i |

|

3 1 performs the work.

O
2 Q So to be perfectly clear, you are not looking

3 for let's call it redundant capability, you are looking for

/
4 a capability here.

5 A That's correct.

I 6 Q In your travels around the country looking at

7 all of these plans, de any or many or most of the local
:

a agencies at the oth'er location rely on civil defense type

9 radiological monitoring equipment and methods?

10 A There is a wide spectrum of use and many local

ti agencies do rely for an initial assessment on civil defense

12 types of instruments, although the straight civil defense

13 instrument is not really appropriate because it is usually

() 14 -- has ranges which are too high to be useful in the accident

15 case, in the reactor accident case. Specially adapted or

16 calibrated civil defense type instruments are useful. Many

17 states go beyond this to provide mobile labs and utilities
|

| 13 also have more sophisticated instrumentation. There is a
|

19 variety of instrumentation provided, but we look at the

j 20 total complement and expect FEMA to bring to our attention

21 where they believe there is not an adequate complement of

22 instrumentation.

23 0 Could we then take a look at Planning Standard

24 0, in particular -- let's see, that begins on page 75 -- and{}
25 in particular, Evaluation Criteria 4 (a) , 4 (b) -- I'm sorry.

l

1 i
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4 1 That would be 4 (b) and 4(c). Excuse me. And you notice
O

2 under the Local column there we have an asterisk and then

3 when we go down there to the footnote with the asterisk it

(>) 4 says "NRC and FEMA encourage state and local governments

5 which have these capabilities to continue to imclude them

6 in their training programs." And we are referring here to

7 radiological monitoring and assessment capability. Are -

a the capabilities th'at are being referred to here the civil

S defense type capabilities that we assume local governments

10 have around the United States today?

11 A I'm trying to recall the specific reason for the

12 footnote. I think it was in response to a comment on the

13 original document that was put out for interim use and commen t

s
14 that local governments in these (b) and (c) cases did in

15 some cases have these capabilities and in some cases were

16 even more sophisticated than the civil defense case. It is

17 my recollection that the original version did not have a

18 mark under -- an X -- under Local at all but that it was

19 inserted based on the comments that in some cases the local

20 governments did indeed have these capabilities. So I can't

21 say it was only because of the vivil defense case.

22 Q Again just to recapitulate then, basically we

23 are talking about civil defense type capabilities when we

{J3
24 use that word in that footnote.

~

25 A For the most part, local governments would have

()
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- 5 1 those capobilities. There may be some local governments

2 with capabilities beyond the civil defense, but for the

3 most part, that would refer to civil defense types of
O
\/ 4 capabilities, not sophisticated nobile labs, for example,

5 0 Okay. I think this question is also best

6 directed to you, Mr. Grimes, Mr. Sears can chime in if he

7 thinks he is an appropriate responder. With appr^priate

8 training in the proper use of standard civil defense equip-
9 ment would you consider the radiological monitoring and

10 assessment capability of local agencies to be again, in the

11 words of NUREG 0654, " appropriate" for nuclear power plant

12 emergencies?

13 A I would have two reservations. One, one could

() 14 not use, as I indicated, standard civil defense equipment.

15 And the second reservation would be that I would not have

16 to - not call for a judgment solely on local plans but

17 rather on the total complement of capabilities. oWhether

16 or not a local government had that particular capability

19 would not be significant. The significant thing would be

20 whether the combination of utility, state and local govern-

21 ments had the appropriate capability.

22 0 You mentioned that this civil defense equipment

23 can be calibrated and training conducted thereon.

24 A Normally it has to be perhaps a special GM tube

25 put in the equipment and normal civil defense equipment is

/"T
*
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6 1 not calibrated sa a frequency which gives a high degree of

2 reliance or high degreo of assurance that one will have the

3 equipment operable when one needs it. One would have +.o
i (3
1 %> 4 have perhaps a special calibration frequency.

5 Q But appropriate steps could be used, if you

6 will, tc refine your civil defense equipment and your

| 7 training program and calibration program for that equipment

a to respond to a nuclear power plant emergency.

9 A To be a component of that response, yes.

10 Q Again Mr. Grimes, would you consider it to be

11 a serious deficiency if the local governments in the vicinity

12 of SONGS only had basic civil defense type radiological

13 conitoring and assessment training?

() 14 A I can't answer that in a vacuum. Again , Mr.-

15 Sears would have to perhaps chime in with his experience

16 with this particular review. But we have to look at the

17 total overall capability and not any one component.

18 0 Mr. Sears, are you basically familiar with the

19 level of training, radiological monitoring and assessment

20 capability around San Onofre?

21 MR. HOEFLING: I think I'm going to raise an

22 objection at this point. Mr. Sears was responding in his

23 testimony to the readiness of the Applicant and I thinkj

24 the last series of questions here were kind of drifting off

25 into off-site capabilities.

''
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7 i MS. GALLAGHER: I would further ask whether we
O

2 are going to have testimony on civil defense capability.

3 MR. CASEY: I'''. rephrase the question. Let's

4 go around the other way.

5 BY MR. CASEY:

6 O Mr. Sears, are you basically familiar with the

7 extensive radiological monitoring equipment, detailed SOP's,

8 and personnel on-site at San Onofre?

9 A (Witness Sears) Yes, sir.

10 Q As regards their capability to perform off-site

yi radiological monitoring and dose assessment?

12 A Yes, sir.

13 0 Is it your opinion that this capability is

O i4 ufficiene to meet ene re vonse cava8111tv ee foren in

15 Page 58 of NUREG 0654, Evaluation Criteria 87

16 MR. HOEFLING: Off-site or on-site?

17 MR. CASEY: Off-site.

13 MR. HOEFLING: Objection.

19 MS. GALLAGHER: Objection.

20 MR. CASEY: Wait a minute. If I might be heard.

21 We are asking Mr. Sears if he is familiar with the on-site

22 capability of the licensee to conduct --

23 JUDGE KELLEY: So far, so good.

( 24 MR. CASEY: -- off-site --

25 JUDGE KELLEY: To do what?

'
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8 MR. CASEY: To conduct off-site radiologicalg

O m aitoring and dose assessment and the witness has answered2

3 that he is familiar with that capability.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: That's a little different. You

5 are not asking about off-site plans, you're asking about

6 whether they can leave the site and monitor elsewhere, right:

7 MR. CASEY: That's correct.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Objection overruled.

9 BY MR. CASEY:

10 Q Do you underst d the question, Mr. Sears?

A (Witness Sears) Yes, sir. I believe I've ans-y;

wered it, haven't I?
12

0 I didn't hear the answer.13

O ^ ' ""id ' "^" '"=i i"r "it" the ^99 i ^"*"'4

15 capability on-site to do off-site monitoring.

16 Q Okay. Then the following question let me

17 restate it. Mr. Grimes has stated that wc are looking for

| 13 a total response capability. In your r,in'n.', do you believe

39 the on-site capability that you have 1 ad in the Appli-

20 cants' plan, personnel, is sufficient to ,.arform the off-sitc

21 dose assce,sment and monitoring functions which are describedI

22 in NUREG 0654, Planning Standard I, Evaluation Criteria

23 No. 87

q 24 MR. HOEFLING: I have an objection to that.

D
- 25 To the extent that Mr. Sears is called upon to respond to

.

O'

1

;

'
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9 3 the, if you will, what the functions of the state and locals

'"
2 would be even if performed by the Applicants, if it is the

3 f unctional responsibility of the state and locals to have

() that capability that is a question that should have been4

5 directed to Mr. Nauman.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, gentlemen, aren't we

7 dealing with a question whether given the possibility of

8 some gaps in the capability of the local plans, could the

9 licensee step in and fill the gap? Is that what you are

10 trying to e::tablish?

11 MR. CASEY: Yes, sir. And I think, Mr. Chairman,

12 Mr. Nauman, when asked this very same question, said he

13 could not testify to the on-site capabilities, Applicants'

(]) 14 capabilities, and so we have the witness on the stand who car .

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, okay. First I want to under -

16 stand the thrust of the questicning,which I think I do.

17 Then -- well, let me try a question, sort of a generic

13 question. Let me ask Mr. Grimes, have you given any thought

19 to the Applicants filling in deficiencies in local plans

20 and do you think it valid to consider whether the licensee

21 could fill a gap like that?

12 WITNESS GRIMES: If FEMA identifies to us that

23 there are gaps and they are not likely to be filled by
,

| 24 correctic.s in the off-site capability, then,I think theren

(_s)
25 is a provision in our regulations for the licensees to

)

:
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,

10 1 demonstrate compensating action. *

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: Some compensating action which '

3 he might take. The obvious one is he would do it himself, ,

() 4 I suppose.

5 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. Now that would assume

6 -- the caveat that that would assume that the other of f-

7 site organizations would accept that as if they had done it.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Possible coordination concern

9 if he steps in where otherwise the local people would do it.

10 So that might be a part of the question. But there is
~

33 certainly an area that one can explore in this kind of a

12 context, if I may ask you the question generically.

33 WITNESS GRIliES: I guess I'm not qualified to

(j 14 overrule my counsel, but it seems like --

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't want to put you in that

16 bind either.

17 WITNESS GRI!iES: But it seems like a generic

13 thing that might come up, if not currently, at some point.

19 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chat _ man?

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, Mr. Hoefling. Go ahead.

21 Do you really have a problem with what they are trying to
i

22 do here?'

! 23 MR. HOEFLING: Well, my concern is, you know,

(3 24 who would have the responsibilit, for making the judgments
I \_/
| 25 in this area. If the Applicant is proposing a compensating

( ()
!
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i measure to deal with the capabilities of the. off-site folks

O
2 to do whatever is to be done and that is a judgment, the

3 judgment of adequacy is one to be made by FEMA, then I

4 don' t think this group should be addressed the question,

5 Mr. Grimes and Mr. Sears should be addressed the question.

6 Perhaps I think Mr. Grimes might be able to shed some light

7 on that.

8 WITNESS GRIMES: If I could suggest, if it were

9 put in the hypothetical, like if FEMA made a negative deter-

10 mination what would our judgment be, perhaps that would be

11 a way to get at it. That would be acceptable.

12 ///
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T16,1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Hoef ling, I am going to ask you

2 to say it once more. It is not your fault. It is mine, but
O

3 just give me your argument once more.

4 MR. HOEFLING: Okay, I think we have got to

5 look at the -- where the functional responsibility lies. If

6 the functional responsibility lies with the stata and local
!

7 jurisdictions, I would argue that it would be PEMA'n

3 responsibility to make the judgment whether or not the

9 Applicant's assumption, if you will, of the execution of that

10 ro le , was adequate, and I think the question here, that Mr.

11 Casey is fr' ming, he is asking the Staff to assess whether or

12 not that functional capability is adequate, and that is the

13 problem I am having.

O
14 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, you sort of -- you know, you

15 are sort of licked either way if you are trying to get at

16 this problem, because FEMA doesn't know anything about the

( 17 onsite capability, and then we are -- it is argued that the

13 Staff doesn't know anything about offsite functions, and so
|

19 you can't ask either, and you never get there.

20 I think it is a valid line of questionir.g. I

21 am going to allow it.

22 BY MR. CASEY:

23 0 Mr. Sears?

24 A Yes, sir?
,

r,

k-) 25 Q Do you understand the question that has been

1

l

I
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1 asked?

2 A (WITNESS SEARS) Would you mind repeating it?

3 0 Let me pose it again.

4
[)

Mr. Grimes has testified that we are looking for

5 a functional capability here. Mr. Nauman has testified that

6 there are certain needs to improve offsite emergency

7 response capability as regards radiation monitoring and dose
,

8 assessment.

9 The question to you is, do you believe, in your

10 opinion, that the licensee's onsite capability to perform

11 offsite dose assessment and radiation monitoring satisfies

12 the evaluation criteria set forth in NUREG 0654, p.1.anning

13 standard (i), evaluation criteria 8?

14 A Yes, sir.

15 MR. CASEY: We have no further questions.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

17 JUDGE HAND: I have a small question for Mr.

18 Sears. Mr. Sears, in your testimony that I guess is referred

19 to as your testinony of the 20th of August, on page four in

20 your answer to question.six, you cite three communities,

21 San Juan Capistrano, Dana Point, and Ortega, and I don't

22 remember hearing about Ortega before, and I am -- is there a

23 community named Ortega that is included in somebody's

24 emergency plan? ,

OG
15 WITNESS SEARS: I can -- sir, I can reference the

|

1
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1 quote, where I got the quo's from, from the evacuation time

2 study, revision 2, by Wilbur Smith, and it says although the

3 10-mile radius actually bisects San Juan Capistrano, Dana

4 Point, and Ortega, the entire area and population of these

5 communities have been included in his study.

6 I assumed that Wilbur Smith had spent much more

7 time in the area, and was much more familiar with the naming

8 of various localities than I would, and this is why I used

9 his quotation, and that is the only way I can respond, so it

10 could very well be that Wilbur Smith has made a mistake, and if

11 so, I have.

12 JUDGE HAND: Well, I get a little confused about

13 exactly what the emergency planning zone is, and understand
(~h
V

14 that in the emergency plans, the areas to be evacuated

15 were defined, and it just confused me to have a community
,

16 name pop into the discussion at this point, that I don't

17 remember whether I heard a limited appearance from somebody

18 from Ortega, or not. I might have. But I certainly haven't .

19 heard any -- don' t remember any particular formal --

20 MR. MC CLUNG: Statement of Counsel, I might be

21 able to help you out on that.

22 JUDGE HAND: All right, well, go ahead .

O 23 , MR . MC CLUNG: Above San Juan Capistrano -- I don't

24 have a map in front of me -- there is an industrialized area
,

A
''-

25 that is referred to and there are some sirens that cover that
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1 area, and there is a road there called Ortega Highway, and the

7- 2 10-mile EPZ generally conforms t the ortega Highway at that
V)

3 point.

(~) 4 JUDG3 HAND: That I remember.
U

5 MR. MC CLUNG: And it hisects the industrial area

6 there, which could be what the reference is to, the Ortega

7 area. It doesn't have a name in the community there.

8 JUDGE HAND: It isn't like Dana Point.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: That is not like Dana Point, but

10 it could be a reference to that particular industrial area

11 which does have siren coverage, but there is no community that

12 has that name.

L') JUDGE MAND: All right, well, I guess that takes

14 the mystery of Ortect away.

15 MR. CASEY: Just so that one statement of

16 Counsel doesn't deserve another, the portion of Ortega and

17 that is a correct description of industrial f acility there,

18 is all within unincorporated Orange County, and the Orange

19 County plan covers that area.

20 JUDGE HAND: Fine, thank you. And one question

21 from fir. Grimes. We got an opinion from Mr. Nauman, of --

22 based on his own personal position, not expressing a formal
,

C)\' 23 FEMA position, but he thought it might be appropriate for

24 the Board to wait and keep the record open until after there ,

OQ
15 was another FEMA finding, sometime after November 1st. Can I

I

i
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1 ask you what your opinion is?

2 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes. I tried to outline that

3 earlier. I think all things being equal, it would be -- make

4 for a neater package to have all the FEMA findings completed,

5 but all we are really called on to do is make a finding of

6 reasonable assurance in this case, and that test can be oassed,

7 as indicated in the September 24 submittal of Mr. Nauman,

8 reflecting the headquarters' position that a reasonable

9 assurance test can be passed, given the current state of

10 af tairs, with a preliminary minimally adequate plan, defined

11 courses of action, which are essentially implementation items

12 well under way, un the deficiencies that were considered major

10 by FEMA.
OV

14 JUDGE HAND: And that leaves us i n the position

15 of having to sort of accept the assumption that these will

16 all be satisf actorily met.

| 17 WITNESS GRIMES: That is correct. Of coure<t, we

18 would bear the burden of coming back to the Board, if our

! 19 representations were not correct.
1

20 JUDGE HAND: All right. Thank you.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Grimes, does FEMA, as you

22 understand their function, do they -- do they apply some

23 higher standard to the adequacy of emergency plans than the

24 reasonable assurance standard the Board is supposed to make,
,

,

| (Z)
'

25 supposed to apply?

t



|
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1 WITNESS GRI"ES: Under our memorandum of

2 und<:rstanding, they provide findings to us, whether they beg_
V

3 positive or negative, at any -- under any circumstances that
,

4 we might request of them. They have done that, and gave us a
g)3L|

5 minimally adequate finding on which we believa we could

6 proceed with several major areas of ccncern, which are being

7 addressed.

8 They, in addition to that, have, indeed, a higher

9 standard under their approval process, where they require

10 dotting of all the i's, and crossing of all the t's before they

11 give an administrative piece of paper under their 44 CFR 350,

12 proposed rule.

13 But for the purpose of NRC proceedings, we work

14 under the memorandum of undestanding, and that is simply a
|

15 mechanism to get FEMA's opinion, on which we can proceed with

16 an overall judgment.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I understand one of the

18 t's that they have to cross is to have a whole package from a

| 19 state before they sign of f with final approval, and I am not
!

20 by any means an expert on their 350 rule, but that is my
|

| 21 understanding.

22 It just -- it surprises me a little that -- I

-) always think of NRC safety standards as being awfully high,23

24 and the idea -- now, if another agency has some nitpicking
,

and25 requirement that nobody really cares about, but is just --s

;

i

I l
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1 I really mean some other for illustrative purposes, then I

l''

2() expect we might say that we are doing Esi.ieining a little
\j \

'

3 different, but that is sufficient, but I don't -- I am.

4 uncomfortable with the idea that there is a higher safety

5 standard being met in FEMA than there is at the NRC, and I

6 know, reasonable assurance, I thought that was pretty hard to

7 come by.

.8 WITNESS GRIMES: I didn't mean to imply any

9 different substantive finding, but a more rigorous

-10 administrative procedure. The substantive findings we ask from

e 11 FEMA are conclusions which are the same in substanco as their

12 final approval, and in this case, we believe we can -- we

13 would not issue a full power license until we had some
p.

k
14 additional opinions that things which they thought were major

15 had been corrected, but for the purposes of being able to get
-

16 a reasonable asiurance finding such cs we would get from a

17 review of the FSAR, versus' the review we would do on an

| 18 in-plant inspection, we believe that 4.the state of the record

'
19 now is adequate to make that finding.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Now, perhaps again, I didn't

21 fully follow you, but I thought that you were speaking to the

22 Board's ability to make a reasonable assurance finding as a
I (l3' 23 prsdicate to full power operation. Are you only speaking of

24 low power now?

(" - ) 25 WITNESS GRIMES: No. I was speaking of full power .
.

.,

h

.
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

- 2 WITNESS GRIMES: But indicating that this closing

3 of the record would be similar to any other case where a new

4 safety systen had been approved and litigated, but the final

5 start-up of the plant would not be allowed by the NRC until

6 the actaal inspectionmof that system was in place, had been

7 completed.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: OKay. Let me just note that we

9 went over Mr. Nauman's additional testimony of September 24,

10 at some considerable length the other day, and I am not sure

11 I understand it quite the same way that you do, but I will just

12 let the discussion of the record the other day speak for

_ 13 itself. I just wanted to note that.

, s
14 Let me explore with you a little bit the notion

15 of what a Board like this can leave.to subsequent staff

16 determination in the form of a license condition, as opposed

17 to what '..e have to come to grips with here, and decide on the

18 record, and as a point of departure, I know years ago there was

19 an AEC decision that had to do with a security plan for Indian

20 Point, and the licensing board there -- no, the appeal board

21 said that there still were some remaining problems, but they

22 were going to go aheac and approve the license, and the AEC

-

23 issued an opinion which said in effect that there is some

24 scope for leaving things for approval by Staf f inspection,but

25 that basically on the important matters in controversy, there
--



-
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1 was supposed to be a hearing on the record. It wasn't

fs 2 supposed to be lef t for later.
V

3 Now, in this case -- I can give you an example

[}
of my thinking -- we have talked about whether we have to4

5 review Sops for exartle, and Mr. Nauman testified that he

6 didn't think that we did, and I understand that point, and let

7 us assume that we decide we don't have to. I would assume

8 that we could condition the license on the actual completion

9 of the SOPS and just being told they are done, but we would

10 never read them.

11 Perhaps you could leave siren testing to a Staff

12 inspection. It is a pretty straightforward kind of a thing,

13 But, you know, adequacy of arrangements for coordination areg3
GI

14 something that are more debatable. Perhaps we would have to

15 litigate now.

16 With that kind of a general framework, and given

17 your f amiliarity with the corrective actions outlined and the

18 earlier correspondence between FEMA and the Applicants, or

19 between you and the Applicants, do you think that these are

20 the kinds of things that we could on the basis of our present

21 record say, it is okay if you finish it, and sign off now, or

22 would we have to look at everything that is done?

O
23 WITNESS GRIMES: Well, I guess I would have to

,

24 go through one by one, but I think if we -- we could say that
O

25 they would not all be as straightforward as siren testing, for

i
.

%
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1 example . I guess I would use a slightly more liberal test, but

2 that is up to the Board.
{-)

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I didn't mean to suggest a closed

i 4 mind. I just wanted to giveryou an idea of what I am talking{}
5 about. Go ahead.

| 6 WITNESS ERIMES: I don't have a list of the --

7 MR. HOEFLING: Is this in reference to the June

8 26 letter, do you have that?

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, it is the outline of

10 corrective actions.

11 MR. HOEFLING: Do you have that, Mr. Grimes?

12 Okay.

rm 13 WITNESS GRIMES: It would also help to narrow it
O

14 if we -- somebody could -- I did not hear all the offsit e

15 testimony, indicate --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me ask you whether it is fair

17 to --

18 WITNESS GRIMES: -- which was still outstanding.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Is it fair to ask you to go down

20 this list right now, or would you rather tell us tomorrow

21 morning what you think --

22 WITNESS GRIMES: It would be better to tell you

O''
23 tomorrow morning, because then I could clarify which ones --

24 JUDGE KELLEY: I think it probably would, too,

O
25 if you could think about that a little bit, and then give us ar

f

--
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1 indication of what you think we could make a license condition

2 and what you think we have to hear.
-{ )

3 WITNESS GRIMES: If I could say that I am not

{} 4 sure license condition is the correct word, because we would

5 plan to -- that these actions must be completed before a

6 licanse is issued, so there -- perhaps it would be rather

7 instructions to the Staff before issuance of a license.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, to report back to the Board

9 before full power, oruwhatever the appropriate time is that

10 certain things have been done, right. That is a useful

11 clarification.

12 Again, we will get to the legal debate on what we

( 13 ought to do, but let me ask you a sort of practical questionfs

'(d
14 as the administrator for NRC''.in this program, and assuming we

15 want to avoid unnecessary delay to the Applicants, and we do,

16 as we have been told to do, but you are familiar with the

| 17 general posture of the case, and the .pplication for low
|

| 18 power, and in general what the schedule is for things to

19 happen.

20 If FEMA renders a final set of findings and:

l

l
'

determinations sometime in early November, let us say, even up21

( 22 to mid-November, this Board at that tine is going to be fully

23 occupied with deciding the seismic case and the low power

24 issues, and we are not going to be in any position to do

)(
! 15 anything on the matter until around December anyway'. We have - -

1

I

-+m- w
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1 let us assume that the Applicants prevail on the low power and

(]) 2 on the seismic, and that they get a fuel loading low power

3 testing license. That is going to take them a certain period
,

(]) 4 of time, to go throug h loading and testing. Their submission

5 says 16 weeks.

6 So, my question is, if we were to factor in a

7 FEMA finding rendered sometime in November, and even if we

8 had to reopen the record and come back here for a few days to

9 allow parties to cross-examine the FEMA people, I don't see

10 how that delays the license.

11 I can understand why the licensee would rather

12 not do it, but from the standpoint of the way the program

13 'sorku, and the standpoint of wanting to have everything we
(]}

14 can -- you know, whatever we can reasonably get in the way of

information, what is your reaction to that?15j
16 WITNESS GRIMES: Only that usually the way the

17 schedules are set are certain -- in terms of estimating when a

18 decision might issue, are set on certain time periods after the

19 close of the record, that are f airly automatically applied,

'
20 and that night indicate some delay using that standard

21 f ormu la , of five months, or whatever the -- or whatever

22 portion of that five-month period is applied af ter the

23 hearings are closed.

24-~

I ,)u
25

- - - . . _-
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T17 kl I JUDGE KELLEY: All I am suggesting is, it would

2 seem to me that given the schedules for those findings and

3 conclusions and decisions and the rest, and given the as-

O 4 sumption of a low power testing period running some four

5 months, that we have a fairly adequate' window within which

6 to decide the case.

7 WITNESS GRIMES: I guess I would only comment

I that some licensees have estimate'd times as short as two
9 months for that, and other experiences have been as long as

to that or longer, so I can't --

II JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah. That appears to be kind

12 of flexible. We were just sort of based on our own scnow-

33 ledge just guessing two, three months. I am just saying

O i4 thee the 11censee susmissico in this cese seys 1e weeks.

15 WITNESS GRIMES: Well, I guess I can't really

16 speak to how long it takes the Board based on whatever

17 record it has to things of that sort.

II
! JUDGE KELLEY: But would your concern like ours
|

19 be unnecessary delay?

20 WITNESS GRIMES: Unnecessary delay --

II JUDGE KELLEY: Is that what we are talking about.?

22 WITNESS GRIMES: Unnecessary delay and unneces-

23 sary expenditure of resources.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

25 WITNESS GRIMES: We are extremely tight

O|

1
l

l
,

i
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k2 i ourselves in terms -- in trying to perform all the operating

O
2 Plant reviews in addition to all the hearings.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Let me ask Mr. Sears

4 a question about the study done by Texas Transportation of

5 time estimates in this case. I had this two volume study

6 that is, what, CR 1856? And, what I s. anted to ask about
;

|

7 was, there is a bret.kdown on pr.ge A-45, comparable to your

8 blank breakdown in'your testimony, and your testimony in

9 page six says that the contractors' evaluation stated that

10 the Applicants' report is excellent with one exception,

n and so on, inadequate consideration of adverse weather

conditions and I didn't understand that with reference to12

13 the marks at page A-45 which have -- there is an X marke~d

O ^'ter ** * e'e9 "v '"' 'here ^re"'' ""Y *" "" der ** e "*"*i4

15 and there are three under adequate, two under poor and six

16 under none. And I was unsure of the significance of this

17 report. I guess that is a sort of a broad question, and

18 also, how does it square with your statement that the evalua-

19 tion is excellent?

20 WITNESS SEAR;.: The evacuation time estimates

that were reported in that document you are referring to21

was from a former evacuation time estimate. Wilbur Smith22

has done a number of them --23

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.q
L

25 WITNESS SEARS: -- and each time he got better

O
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k3 1 and better.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: The one I have here is -- that

3 is an earlier Wilbur Smith study?

O
4 WITNESS SEARS: Yes.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: And the lastest one is what we
i

6 call revision two? --

7 WITNESS SEARS: Yes, sir.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: -- is what is reflected in your

9 testimony?

WITNESS SEARS: In my revised testimony, sir.10

gj In my initial testimony I too had seen just, I guess you

w uld call it revision one, and I have testified here today
12

'that I have seen revision two, and that I -- our contractorsy3

() estimate of it is that it is excellent in all respects.34

JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. That clears that up.
15

16 Mr. Grimes, I have been grappling with this -- with the

17 way I read the Commission's regulation, which tells us to

13 make a finding of adequacy of protective measures -- a

reasonable assurance of adequate protective measures is the19

20 standard in A, and I understand the point that there is a

21 generic determination with respect to the 10 mile zone, and

22 I think I understand roughly how you arrived at it, but I

still have difficulty with respect to certain other aspects23

24 of the plan in terms of. adequacy because it suggests to me
(])

25 some kind of quantified standard, and you did lay out your

Ov

i

. .
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( T k4 1 thinking on the evacuation time question, and I think --
%/

2 again, I think I understand, your background is very help-

3 ful, and I think I understand the point you are making.
'

4 I am still having some trouble with the wording of the

5 regulation itself. I think I come to the regulation as a

6 newcomer to emergency planning and my notion is that evacua-|
1

l 7 tion is an important thing, and that it is obviously time

8 limited in a radiation situation, or at least I always

9 thought so.

10 The Commission didn't say explicitly one way

11 or the other on this upper bound for evacuation times as I

12 read it. Is there anything tPat you can point to where they

13 really focused on this and .iaid it doesn't matter how long

['JN- 14 it takes you to evacuate?

15 WITNESS GRIMES: I don't recall the Commission

16 speaking in exactly those words. I can say that the philoso-

17 phy was discussed with them during the deliberation on the

i
18 rule, md I am hard pressed to point to a particular meeting,

19 but I am sure that the question did come up, and the same

20 type of philosophy was expressed in their -- during their
21 consideration of the --

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Can you really say that it

23 doesn't matter how long it takes to evacuate an area? Can

j () 24 you go that far?

25 WITNESS GRIMES: No. If one can evacuate in

d
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E5 1 two hours instead of 10 hours, I think there is -- even

2 given the fact that one would act faster in certain emer-

3 gencies because one knows it takes longer lead time, you
()'

4 could say that there maybe a somewhat higher risk in the --

5 for the site -- it takes longer to e"acuate. But I think

6 that is a fairly small difference compared for example the

7 differences in plant design, in terms of overall risk. It

8 makes -- having evacuation plans themselves does make a

9 substantial difference over not having evacuation plans.

10 Sone orderly way to make decisions and to assure that actior s

11 can be initiated on a prospective basis. For example, in

12 Wash 1400, it -- the consequence calculations contained the

13 assumpcion that it went almost to the time that there was

A
(_j 14 a major release before any action was taken. Many of those

15 scenarios -- we now require sets of emergency action le/els

16 and emergency action classes within the plant which almost

17 assure that immediately as that sequence starts, one will

18 recognize it as a core melt sequence. If you have a loss

19 of coolant accident in the emergency core cooling system --

20 the systems don''t work -- and one does nct need to wait

21 five hours or three hours as assumed in Wash 1400 before

22 one starts to move people. One makes that decision within

23 a very short period of time.

24 So, I think there is a -- and if you redo the{)
25 Wash 1400 calculations with faster reaction times, faster

()
:

|
|

.
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f3 k6 1 decision times, you can see a reduction in consequences
V

2 from that source.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I would have thought that there

O
4 would have been considerable hand-wringing over whether to

5 order evacuation, that it wouldn't be a very quick decision.

6 You know, if you are waiting and you don't know whether

7 there is going to be a release or not.

3 WITNESS GRIMES: Well', once we have tried to

9 eliminate as much as we can out of the -- out of that proces s

10 by giving guidance as to what actions should be taken in

11 certain scenarios in terms of precautionary evacuations.:.rIr

12 Appendix one to NUREG 654, it identifies several different

13 core melts scenarios, an initiation of a core melt scenario

() 14 almost would automatically call for a two mile precautionary

15 evacuation. That would try to take the hand wringing bur-

16 den off the operator and give them fairly straightforward

17 internal procedures for which they can't really be criticized

13 if they follow based on pre-agreed formulas to assure that

19 that process will go forward in a systematic way and that

20 they key on appropriate significance parameters within the

21 plant, whether the containment is full of radioactivity or

22 whether it is high pressure or whether it is not high pres-

23 sure..

(^T 24 JUDGE KELLEY: You, in discussing this general
\-)

25 problem, I had the impression before that sheltering was

O

-
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k7 1 really fairly limited as a protective matter and you havefsd
2 indicated that it was more than I thought, and looking at

3 your affidavit from earlier in the case, which by the way
b'#

4 I thought was very helpful, where you say although the

5 events evaluated in Wash 1400 and presented in 396 assumed

6 relocation would occur within about four hours after plume

I 7 passage. Relocation within about one day would still pro-

8 vide substantial b'enefits in terms of dose reduction. That

9 four hour number, now what was that based on? What was the

10 assumption underlying that?

11 WITNESS GRIMES: The four hours?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah. I think you touched on

13 this before.

O)(_ 14 WITNESS GRIMES: That was no pre-planning but'

15 devoting resources to removing people from a narrow area

16 which may have been contaminated by a passing intense cloud.

| 17 JUDGE KELLEY: From the footprint --
|

18 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: -- so to speak? When you say
|

20 substantial benefits in terms of dose reduction in one day,'

21 does that mean that after 24 hours you have got whatever

22 you are going to get and no point in leaving?

23 WITNESS GRIMES: No. No, it means that staying

/~ 24 there for only one day is better than staying there for
(s)

25 seven and moving in a few hours is much better than waiting
i

'

(~s)~

- . ._- -
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k8 I for 24 hours. You can still, if you move within about a,

2 day, get benefits of the seven day case, get substantial

3
! /7 benefits moving in four hours versus 20 hours.
i V

JUDGE KELLEY: But there is -- is it fair to

5 say that after 24 hours ther e is at least a point of
1

6'

diminishing returns in terms of what it is worth?

WITNESS GRIMES: On a per hour basis that is

8 true, but it depends on what you want to compare it to.

9 If you compare it to the seven day assumption it may ' s a

10 similar magnitude.

II MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

I3 MR. HOEFLING: What would the date of that

O)
i

'u 14 affidavit be, just for the record?
'

!5 JUDGE KELLEY: I think it was August 4. It

16 was your filing with the affidavit attached. Yeah, August

17 4, right,

I3 MR. HOEFLING: Thank you.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

20 WITNESS GRIMES: If I might make one other --

II JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, sure.

22 WITNESS GRIMES: -- contribution to our previ-

23 ous discussion for the Board's information, there is now

{; 24 a proposed rule change before the commission, as of last
25 week trom the staff to attempt to clarify what is needed in

'

O

- - - - _
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k9 1 terms of plans versus exercise review, and it proposes for

O
2 Commission consideration an interpretation that an exercise

3 need not be done before a board or appeal board or even

(~~\
\_/ 4 a commissioner decision can be reached on a reasonable as-

5 surance finding. That has yet to be acted on by the Com-

6 mission, but for the Board's information, that is before

7 the Commission.

JUDGE'KELLEY: Okay. Now, as I understand it,8

9 you are testifying that it -- in terms of doses received

that the for evacuation is not all that crucial. But is10

it also true -- would it be impossible to make any rational --y;

to come up with some rational generic number -- no more12

13
than 16 hours, no more than 12, no more than 10? In much

the same fashion you came up with 10 miles. What about 10() 14

hours or some similar number? Would that just be arbitrary?
15

WITNESS GRIMES: It would be fairly arbitrary
16

17 and probably depend on not only the time taken to remove

is people, but the various populations within various sectors

19 which might have a chance of being exposed in terms of

20 finding peak consequences, for example, for comparison

21 between sites, We looked at the question and decided that

the best use of the evacuation time estimates whereas a22

decision to -- and that there was really no straightforward
23

24 way of putting a cap on an acceptable time. There is always

O some situation as I pointed out in a northern site in a25
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kl0 1 blizzard where you can't mo a people for a while, so it was

() 2 hard to quantify that particular item.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Just a question or two on medical

| () 4 arrangements. I think I understand the Staff's position

5 on that. Well, I understand it to be that you don' t believe

6 that any specific planning arrangements need to be made

7 for offsite general public with regard to medical services?
|
l
'

8 WITNESS GRIMES: Medical facilities, yes.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: I was confused by 654 page 659
t

! 10 where there is an evaluation criterion, most'specifically
!
'

11 number one and number four. The first one speaks of hospi-

12 tal arrangements.

33 WITNESS GRIMES: I am sorry.

I g- 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Did you find it?
(

15 WITNESS GRIMES: The reference again, please?

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, on page 69 of 0654. And

17 I am looking at the evaluation criteria, specifically number

13 one and number four and what confused me was -- looking

19 under licensee state and local, I would have thought that

20 if the local plans don't need to make any such arrangements,

21 I wouldn't find an X under local. Can you comment on that?

22 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes, you were referring pre-
;

!

23 viously to the general public, and we had in mind here in

24 the injured contaminated worker, which might include
b' 25 emergency workers from any of these crganizations, but in'

()

|
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kl1 1 general the capability put in place by providing for a half

2 dozen or so people from the licensee also would serve that

3 same purpose, but the state and local people that might
e\.

| k/ 4 have to send a place or fire onto -- fire personnel onto

|
5 the site, for example, or who might be involved in monitor-

| 6 ing around the site in a contaminated area, which people
<

7 might also be subject to injury, could also think about

8 using these same f'acilities.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: But you read it as all onsite

10 activity, if you will?

11 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes, essentially.,

i

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. And the same would apply

13 to the fourth one, transportation? The lccal plan would

(~s) 14 still be focusing on onsite --
m

15 WITNESS GRIMES: Yes, in general, that would

16 support the onsite activity.

17 ///
'

18

19

20

21

22

23

| 24()|

-
25

O
|

|

- -- - - - . - . . -
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tpl8-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Nov tf you are limited to on-site

2 that simplifies the problem; maybe it isn't a problem.

3 Nevertheless, take --
(D''

4 WITNESS GRIMES: I wouldn't rule out using it

5 for somebody that was in a car accident near the site

6 monitoring activity or something.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm just wondering about line 5

8 of No. 1 speaks of including assurance thatpersons providing

9 these services are adequately prepared. Well, how many

10 Persons? If it's just on-site maybe that's not much of a

11 problem, but is this just sortof a judgment that one makes?

12 WITNESS GR1MES: Yes. Generally if one has a

13 hospital with a back-up facility which are capable of taking

() 14 these types of contaminated injured people that one has

15 adequate capability. We see anything in the range from a

16 half dozen to 25 or more, depending on the facilities

17 around the particular site.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: J.t isn't quantified, though, you
,

i
19 don't have any --

20 WITNESS GRIMES: No, wa do not have a quantifica-

21 tion.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Back to you.

23 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

(} 24 BY MR. HOEFLING:

25 Q Mr. Sears, could you turn to NUREG 0654, page

)

I
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i 59, please? With respect to the subelements 3 and 4, I

2 believe we had some questions from Mrs. Gallagher as to

3 decontamination at the site. How do you cons' rue the tenn

4 " site" in those subelements?

5 A (Witness Sears) " Sites" is t.he area enclosed

6 by the fence that belongs to the utility that includes the

7 reactor.

8 Q So when we are talking about monitoring of

9 people evacuated from the site, decontamination capability

10 at or near hat point of monitoring, are we talking about

33 site personnel or the general public or both?

12 A Side Personnel.

13 Q Now in response to a question from Mrs. Gallaghe2'

() 14 you indicated that the Wilbur Smith study did not consider

t

' 15 heavy fog.

16 A That's right.
;

17 Q If we have heavy fog and consequently the roads

13 are impassable to some significant degree, what would the

19 recommendation be for protective action?

20 A Shelter. You don't get on the road if there is

21 heavy fog where you are going to have accidents.

22 Q Now Mr. Grimes, I want to read something to you

23 from the SER and I want you to consider it in relation to a

/~% 24 comment you made with respect to the location .of the San
U

25 Onofre facility near significant populations. The statement

O

,
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1 in the SER is as follows: "The nearest population center

2 is the City of San Clemente which, in 1976, had an estimated

3 population of 23,000 persons and which is projected to reach

O 4 or exceed a population of 25,000 persons in the early life-

5 time of the plant. The closest boundary of San Clemente is

6 located 2.85 miles to the north of Unit 2" -- and that is

7 on page 2-8. Could you clarify a comment you made to the

8 effect that under the Commission's population criteria a

9 plant would not be located within or near a town with a

10 Population of 20,000 people?

11 A (Witness Grimes) Yes. Several persons asked me

12 about that during the break. What I had in mind was immed-

13 iately within. In other words, if there were 10,000 or

() 14 20,000 people within a mile of the plant, that would clearly

15 not meet the 500 people per square mile in a land based

16 plant with population all around. It would be perhaps three

17 square miles within the area within the one mile of the plant

18 which would clearly be several thousand persons per square

19 mile. So it would clearly trip the 500 people per square

20 mile level. I did not mean to indicate a situation such as

21 at San Onofre.

12 MR.HOEFLING: Thank you. That's all we have.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: That's your case, huh?

g 24 MR. HOEFLING: I beg your pardon?p/x-
25 (Laughter)

O

.
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1 MR. PIGOTT: It will look all right on the4

!

2 record. |

!
3 MR. fiHOEFLING : That's all we have.

O
4 JUDGE KELLEY: Fell, are we up to rebuttal?

5 Is that the next step? What have you got in mind for this

6 afternoon?

7 MR. PIGOTT: I'd certainly like to do it this

8 afternoon, yes. Mr. Brothers and ~Mr. Pilmer.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's take a short break and go

10 to that.

11 (A brief recess)

12

13

() 14

15

16

17

( 18

19

20

21

22

23

()
25

,

O

,
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tp19-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. We are
i

2 beginning now with the Applicants' rebuttal case. The

3 first witness will be Mr. Brothers.

4 MR. PIGOTT: I'd like to make one comment before

5 we go to Mr. Brothers and that is I believe that at an

6 earlier date in specific response to a Board question I

7 stated on behalf of the Applicants that we were not relying

3 on 10 CFR Section 50.47C with respect to any portion of our

9 case and I might point out that it is anticipated that that

10 will be an alternative ground with respect to radiological

11 monitoring and assessment.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

13 Whereupon,

() 14

15 BRYANT T. BROTHERS

16 was recalled as a witness herein and, having been previously

17 duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as

18 follows:

19 DIRECT EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. ROGIN:

,
21 Q Mr. Brothers , let's start with an area that was

!

22 just discussed briefly in the testimony of Mr. Sears and

23 Mr. Grimas. Wilbur Smith has done a number of what would
r

'
24 be properly called studies of evacuations, have they not?

[}
25 A Yes, we have.

O
,

)

,
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1 Q And the latest version of that is Revision 2,

O
2 which we have had before us for some time now, is that

3 correct?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Reference was made by the Chairman to a review

6 of a Wilbur Smith document -- I don' t have the citation to

7 it -- but certain categories were indicated as being ade-

g quate, others were not covered at all. Would you classify

9 that document as a study of evacuation?

10 A That was not evaluating one of our studies, no.

It Q Was that -- well, maybe rather than asking, can

12 you just explain what that was that was evaluated and how

13 it came to be that it was sent to the Texas Transportation

O i4 1aseituee?

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Shall I give you a title?

16 MR. ROGIN: Yes, it would be helpful.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: It is NUREG CR-1856 PNL-3662.

18 MR. ROGIN: Thank you.

19 WITNESS BROTHERS: Okay. What was evaluated

20 in that report is a two-page letter that was written from

21 our firm to the Edison Company at their request. The back-

22 ground is that we began the study in the last week of

,

23 December, 1979, and the study was to be accomplished within

24 a three-month time period. Several weeks into the study

25 the Edison Company contacted us and said that the NRC had

-

rs
(_)
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1 mandated that they submit a time estimate study to the NRC_

'~#
2 by January 31. Since it was virtually 3.npossible to submit

3 an entire published study by that date, we submitted -- we '

() 4 accomplished a preliminary analysis of the time, evacuation

5 time, and this was documented in a short, two-page letter

6 which essentially set forth the general conditions that had

7 been evaluated and the resultant time estimates. This was

3 transmitted to the Edison Company, which then transmitted it

9 with accompanying letters to the NRC.

10 The NRC then transmitted this to Texas Trans-

11 portation Institute to be evaluted. In the meantime, this

12 evaluation was held up for some time. We submitted our full

13 report to the Edison Company several months later. This

() 14 report in turn was submitted to the NRC but the full report

15 was never submitted to the Texas Transportation Institute

{ 16 by die N RC . So several months later when the Texas Transporta -

| 17 tion Institute sat down to evaluate each one of these indiv-
|

18 idual time estimate studies for the various nuclear power

19 plants, they were evaluating time estimate studies for the

l 20 majority of these other locations but for the San onofr-

21 power plant they still had nothing but the two-page letter

12 and the follow-up full report had never been submitted to

23 Texas Transportation Institute.

24 So therefore the evaluation is of a short, two-

25 page letter.

'(~(>)
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q y BY MR. ROGIN:
b

0 Thank you. I think that's helpful. Incidentally2 ,

3 there has been some discussion of the computer program, the

4 methodology used in your studies and I think we have to

5 define that as a second study which is part of the on-site

P an, Appendix E, and Revision 2, is that right? That'sl6

7 where the computer programs were used?

A Yes.g

*
9 0 Are the analyses performed by your or - azation

10 by the computer as such new or startling types of analyses

yy or are they basice.lly standard transportation engineering

traffic engineering type analyses?
12

13 The computer package that we use for this purposeA

- {} is a development or an evolution from existing transportatior.y4

15 planning packages which our firm and other firms have been

16 using for years. So they are not a completely new program,

17 but they are a -- taking programs that have been previously

18 written and used for many studies and adjusting that for

39 this particular purpose.

20 0 Is the same computer program or a similar versior

21 of it one used by your firm ina:>nducting studies for FEMA?

22 A Yes.

23 0 And when your evacuation time study for San

24 Onofre was being reviewed by the Texas Transportation

25 Institute were you in communication with them to explain

.

O
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th y ig t v

3 A Yes, we were.

O 4 Q And did you enewer queseiens thee they hed2

5 A Yes, we did.

6 Q Mr. Brothers, you were present I believe during

7 a cortion of Dr. Plotkin's testimony, is that correct?

8 A Yes, I' was here for approximately half of the

9 testimony.

10 Q And have you reviewed the entirety of his

yy testimony in the transcript of the proceeding?

A Yes, I have.12

13 Q During his testimony Dr. Plotkin suggested that

14 you had used optimum conditions in performing your timeQ
15 evaluation study. Are you familiar with that assertion?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Is that a correct assertion?

13 A No, it is not.

19 Q Did you in fact attempt to use optimum conditions

20 in coming up with your time evacuation estimates?

21 A No, we did not.

22 Q Can you explain what you did do?

23 A' We used somewhat -- I guess it is explained in

24 the written testimony presented and, to summarize that again,

O
25 we used -- we made several assumptions of a conservative
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}1% 1 nature that would certainly not be regarded as optimum.()
2 At first we assumed that there was no build-up of the

3 incident, that the incident occurs without any lead time

()
4 for the agencies or the public to react. This leads to

5 several things. One is there has been no mobilization or

6 Pre-positioning of resources and manpower. A second is

7 that the community itself is going about their normal daily

8 routine that they have not started to take any actions to

9 respond to an evacuation warning or a possibility of an

10 evacuation. -

,

11 Another is that there has been no preceding

12 voluntary evacuation occurring. The next is that we assumed

| 13 that all residents are present in the evacuation. Even

() 14 those from outside the area wculd return to the area and

15 evacuate in the evacuation que. We alno assumed maxirum a

16 use of the beaches aid maximum presence of transicnts within

17 the EPZ at the time of evacuation.

18 We also assumed that all population would

19 evacuate. And the last is that we did use a reasonable

20 assessment of the roadway capacity for evacuation purposes.

| 21 Q And the result of that, just one example that
|

22 we have talked about a number of times during the proceeding

23 is tr.s summer weekend full or extended EPZ north only of
_

24 6.25 hours, is that right?{}
25 A Yes.

O
.

v me -- _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______m _ __
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1 Q That's the result of the assumptions that you'

s

(~si
%)

2 just provided?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Have.you made any study of what difference there

5 would be if in fact there was lead time available to the

[ 6 decisionmakers so that certain' things could be put into

7 effect, road controls and whatnot?
,.

3 A If there was sufficient lead time and they were

9 able to mobilize resources and take steps such as closing

10 schools down,and returning school children to homes prior

13 to an evacuation, to -- asking people on the beaches to

12 leave the area and return to their-homes or, if they are

13 from outside the area to leave the area, and if the families

(]) 14 were in large portion to go ahead and return to their homes

15 in ' preparation for an evacuation, then you could have an

\ 16 evacuation in a period of two and a quarter to two and a half
'

~M hours.
i s

| 18 Q And that would be a comparable number to the
j v

| 19 6.25 hour number?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And it would also not assume any voluntary

' 22 evacuation other than the transients, is that correct?

. 23 A That's correct.

<- 24 Q A question was raised, I believe.it was the

25 testimony of Mrs. Bloom, concerning the very active use of

,
.

,

s

- :- ,
'-
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%.-

p the state and local beaches in the San Clemente area. What
',II)

,

numbers did you use for beach population, transient popula-, l'.
-

-2,

'~3 tion that would be on the beach?
C)
\"'

4 A We contacted the state department of parks and

5 the city of San Clemente and requested that they provide us'

6 estimates of the peak usage of any given day in the summer

7 for the beaches.
-

8 0 So the number -- I belle-e it is 40,600 people

9 -- you are assuming on the beaches , . s that correct?

..
~

10 A Yes,

jg Q And that's the maximum that you were told would

12 ever be there at any time, is that correct?

13 A Yes.

.() 34 O And that number was used in your evacuation

15 time studies?

16 A Yes, it was.

17 0 There was a discussion during Dr. Plotkin's

I LJ testimony of the roadway capacities, how many cars you can

19 get past a point in a lane over a period of an hou" was

| 20 usually the way it was phrased. What assumption did you

21 use in discussing -- in making your study for the capacity

| 22 of I-5, Interstate 5?
:

23 A For the freeway we utilized a capacity of 1800
,

24 vehiclec per hour per lane.{}|

25 0 And in making that assumption, what speed arej

()

u
i

l

._
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; you assuming the vehicles are traveling?s

2 A That capacity would be comparable to operating

3 speeds of between 20 to 25 miles per hour on the low side
C)'-

4 to 45 to 50 on the upper side.

5 0 Why would different speeds result in a similar

6 capacity?

7 A\ Your headways, as you go at a greater speed,

8 your headways between vehicles will vary depending on the

9 speed. The greater the speed, the greater the headway.

10 Therefore, the amount of vehicles that can pas's a certain

3; point in a given amount of time will vary with the speed.

12 0 Headway is the distance between cars?

13 A Yes.

,() 34 O Do you have any empirical data to support the

15 different capacity '.tumbers thatyou considered and the 1800
.

| 16 that you used in your study?

17 A Yes, I do.

l
is O What is that information?

19 A We have reviewed Caltrans traffi: counts that

1 20 have been made on the freeway system in the Los Angeles area

21 during the peak periods when you would expect congested
r

l 22 conditions to occur. What we find is on these freeways during

23 the peak hour you would find up to 2030 to 2100 cars per lane

({} 24 per hour and you find for short periods of time capacities

25 Per lane of up to 2200 or 2300 cars per lane on an equivalent

.
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1 hour period.

2 Q Did you also have available to you any informa-

3 tion on capacities during actual evacuation?

d 4 A Yes. One of the documents which is referenced

5 in our time estimate report, evacuation risk and evaluation,

6 indicates that in a number of evacuations that they have

7 observed traffic flow they have found an average of 2600

g cars per hour per lane.

9 Q That is the same study that Dr. Plotkin was

10 asked if he knew about, is that right?

11 A Yes, I believe so.

12 Q And is that the same study that is cited at

13 page 13 of your Revision 2?

O i4 A Yes.

15 Q Taking into account or using the capacity figure

16 of 1800 cars per lane per hour did you take into account

17 that there would be bottlenecks and some stop and go traffic

18 A Yes.

|

| 19 Q Wherc there is stop and go traffic, what capacity
|

?,o would you expect to find there?

21 A In Los Angeles in Caltrans District 7, which

12 includes Los Angeles and Orange Counties, what we find

23 occurring during stop and go conditions, we find typical

24 volume per hour per lane is about 1400 vehicles and it is(}
25 generally never lower than about 1200 vehicles per lane per

O

1

!
. ._. .-
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hour.i
(1

2 O Would it be fair to say, then, that your 1800

3 car capacity per lane is a merging together or combination
G

#
4 of the higher capacities and this lower capacity you just

5 mentioned?

6 A Yes, it is. It is an average condition for the

7 evacuation period.

8 Q And the Caltrans estimates come from actual

9 counters in the roadway, do they not?

10 A Yes, they do. They have literally hundreds of

11 counters permanently buried in the roadway which record

12 traffic counts yearround.

13 Q In your evacuation estimate -- and once again,
;

() 14 just refer for convenience to the one that leads to the 6.25

15 hour evacuation that I referred to earlier -- is I-5 at

16 full capacity for the 6.25 hours?

17 A No, it is not.

18 O How long is it actually at capacity?

19 A For the 6.25 hour period, the freeway operates

20 fully loaded for approximately a two-hour period.

T Q And does it actually take 6.25 hours to complete

12 the evacuation for the cars now assigned to I-5 by the~ local

23 plans?
.

24 A No, it does not.{},

25 Q How long does it take?

A It takes 3.25 hours.

.

t _
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7-J20 kl 1 Q What is the difference between the three and
C

2 a quarter hcur you just provided'and the capacity figure

3 of approximately two hours? Is there a build-up time?

O 4 or can you explain how the progession works?

5 A The freeway would be fully loaded from about

6 the end of.the first hour until the beginning of the third

7 hour. The first hour would be less than fully utilized

8 because of the responnc time aspects of the people reacting,

9 assembling the family unit and traveling over the local

to streets to reach the freeway. So for the first hour it --

33 it would require about an hour to reach full utilization of

12 the freeway.

13 And the traffic using I-5 would be clearing

(() 14 the freeway at the three and a quarter hour point.

15 Q Did Dr. Plotkin use his capacity numbers in

16 reaching his conclusions, for example, that 28 hours might

17 be an appropriate figure for evacuation?

18 A Yes, he did.

19 Q And can you determine if he properly used the

20 data that you provided in the time estimates in your study?

21 A No, he did not.

22 Q Can you explain why?

23 A What he did is he developed a ratio of the

/''; 24 capacity he assumed for the I-5 freeway and compared that
V

25 to the -- well, he developed his estimate of the capacity

O
.

s- - ,
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k2 1 for the freeway, and he compared that to our estimate of

O
2 capacity for the freeway. He developed a ratio for those '

;

3 two capacities and multiplied that capacity times our time

4 estimate.

5 Q So in effect he assumed that your I-5 evacuation

6 fully loaded the freeway for the full 6.25 hours, is that

7 correct?

8 A That procedure would reflect that premise, yes.

9 Q And that was incorrect, wasn't it?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Dr. Plotkin also assumed that two lanes would

12 be blocked for the entire evacuation period, is that cor-

13 rect?

() 14 A Yes, he did.

15 Q Is that a reasonable assumption in your view?

16 A No.

17 Q And why not?

18 A He postulates two means which this could possi-

19 bly occur. One is the -- an accident involvin'g a jackknife

20 tractor trailer rig which would block two lanes for an

21 extended period of time. The other is the continuing oc-

22 currence of numerous accidents occurring on the freeway

23 which would effectively block an average of two lanes for

- 24 the entire evacuation period.

Ur^
25 Q You don't believe those are correct assumptions?

-
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Ok3 A No, I do not.

2 Q And why -- take -- well, first let me.:ask you,

3
. would it be important if'there was a blockage other than a

4 bottleneck?

5 A To have the full effect on the evacuation time

6 requirement, the accidents would have to be occuring at

7 a bottleneck -- at the bottleneck point, yes.

8 Q And are there reasons why you would not expect

' even an accident at a bottlenecl point to materially affect

10 the capacity of the roadway?

II A Would you repeat the question, please?

12 Q Let me restate it. Are there alternate routes,

13 shoulders for example, or other roadways that could be used

O '+ if the roed were h1ocked, or to gueh cars onto, ehet kind

15 of thing?

16 A Yes, I-5 has an inside and an outside rhoulder

17 for its length that are sufficient for vehicles to travel

II on or to push a disabled vehicle onto.
!

II Q Are there procedures that could be employed by

20 Caltrans and the Highway Patrol to use other ror.dways if

| 21 the road actually did become blocked?

22 A Yes, there are. I had discussed that in my

*3+
testimony, and 1 do believe Mr. Roper from Caltrans also

D
Lq testified as to the diversion of traffic off of the freeway.

| 25 0 In your evact.ation study, just to cover a point
|

|0 '

t

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - -
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.

k4 1 that you did touch on earlier in your testimony, on I-5,
f-)~s(

2 assumes only a one-way evacuation. In other words, you are

3 only using the northbound lanes to go north, is that cor-
,

4 rect?

5 A That is correct. We are only using the north-

6 bound traffic lanes on Interstate 5.
i

7 Q So if there were a problem with those, you

a could for example switch cars to the south bound lanes to

9 go north?

10 A That would be the likely action on the part of

11 Caltrans and the California Highway Patrol if an accident

12 were to occur on the northbound lanes that would block the

13 freeway for an extensive period of time. They would either

() 14 divert traffic onto parallel local streets, or -- and or

15 divert traffic off of the south -- northbound lanes at

16 interchanges and divert them onto the southbound lanes in

17 the northbound direction.

18 Q With respect to the numbers of accidents one

19 might expect during an evacuation, Dr. Plotkin postulated

20 large numbers of accidents, in fact sufficient to block two

21 lanes as you have indicated. How many accidents would you

12 expect to occur during evacuation?

23 A We have used some of the accident rates that

24 Caltrans has available for the freeway system in the Los{} ,

25 Angeles area. And what they have is they have a series of

.QV
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k5 1 accident rates exp.:essed in the number of accidents --

2 average number of accidents that you would expect to occur

, 3 on the basis of per million vehicle miles of travel. This

() 4 could be on a particular facility or a particular type of
:

5 facilities, and we obtained through literature or review of

6 their reports these accident factors for a series of con-

7 ditions which the evacuation traffic could possibly experi-

a ence.

9 Q Well, let's start I guess then with how many

10 miles could be traveled during an evacuation'on I-57

11 A The travel on the Interstate freefay which you

12 would be applying these factors to would be approximately

13 a half million vehicle miles of travel.

(]) 14 Q And how mile -- how many accidents would you

15 expect under normal roadway conditions during an evacuation:

16 A Well, the average for the Los Angeles area is

17 approximately one accident per million vehicle miles of

18 travel on the freeway system.

19 Q It could average, according to this theory, one

20 half of an accident during evacuation?

21 A That would produce one half of an accident. Yes. .

22 Q Is there a different figure for stop and go

23 traffic?

24 A Yes, for congested stop and go conditions, theg-

25 average accident rate on the area freeways would be 2.5

O

. .
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k6 1 accidents per million vehiclo miles, and that would equate f
('O's

2 to 1 and one quarter accidents.

3 Q And what about the impact of adverse weather?
.

()
4 A The figure for rain in the Los Angeles and'

5 Orange Counties -- what the Caltrans information indicates 5

6 is that wet slick pavement, you have approximately 2.2

7 times as many accidents on a facility -- on a freeway facili -

8 ty as you would un' der dry conditions. So applying the 2.2

9 factor to the congested factor for congested stop and go

10 traffic would indicate an overall accident rate of about

33 six accidents per million vehicle miles of travel, and that

12 would approximate three accidents occurring to the evacua-

j3 tion traffic on Interstate 5.

() 14 Q During stop and go traffic, the kind described'

15 by Dr. Plotkin during his testimony, in fact what kindu of

16 accidents would you anticipate happening?

17 A He had referred to speeds of zero to 15 miles

is per hour with an average of about seven and a half miles

19! per hour. At those speeds any accidents that would occur,
i ?

20 f you would expect to be -- you would not expect severe acci-

21 dents which would result in injuries or disabling of vehi-

12 cles,

23 Q So some vehicles involved could just continue

24 on their way?
[}

,

25 A In that type of accident you would have vehicles

_
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g, k 7 1 bumping into the rear end of other vehicles, and the itkeli-
U

2 hood is that those vehicles would be driven out of the

3 area by their drivers.

k 4 Q And were the accident numbers and consequences

5 taken into account in preparing your evacuation time esti-

6 mates? The type of estimates you just described.

| 7 A Yes, they were.

a Q During the last several days there have been

9 discussions of evacuation during daytime versus evacuation

10 at night. I belie-e the study indicates it is actually.

33 faster to evacuate at hight, is that correct?

12 A Yes,

13 Q And why would that be?

O
(_) 14 A There are a number of factors that are more

15 favorable towards the nighttime evacuation. First, there

16 are fewer people in the area that at night time -- the

17 beach, the transient beachgoers would not be in the area,,

! 13 and they are on the order of 25 percent of the evacuation

19 traffic for the weekend condition. You would have your

20 businesses already shut down and for the most part you woulc

21 not expect schools to be in session at night, which would

12 reduce the requirement for the transportation of the school

23 children out of the area. You would also have the -- a
|

24 shorter response time because families would be already
| }

25 assembled in large part at home and it would reduce the

D)\-r

i
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k8 1 response time component. So basically you have fewer people

.

2 in the area to be evacuated, and you have a shorter response

3 time.

4 Q Is there a greater or a lesser need for buses

5 then if an evacuation were to occur at night?

6 A There would be a much less need for buses for

7 nighttime evacuation.

8 Q Can you explain that please?

9 A Yes, we have estimated approximately 400 buses

10 would be needed under maximum requirements to' evacuate the

11 area.

12 Q That is a daytime --

13 A That is a daytime weekday requirement. That is

() 14 based in round figures on 200 buses to evacuate school chil-

15 dren, 100 buses to evacuate those perscns and institutions

16 who did not have a car for their family, and 100 buses to

17 evacuate those people who do have a car, but that car would

18 be outside the area or otherwise unavailable.at the time of

19 the evacuation,

20 Q What about the needs then at night? What would

21 they be?

I
l 22 A At nighttime you would not have the requirement

23 for the school children, nor for the people who have a car

(~N 24 but that car would be outside of the area at the time of
%.)

25 evacuation, so your total requirement would be 100 buses

O

i

l
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k9 1 or less at nighttime.

O
2 O In terms of those people who actually did nee.1

3 assistance in transportation, would you expect all of

( those people to need to telephone for that assistance?4

5 A No, I would not.

6 Q What would those people'do, you know, for

7 alternative assembly or transportation needs?
t

8 A There are a number of plan elements that have

9 been put forward to minimize the need to phone in for

10 transportation assistance for those people who do require

11 assistance. One is that the plan and the public informa-

12 tion program indicate a number of about 30 assembly areas

13 located throughout the EPZ. And they are directed through

14 the public information that if they do need transportation[(])
15 and if they are physically able to walk to these transporta-

16 tion assembly points and there would be buses at these

locations that would evacuate them from the area.17

Second means is what is being undertaken by
18

19 the city of San Clemente at the moment, and the returned

20 responses for those people who -- the --

21 Q These are the postcards, now, you are talking

22 about in the pamphlet that was sent out?

23 A Yes, the public information packet contained

a postcard to return if that individual perceived themselve s
24j -w

b
25 as needing transportation assistance. The City of San

Ov
- . .

i
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kl0 i Clemente is reviewing these and contacting the individuals

O
2 to ascertain whether the need is valid and if it is valid,

3 the individuals are being listed in a computer listing

4 that will be used in the -- for an evacuation purposes.

5 So in that condition, the city would be contacting the

6 individuals, rather than the individual having to contact

7 the city.

3 ///
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^
tp21-1 1 Q Would you expect everyone without a car to

O
2 require one or would you expect there to be some neighbors

,

3 offering rides, that kind of thing?

O 4 A In reading the literature of previous evacua-

5 tions you find that most people who do not have a car

6 available find transportation with friends, relatives or

7 neighbors as opposed to requiring public transportation.

8 Q And finally, with resp'ect to those people who

9 would need to call for assistance or who would call, would

10 you expect every one of those people to make a phone call

11 or would there be some grouping involved?

12 A There would be a likelihood that one person

13 would call from institutions or one person would call per

() 14 household but you wouldn't be receiving calls from individ-

15 uals at institutions or different family members from the

16 same family unit.

17 Q In terms of available phone lines in the EPZ,
|

| 18 what information do you have in terms of the available

I 19 number of them and what can be done to augment that number?
|

| 20 A The information that I heve at present is that
l

21 the eight phone lines refer to the existing number of lines

12 coming into the city hall of the city of San Clemente. They

23 are presently considering expanding that number of phone

{} lines or making possible the expansion, rapid expansion of24

25 that number of phone lines. Also, that does not include the

()

- ._
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1 phone lines available to Orange County, which if San Clenente

O
2 were overloaded or people were not able to get through to

3 San Clemente, people would likely call Orange County phones
,

(~
4 identified for transportation assistance.'

5 At present they have 15 lines and they are

6 currently talking to the phone company so that they can have

7 an expansion from 15 to 35 phones within just a matter of

8 minutes if there is such an evacuation or emergency.

9 Q And finally, the last subject matter. Some

10 questions arose during Mr. Nauman's testimony'about the

gi sequence of your studies with respect to the local plans.

12 I just wanted to make sure that everybody has in mind the

13 proper sequence of events in that regard. Your first study,

(]) 14 not the letter that was referred to earlier, but the first

15 study itself, was done in early 1980, is thatright?

16 A Yes.

17 Q And did that predate the emergency plans from

18 the local agencies?

19 A Yes, it did.

20 Q And approximately when were those local plans

21 completed?

22 A The local plans were done in large part in the

23 latter half of 1980.

T 24 Q And did they reflect exactly the. assumptions you
(~J(

25 had used in putting together your evacuation study in terms

i .

O
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1 of evacuation routes and assignment of cars to different
(~) '

"#
2 areas?

3 A Pardon?

4 Q Did the studies as done by the local agencies

l-- P ans, I'm sorry -- conform to the assumptions you had5

6 made in your first study As to exactly where all the cars

7 would go?

8 A With some revisions,*;ec,

9 Q And you did a second study then which is the

10 one that is Appendix E to the on-site emergency plan, is

33 that correct?

12 A Yes.

13 0 And did that study use the actual local emergency

(]) 34 plans in terms of the designation of where cars were to go

15 and the routes they were to take? Did your study follow

16 the plans in terms of where the cars were going,the routes?

17 A Yes. The second time estimate study was
.

13 developed to reflect the plans themselves.

19 O And the Revision 2 that we have talked about

20 doesn't change that part of the study, does it?

23 A No, it does not.

22 Q So that as we now sit here, Revision 2 and the

23 local plans are based on the same assumption, is that

24 correct?

25 A Yes.

A
V
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1 0 Now in doing your study did you determine that

2 you could actually accomplish evacuation in a more rapid

3 manner if the local plans were changed in some manner?

4 A Yes, we did.

5 0 Can you explain what you determined?

6 A As I had earlier discussed, the existing

7 evacuation routes identified for the various sections of

g the EPZ result in a clearing of I-5 in approximately 3.25
;

9 hours by evacuation traffic. The 6.25 hours is the time

10 that is required for the Pacific Coast Highway to clear

it of traffic. If one were to reassign traffic to the two

12 f acilities to approximately balance the traf fic, the tP,3

13 required to evacuate the traffic on each facility, then it

(') 14 would reduce the overall evacuation time estimate from 6.25

15 hours to 3.75 hours.

16 0 So if the plans are changed in conformance with

17 your recommendations in effect, the overall evacuation time

13 would be reduced to 3.75 hours, is that right?

19 A Yes.

20 MR. ROGIN: Thank you. That would be the end of

21 our presentation with Mr. Brothers.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Cross examination by

23 Mrs. Gallagher.

/~T 24 ///
V

25

.
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T22,1g I CROSS-EXAMINATION

2 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

3 O Mr. Brothers, are you familiar with the

4Q configuration of the roads around San Clemente?

5 A What roads are you referring to? You mean in the

6 City ef San Clemente?

7 0 Yes.

8 A Generally, yes . The principal roadways that we

9 reviewed for the purposes of the evacuation study, yes.

10 Q We have had testimony concerning their lack of a

11 general circulation plan in the city, leading to I-5. Did

12 you take into account this general lack of a circulation plan

13 in your time estimaces?

14 A Yes, that is reflected in the time and speeds that

15 are recorded on our centroid cannectors. If you recall from

16 my previous testimony, the artificial ecanections between the

17 centroid which represents the population within a neighborhood,

18 the centroid connector represents the local streets

19 connecting those -- providing access for those people into the

23 principal street system, and that is reflected in that form.

21 Q How is it reflectad?

22 A Through very low speeds, which result in a long
rss
V

23 time to access, relatively long time to access the arterial

24 street f rom the individual's home.

O
25 Q And are you aware that there are only a few

}
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#2 1 arterial streets in San Clemente?

2 A Yes.me sV
3 0 And that many of the ' streets are cul de sacs and

4 one-way narrow winding streets?

5 A Yes, I am.

6 0 And you took all that into account when you did

7 your time estimates?

3 A Yes, we did, and those factors really do not

9 affect the tima estimate to any significant amount, because

10 the constriction or the bottleneck, if you care to call it,

11 on traffic, which determines the evacuation time, or has the

12 greatest significance, determining the evacuation time, is the

13 Pacific Coast Highway and Interstate 5 facilities, and any,

14 delay time that occurs in traffic reaching these major

15 facilities just reduces the amount of delay that occurs on

16 those two facilities themselves.

17 0 Did your evacuation tine estimates take into

18 account the effect of queueing on the onramps?

19 A Yes.

i 20 0 And in what way is that reflected?

21 A We have -- we assigned capacity to each one of

22 the ramps, based upon its general characteristics, andF. traffic

O
23 could not exceed that capacity, so if traffic were arriving

24 according to the model's workings, at a faster rate than the

O
25 capacity of that ramp could accomodate those trips, then it

:
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1 would queue the traf fic on the ramp and back onto the local

- 2 streets.
v

3 Q And what about the effect of that on the traffic

4 on I-57

5 A Again, the capacity of the ramps at present to

6 load traf fic onto the freeway is greater than the overall

7 capacity of the freeway to remove traffic at its bottleneck

3 in the northern part of the EPZ.

9 Q So that you did take into account that there

10 would slowing on I-5 e9 a result of queueing on the onramps?

11 A Pardon?

12 Q Did you conclude that there would be slowing of

13 traffic on I-5 as the result of queueing on the onramps?#s )
>

14 A The queueing on the onramps, the ramps where there

15 is a significant amount of queueing, are notiinaat. location

16 where they would significantly effect the traf fic operations

17 on the freeway itself.

13 Q So is it your position that queueing on the

19 ontamps would not slow the traffic on I-5?

20 A It will certainly affect it, but it will not

21 affect it to the point where it would have any significant

22 change on the evacuation time estimate.

O
23 Q Would you please describe the ef fect that you

24 would expect -- if each onramp experienced queueing, what

25 effect would that have on the traffic flow per lane hour?

._ ___
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4 1 A It would have very little effect on it. As I '

2 say, it is going to be almost insignificant.

3 0 Are you telling me that you would acheive your

4 projected -- I believe you gave a range of 20 to 25 miles per

5 hour to 45 to 50 miles an hour. You would have that kind of

6 traffic lane speed with queueing on the onramps?

7 A We are not saying that speed is going to be the

-

3 speed that occurs throughout the entire evacuation period. We

9 are saying that is the average speed for the period of

10 evacuation. The speed will be below that at certain periods

11 of time, and it would be exceeding that at certain portions cf j
i

12 the time, so that is an average of the conditions, some time
|
i

| 13 of which it would be below or above that average.

O
14 0 Taking your 6.25 hour time estimate, do you

15 have -- did you break it down in hourly distributions, for
.

16 examplei during the first hour, what would be the average

17 speed maintained, the average traffic flow rate per lane during

| 13 the first hour? Do you'have figures like that?
l

A The computer does produce information such as19

20 that, yes. I do not have it with me at this time, though.

| 21 0 I am just trying to visualize, with all of those

| 22 people pressing to get on the freeway, at what point would

! O
| 23 you maintain freeway speeds of 50 miles an hour, and I am

;

24 having a hard time visualizing it.
'

O l

25 A We are not saying the freeway speeds are going )i

!
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5 1 to be 50 miles an hour. We are saying that the capacity we

c~g 2 have used under very typical conditions would reflect anywhereg
3 from 20 or 25 on the low end, up to 50, and the capacity can

4() be actually higher within that speed range than what we have

5 assumed.

6 0 When you speak of, you know, the upper range, for

7 example, do you assume that cars would travel for any length

8 of time, or any distance at 50 miles an hour, or would that be

9 a rate that is acheived every -- you know, for several seconds

10 every hour?

Il MR. ROGIN: I think the question is vague, and

12 makes an assumption that Mr. Brothers has tried to explain as

13 not correct, that is, that there is no assumption that cars

14 will travel at 50 miles an hour. The capacity number he used

15 is true for any speed between approximately 20 and 50 miles

16 an hour, so I think the question is assuming something at 50

17 miles an hour that isn't there.

18 I might point out also, in this very narrow

19 area, I believe Dr. Plotkin's testimony was consistent, that

20 you have a range of speeds that end up with the same

21 capacity numbers, so that I -- I am not sure where we are going .

22 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I am not arguing with the
(%'~

23 1800 cars per lane per hour, because I understand that that is

24 a general figure that is used in transportation engineering.

25 What I am trying to understand is how -- how you arrive at your

_ .. .
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6 1 7200 cars per lane-hour, as opposed to, you know, a much lower

2 estimate that we arrived at, and I am just trying to clarify()
!

3 that.

4 WITNESS BROTHERS: I am not sure of your question.

5 would you --

6 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

7 0 Well, you mentioned a study, I guess the CALTRANS

3 study that was done in L.A., that had cars per lane of 22007

9 A Yes.

10 0 Per hour?

11 A This is traffic counta CALTRANS has reported on

12 the freeways each day.

13 0 This is supposed to be during peak time?

O
14 A This is during the morning and the evening peak

15 periods each day.

16 0 And what -- what rate of speed does that

17 represent, on an average?

18 A Again, this could be 20 or 40 miles an hour. I

19 would have to go back and check the figures .

20 0 Doesn't it make a difference? I mean, you know.

21 A It depends upon a lot of factors. You are

22 talking about individual people there driving, and depending

23 upon the individuals and the particular section of roadway,

24 that can vary.

O
25 7 And for what distance is this study done?

I

__ _. __.
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7 1 A You were speaking of the Caltrans?

- 5 2 0 Yeah.

3 A It is a 42-mile section of freeways, the Santa

4
) Monica freeway, the Harbor freeway, and the San Diego freeway.

5 They have loop detectors buried in the traffic lanes every

6 several hundred yards, and they have been recording counts on

7 these three freeways for the last ter years or so.

8 0 And did you have a figure for how many vehicle-

9 miles that would involve?

! 10 MR. ROGIN: What would involve, excuse me?

11 MS. GALLAGHER: The Caltrans study, the 42 miles.

12 WITNESS ROGIN: There are approximately 200,000

D plus cars a day on the Santa Monica at a given point, not

14 counting how many would be getting on and off the freeway.

| 15 The Harbor Freeway and the San Diego Freeway

16 both accomodate well above 100,000 cars per day, so we are

17 literally talking of hundreds of millions, if not billions of

18 vehicle miles.

|
| 19 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
,

i
| 20 0 Well, do you regularly drive the Santa Monica
|

| 21 freeway during peak hours?
|

| 22 A Yes, I do.
|

r-)'-
23 0 And how often do you personally attain speeds of

24 50 miles per hour during peak --

() ,

| 15 MR. ROGIN: The question I think is -- maybe he
l

|

_ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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8 1 can answer it, but it makes an assumption again that I think is

2 improper.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

4 MR. ROGIN: It would be quicker that way than

5 trying to argue it again.

6 WITNESS BROTHERS: On the Santa Monica freeway

7 in the peak hour I sometimes do attain speeds of 50. Sometimes

8 it is 35 or 40. It is ge" Jally much better than -- it would

9 not deteriorate very often to stop and go conditions.

10 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

11 0 You say you drive regularly there?

12 A Once a week or so.

O
~

Boy, you must be lucky .13 Q

14 You said that for a bottleneck you would have a

15 vehicle rate -- flow rate per lane hour of 1200 vehicles, I

16 DelieVG7

17 A Yes.

18 0 How many miles per hour does that figure out to,

19 on average?

20 A That is the figure, in looking at the Caltrans

21 information, that is sort of the bottom, that you don't see

22 flow rates below that at any speed, unless you are actually

23 looking at a section of freeway that has been physically h\

24 b locked , completely or in large part. |

O
25 MS, GALLAGHER: I have nothing further. )
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9 3 CROSS-EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. HASSELL- - -

3 0 Mr. Brothers, I just have one questior., and I e.

4 can't recall if you were asked the question when you test.ified

5 earlier, but did you consider the candition of heavy. f.o(J"in
x

,

6 your evacuation time estimate?

7 A We had considered the possibility, and in

3 reviewing literature, we were unable to find anytE ng in the -

9 literature that addressed the reduction in capacity or. speeds

10 for heavy fog conditions. I might mention that the figures we

11 did use for adverse weather, we used a 15 percent reduction in

12 capacity, which would reflect, if you look at that capacity,

13 that would reflect a capacity or traf fic flow you would get

0 '

14 at a speed on the order of 15 miles per hour, which would

15 indicate a slight distance -- you would need a slight distance
,

16 of some 40 or 50 feet to drive at that speed.

17 0 Let me -- I have got one follow-on question. I

18 seem to recall -- was the 15 percent associated with rain,

19 however?

20 A It was indicated as -- what I am giving you is

21 the figure that we used, and..that figure was used because we

22 had literature available that indicated that was the reduction

O
23 in capacity, or traffic flow rates that would result from

24 rainfall.
O
V

25 0 Well, so, in essence your answer is that you
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10 1. considered the possibility, but in f act you couldn't find any-

2 thing in the literature that would give you some sort of

'3 appropriate f actor that you could use in your study.

(~ 4 A Yes. We found a factor for rainfall. We used

5- the f actor f or rainf all, and I just gave you the information.

'

6 O Okay.

'7 _

A How that related back to fog.
s

3 Q Thank you.

9 MR. HASSELL: I have no further questions.
'

10 JUDGE JOHNSON: Just one brief question, please.

11 I may have missed it, but when you are quoting the

12 times required for evacuating people on the freeways and on

13 Ricific Coast Highway, two and a half hours,six and a quarter
(Cc
,

14 hours, does this assume that the highways are handling only

15 the people who are trying to leave the area, or do they

16 include normal traffic for some initial interval? Have the

17 highways been -- maybe I better take it one step at a time.

}g Before your people start leaving, have the

19 highways been cleared of normal traf fic?

l 20 WITNESS BROTHERS: No.

21 JUDGE JOHNSON: So they are carrying normal

22 traf fic plus the people trying to leave the area?

O
23 WITNESS BROTHERS: For a very short period of

,

24 time. Our assumption was that t:1e Highway Patrol would be

O
25 able to cut traffic off coming into the area within the first

|

|
, .
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11 1 half hour of the -- af ter the evacuation warning.

//$)
2 With that half hour, that would allow the traffic

'(

3 from each end to clear through the area, or if it is local

|
4 traffic, to exit the freeway before any large amount of T{)

! 5 evacuation traffic would build up on the freeway, so that

6 half hour results in the freeway being largely empty of the

7 through traffic by the time the evacuation traffic starts

8 reaching levels of where it becomes very heavy traffic flow.

9 JUDGE JOHNSON: I think that was all. Thank you,

10 sir.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Dr. Brothers, I think that is it.

12 Do you have anything else?

13 MR. ROGIN: No, we don't.

O
-

' 14 JUDGE KELLLT: We appreciate your coming back.

15 WITNESS BROTHERS: Thank you.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: You are excused.

f
17
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|

p23/1 1 MR. PIGOTT: Our final redirect witness would be
2 Mr. David Pilmer. While Mr. Pilmer is approaching the stand

i

3 I would circulate and of course we will follow it up with
(n
' ') 4 the formal mailing Applicants' Exhibit No. 151, supported by

5 Kenneth W. Nauman, Jr., which contains the responses to
i

6 FEMA evaluations by the city of San Juan Capistrano, city of !

7 San Clemente, and city of Orange. There are two responses
|

8 from the city of San Clemente.

9 Whereupon, !

10 DAVID PILMER 1

11 was recalled as a witness herein and, having been previously

12 daly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified

13 further as follows:

(n) 14 MR. PIGOTT: A -large portion of Mr. Pilmer's

15 redirect will be in documentary form. It is our intent to |

16 put into the record the documents that have been generated
17 in an~ effort to meet the corrective actions that have been
18 agreed upon between Applicant and FEMA. This includes a

19 number of SOP's , standard operating procedures, which are
|

20 in various forms. I might indicate that the record already

21 contains SOP's with respect to the emergency off-site I

22 facility, that is Exhibit No. 122(a); the ODAC, tha t ' s

23 Exhibit 142; and with respect to the ingestion pathway,
O 24 Exhibit 143.V

25 I would now ask to have identified for the

v
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}V
record some further standard operating procedures which Mr.

'

1S

2 Pilmer will sponsor.

3 The first one, which will be Exhibit No. 152,

O
; 4 I believe, next in order, DFP-7, is Draft Standard Operating

5 .rocedure for Orange County as of September 25, 1981.

6 No. 153, DFP-8, Draft Standard Operating Pro-

7 cedures for San Diego County as of September 25, 1981.

8 No. 154, DFP-9, would 'lx3 Draft Standard Opera-

9 ting Procedures for c'ity of San Clemente as of September 25,

10 1981.

11 No. 155, DFP-10, Draft Standard Operating Pro-

12 cedures for city of San Juan Capistrano as of September 25,

13 1981.

(() 14 No. 156, DFP-ll, Draft Standard Operating Pro-

15 cedures for State Department of Parks and Recreation as of

16 September 25, 1981.

17 And that concludes the identification of the

18 draf t s tandard operating procedures.

19 (The documents were marked for

20 identification as Applicants'

21 Exhibits 152-156, respectively)

12 DIRECT EXAMINATION

23 BY MR. PIGOTT:

24 Q Mr. Filmer, could you generally describe for
)

,

25 us the contents of what have been admitted as Exhibits 152

.

v
i.e

-, -- - ,,,
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1 through 156, inclusive?

O
2 A These documents are standard operating proceduren

3 that were first drafted early in July of this year and which

4 have undergone considerable discussion amonast people in the

5 various jurisdictions to which they pertain. They are still

C in draft form but they are in very nearly final form.

7 Q What is the purpose of these documents?
|

8 A These are the procedures that we gave our commit-

9 ment to assist in the development, in the correction of the

10 deficiencies set forth in our ~1etter to Mr. Grimes dated

11 June 26.

!12 Q Could you tell us what the next step is with
|

13 respect to the development of these SOP's?

() 14 A As I said, the SOP's are essentially complete

15 and final. The next step will be their incorporation into

16 the emergency procedures on the part of the jurisdictions

17 to which they pertain and there will be training in the use

18 of those procedures so that the people that need to use them

19 will become familiar with them.

20 Q If I refer you to the enclosure to Mr. Baskin's

21 letter setting forth the various corrective items undertaken,i

1

22 can you tell us which one of the concerns would be addressed

23 by these SOP's?

24 A Well, most especially, Enclosure.1 of that(-}
! s-

25 letter that lists the seven concerns that were identified,

O
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1 the Nos. 1, 3 and 6 all in the response indicated state that

O
2 we Will Provide training programs and develope SOP's. So

f 3 these SOP's in particular go directly to those issues, to

O.'s 4 those concerns.

5 MR. PIGOTT: I would move Exhibits 152 through

6 156 inclusive into evidence at this time.
|

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Intervencrs have a slight problem

8 with this. These various SOP's are of course attributed to

9 various local jurisdictions and Mr. Pilmer is an employee of

10 the Applicant and I really have no way of judging at this

11 point the connection of these SOF's, whether they have been

12 adopted by these various jurisdictions or whether these are

13 official documents of those jurisdictions or just what we are

() 14 to make of these documents other than the fact that they are*

15 in draft form, which there is plenty of testimony in the

16 record and I don't know if we need to put these particular

17 draf t documents in the record.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: I wonder if you could speak in a

19 little more detail about the extent to which the draf ts have

20 been looked at or adopted or whatever by the jurisdictions.

21 WITNESS PILMER: There's a lot more to it than

22 just something that we put together. We've had a number of

23 meetings with each of the planning officials for each of the

24 jurisdictions. We have had coordinating meetings in which

15 we have talked about the principal elements of these

O

_ .-.
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1 procedures and we have received their input and done this
C~))

2 work with them and they casentially, as far as I am con-

3 cerned, represent their procedures. Now there is a great

4 deal of consistency between them and that is done on purpose

5 because many of the concerns from the evaluation performed

6 by FEMA goes to the subject of coordination. So there is

7 a lot of consistency between them and that's what has come

8 out of this interjurisdictional planning committee activity.

9 BY MR. PIGOTT:

10 Q- In your capacity with Edison Company have you

11 been involved in the preparation of these various drafts?

12 A Yes, I have.

13 Q Can you say of your own knowledge that these

() 14 do in fact represent the latest state of draft of the SOP'si

If for these various jurisdictions?

16 A Yes, they are. They still remain in draft

17 status but they are very nearly final. You will see that
i

18 there are some that have been typed in smooth fashion and
i

| 19 others still have some pen and ink markings. But other

20 than a final typing essentially they are complete.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: What is your understanding of what

22 it takes to get them finalized? For example, in Orange

23 County, do the supervisors have to formally vote to approve

24
) these or will something less than that suffice?

25 WITNESS PILMER: They would be accepted and used

| O
V'

\
_

_. __
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1 at the -- by the management levels in the emergency manage-
O

2 ment division, nothing higher than that.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Like the fire chief? Or the
'

4 police chief would just take it and that would be --

5 WITNESS PILMER: That's right.

6 MR. PIGOTT: From a legal standpoint it is my

| 7 understanding that these are administrative documents that

8 do not require political approval.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: The actual plan has been politic-

10 ally approved.

11 MR. PIGOTT: That's correct.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Does that help, Mr. McClung?

13 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, the problem I'm having is

() 14 we are making reference to the action plan and one of the!

|

| 15 concerns the Board raised earlier was perhaps just having

16 SOP's done would satisfy various elements of this action

17 plan. What is being attempted to do now in the testimony of

18 Mr. Pilmer is to allege that these SOP's have in fact been

19 done and he is making direct reference to the action plan.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, a couple of comments. One

21 thing, for the Board to admit these exhibits we would not

22 by the same token be taking a position that we were going to

23 review every one of these SOP's in great detail. I don't

24 know that we envision that at all. We have to decide that{}
25 among the three of us, but I just wouldn' t want to read that

O
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1

1 as a commitment of that sort. Apart from that --

- 2 MR. PIGOTT: Nor do --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

() 4 MR. PIGOTT: Nor do Applicants expect that kind

5 of review from the Board. We have had -- we have spent some

6 Period of time trying to move from June 3 through to Sep-

7 tember 28 or 29 or whatever we are at right now to show the

8 actual status of emergency preparedness, et cetera. One

9 of the elements has been and has been clearly identified

10 in the testimony, the development of SOP's. Npplicants are

11 attempting to show that there is a good basis for a finding

12 of assurance that the emergency planning and preparedness

13 has been done to a level that the Board can make the'

|
.

necessary findings. We feel that this is an element of(]} 14

15 that kind of a showing and no more than that.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: I can see it shows that you are
,

!

17 beyond just talking about SOP's. They have done a fair

is amount of work and here it is. And that would be the purpose

19 I would think for putting them in the record.

20 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, if that's the sole purpose

i 21 then we would remove our objection. Just the fact to show
1

22 that work is going on and here is the stage of the product

23 that we've got today.

24 MR. PIGOTT: That's correct.

, (
| 25 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

O
_

|

.
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1 MR. HASSELL: The Staff would have no objection.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: On the basis of what has been

3 just stated in the record, these exhibits are admitted.

| () 4 (The documents marke d for

5 identification as Applicants'

6 Exhibits 152 through 156,

7 inclusive, were received in

8 evidence.)

9 MR. PIGOTT: The next exhibit in order would be

10 No. 157. I have identified that as Lesson Pla'n: One-Day

11 General Radiological Emergency Planning and Preparedness

12 Training.

13 Next in order would be No. 158, DFP-13, identi-

14 fied as Lesson Plan: Three-Day Off-Site Radiological(]}
15 Monitoring and Assessment Training.

16 (The documents were marked for

17 identification as Applicants'

18 Exhibits No. 157 and 158,
i

19 respectively.)

20 BY MR. PIGOTT:

21 Q Again, Mr. Pibner, with respect to what has been

22 identified as ;157 and 158, would you first of all describe

23 the nature of each of these documents and its purpose?

24 A These documents were prepared by. contractors ofp
i)m

25 the company, NUS Corporation in particular, under our

i<-
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/~T 1 general direction and at our request to develop a trainingV
2 Program that would meet the FEMA concerns and it would be

3 specifically tailored to the SOP's that you see before you

4- now in an effort to remove those deficiencies. Mr. Murri,

5 in his testimony, talked about NUS development of training

6 programs and in fact there is an exhibit, No. 111, that

7 bears a relationship to this work. This is the work of

3 the NUS Corporation done for the company under contract.

9 ///

10

11

.

12

13

14

15

16
|

17
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19

20
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T24 ki l Q Could you describe for us the stage of develop-,

~j

2 ment of these documents?

3 A These documents are complete.

O 4 Q What is the next step with respect to the sub-
~~

5 ject matter contained in these documents?

6 A Well, what we have done is we have had communica .-

7 tions with the jurisdictions concerning the nature of this

8 training program, both in its formative stages and its

9 current final stage. We have put out an offer to commence

10 the training. It is tied to-the finalization of the SOPS

11 and at this poin t in time we are setting up definite sched-

12 ules for training of people.

13 Q What persons would be trained under these docu-

O ,4 ments2

15 A The training program is geared for all levels

16 of emergency -- offsite emergency response personnel.

17 Q Again referring to the enclosure number one to

18 Mr. Baskin's letter, Exhibit 144, could you tell us whether

19 these lesson plans and proposed training relate to any of

20 the corrective items in that document?

21 A Yes. They again re uo concerns numbers one,

12 three and six in particular.

23 Q Having to do with radiological monitoring as-
;

24 sessment?
{)

25 A Yes. And other topics as well. If you look

(~)m
,

!

_. _ - _ _
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1 at the one day general program, for example, there is

ok2
2 training material in direction and control, notification,

3 alert, warning, emergency communications, and all of the

Q':

4 really key topics that make up the emergency plans.

5 0 When do you anticipate that such training will

6 actually commence?

7 A We will have some training going in the next

8 week or two.

9 Q Do you have any idea as to when at least the

10 short term portion of it may be completed?

11 A Well, I would say in three or four weeks we

12 would have pretty well covered the ground on these training
i

13 materials. The training never ends, as you know. The
l

.( ) 14 whole point of these deficiencies are to set up a training

15 program that would be of an ongoing nature.

16 MR. PIGOTT: Given the basis that Mr. Pilmer

17 has just described, I would move into evidence what has

18 been identified as Applicants' 157 and 158.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: No objection from Intervenors.

20 MR. HOEFLING: No objection.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.
1

22 (Whereupon, the documents

| 23 previously marked for
.

1

r~g 24 identification as Applicants '

(/
25 Exhibits 157 and 158 were

received in evidence.)
.

(J3|
;

I

[ -
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h k3 I M MR, MGOTT:
O

2 Q I am going to refer you to Exhibit Number 150

I
| (3 that was stipulated into evidence yesterday entitled Minutes

| V
of Meetings of Interagency Jurisdictional Planning Committee'

.

5 Do you have a copy of that?

6 A Yes, I do.

7
Q Okay. I wonder if you would describe first of

8 all what the Interagency Jurisdic'ional Planning Committee

9 is?

10 A Well, that was a committee that was specifically

II formed for the purpose of the continuing and future efforts

12 in emergency planning for San Onofre.

13
| Q And to the best of your knowledge, do these --

O i4 does this document in fece contain the comg1ete minutes of

15 the meetings held by that committee and its subcommittee?
16 A Not exactly completely in that there were a

17 number of attachments and handouts that were distributed,

II
j probably exceeding the stack of what we just distributed

I9 that I removed rrom this. However, the bare minutes appear

20 at least for the last four meetings of the Committee and

21 with respect to the first Committee meeting, there really

22 are no minutes here. There is an agenda and an attendance

23 list and some other materials that relate to a subsequent,

24 what shall we call it, a subcommittee meeting that deals

with communications. But with those reservations, these

'

O
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1 are the minutes of the meetings.
}

k4

2 Q What were the major purposes o'f the Committee?

3 A Well, in terms of priorities, the first concern

4 was to work in a cooperative way to effectively resolve the

5 FEMA concerns. That was our first priority. And second of

6 all, to establish a more recognizable formal organization

i 7 for ongoing emergency planning efforts for some -- for the

8 foreseeable future.

9 Q Looking again at the attachment in Exhibit 144,

10 can you identify any particular commitments that have been

11 addressed by this committee?

12 A The committee has considered all of the concerns,

13 with the exception of those that deal with the public in-

("%
(s/ 14 formation programs, and that is concern number seven, and

15 for that there is a separate group that has been formed

16 consisting of what are called public information officer

17 representatives, and that has had an even wider membership,

18 including the State Office of Emergency Services and FEMA

19 region nine.

20 Q Thank you.

21 MR. PIGOTT: I would ask to have identified

12 next as Exhibit Number 159_ a letter dated September 9, 1981

25 to Southern California Edison, to Mr. David F. -- D.F.

24 Pilmer, Southern California Edison Company,,from Eric{}'

25 Vold -- well, let me read the appropriate title. It is a

O
?

. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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k5 y letter dated September 9, 1981 to SCE, David F. Pilmer,-

from State of California Department of Health Services,2

3 Eric Vold, Regarding IPZ plan and procedures.

4 (Whereupon, the document re-

ferred to was marked for5

identificatio'n as Applicants'6

Exhibit Number 159.)7

BY MR.' PIGOTT:8

9 0 Do you have a copy of that letter before you,

Mr. Pilmer?10

A No, I don't. Now I do.y;

0 That -- can you tell us ho w and why that letter
12

was generated to the best of your knowledge?
13

A This is a response to a correspondence I hadO 14

with the State Department of Health Services which I trans-
15

mitted to them the current state of work that we had done16

at Edison with 2.espect to the ingestion pathway planning,y7

and that is very similar -- well, in fact, what I transmittedjg

is what we call the ingestion pathway plan for San Onofre,s
19

which is the same as Applicants' Exhibit Number 143 which I20

sponsored, and a base line environmental study that was
21

done by Dames and Moore particularly for the purposes of22

ingestion pathway planning, and that study is in the record
I 23

as well.24
O

25 0 I believe the appropriate number is Exhibit 121,

'

O

4
-
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6 1 A And along with some other amplifying remarks

2 this was transmitted to the State Department of Health

3 Services, which is a~ssigned the lead responsibility in the
l'h
k/ 4 state of Califernia for ingestion pathway planning under

5 the state plan, and this is their response to what we had

6 put together.

7 Q What is ycur understanding then of the current

8 status of ingestion pathway planning for the San Onofre site ?

9 A Well, beginning with the state plan, I think I

10 have previously testified 'on this, but the state has draf tec

11 an ingestion pathway plan. That plan in its current draft

12 form assigns the principal responsibility to the local leve]

13 for ingestion pathway planning activities and designates
i

(]) 14 at the state level a supporting role. The plan that we
1

15 have which I have sponsored at an exhibit is one which is

16 implemented by our offsite dosm issessment center, which is

17 locate d at the EOF in the event of an emergency, and at

i 18 the present time we would use the plan that we have put

19 together in carrying out the responsibilities for ingestion

20 pathway response.

21 Q Co would it he your position then that there

| 22 is in place an ingestion pathway plan for San Onofre?
|

23 A Yes. it would be.

24 MR. PIGOTT: I would move Exhibit Number 159
~)

u/

| 25 into evidence.

I r~

N-

!

|
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k7 1 MR. MC CT"NG: If we could have an agreement
s

'c. 3n for the truth of the matter2 that it is not tr c

3 asserted in there and except otherwise in the f7.ct that

h 4 they have received the plans at the state level.

5 MR. PIGOTT: I think this one is entitled to

6 be admitted for the truth of it as a --

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, I will make specific

8 reference to the document. I don't -- there are some

9 sentences contained in the first paragraph which discuss

10 the general adequacy or inadequacy, shall we'say, worth

11 of the documents that were submitted, and we don't have

12 this man here to ask him,,you know, what he really thinks

13 about the document, and I just think that those general

(() 14 statements by themselves without having the, guy here to

15 ask him any questions or qualifications he might have,

16 shouldn'.t be put in for their substantive matter.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me get ahold of the paper.

18 MR. MC CLUNG: Sure.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: I misunderstood. It is 59, the

1

| 20 letter?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, 159.

22 MR. PIGOTT: A one page letters which is two
i

23 things, it is a business record and it is a response to

24 correspondence.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, the exhibit is just the
|

l
,

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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k8 1 letter? It is not any of the inclosures that are referred

2 to?

3 MR. PIGOTT: No.

O 4 MR. HOEFLING: I think the Staff would support

5 Mr. Mc Clurag's objection. There is no sponsor to the

document.6 .

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me just read it.

s ///
~

9

10

11

12

13
' O i4

15

l 16

17

18

19

20
l

l 21

22

23

0 2*

25

O

:
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T25, 1g 1 JUDGE KELLEY: The middle paragraph refers to

2 some statements, if you will, by Dames and Moore, is that-s

U
3 right?

4 MR. PIGOTT: That is the study -- that is the)
5 matter that is already in evidence.

6 MR. HOEFLING: It also makes reference to some

7 margin comments, and what have you, and I really don't know

8 what all that means.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, marginal comments are the

10 comments of the State Department of Health Services, are they

11 not, on ScF.'s plan? Well, Mr. Pigott, in terms of truth of the

12 matters asserted herein, what is it -- what is asserted in

- 13 here that you want to have asserted?

14 MR. PIG 0TT: For that kind of a question, I

15 would rather simply ask the witness the significance of this

16 letter.

17 JUDGE KELLEX: Fine.

18 BY MR. PIGOTT:

19 Q Mr. Pilme r , could you address that?

20 A Yes. One of the deficiencies identified by FEMA

21 in the review of the San Onofre plans, that -- is that they

22 do not fee; that there was an adequate cad complete ingestion

()l

23 pathway planning response capability.

24 Cince the time that that finding was arrived at, ,

O
25 there has been e considerable amount of work. In fact, there

. _ . . .
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I was work preceding that, that FEMA was not in possession o,f.

2 I feel this work has come to -- essentially to its procer
('O>

3 conclusion, and I guess the letter indicates that there has

4 been a critical review by the organization that is responsible

5 for this matter in the state, and it generally indicates

6 that they are pleased with what they see.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: It doesn't -- does -- indicate --

3 let me ask again. I need my recollection refreshed. To what

91 extent are we litigating the ingestion pathway?

10 MR. PIGOTT: I believe it is 2(j) or (k).

11 JUDGE KELLEY: It seems to me we have heard very

12 little about it in recent weeks.

13 MR. PIGOTT: (j), it is a specific. Well, it

O
14 is probably unfortunate. It is one of those ones that has not

15 had a great amount of discussion. It was in our direct case.

'

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

17 MR. PIGOTT: As a matter of fact, the study, the

18 main study by Dames and Moore would have been sponsored by a

19 Mr. Gary Ray, and if you recall early on --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

I 21 MR. P1GOTT: -- that was stipulated in.
:
l

! 22 JUDGE KELLEY: I remember that, yes.
O
k- 23 MR. PIGOTT: And that wac specifically to meet

24 the burden of contention 2 (j ) .

O\>
25 JUDGE KELLEY: How does that read, 2(j)? Have

!

!
!

!
.. . - -
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3 1 you got that? ,

2 MR. PIGOTT: I have it right here. 2(j) has the

3 usual preamble.

4 "The methods, systems, and equipment for assessing
{)

5 and monitoring actual or potential of fsite consequences of a

6 radiological emergency condition within the ingestion pathway

7 EPZ for SONGS 2 and 1," 10 CFR 50.47 (b) (9) .
l

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Well, the letter says the

9 Department of Health Services has reviewed the SCE study, or

10 plan, and found them to be excellent, generally well-organized,
;

11 concise, and consistent with the RHS planning procedures

12 document. It certainly says that much. The second paragraph,

13 the Dames F 3re studies are in evidence, correct?

| 14 MR. PIGOTT: That is correct.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't see any substantial reason

16 for not admitting this letter, and will admit it for what it

17 says.

18 ( Applicants ' Exhibit No. 159 was

|
'

19 thereupon received into

20 evidence)

21 BY MR. PIGOTT:

22 Q Turning your attention to a more general subject,

')
| 23 Mr. Pilmer , general overall compliance, or activities to
!

24 corrective actions with respect to the FEMA letter of June 3,
,

'

25 in making a showing of conpliance, I will call it, do you
,

1

--- . -
- , -



4 1 contemplate any drills? '

2 A Yes. Part of this training program, and

3 particularly the more in-depth three-day program that pertains

4 to radiological monitoring and assessment, there are drills as

5 part of the lesson plans in that package.

6 0 And those are the drills that -- the scheduling

7 f which we discussed a few minutes earlier, is that correct?

A Yes. It is not definitely scheduled right now,g

9 but the time frame for scheduling is in the next few weeks.

10 0 And with respect to the overall exhibit, 144,

11 when do you contemplate Applicants will acheive compliance, or

12 carry out compliance with the articles in that enclosure?

A Well, we have been working towards the schedule13

that woult wind -- would end up around October the 15th, based14

gg upon an unclear subject of whether or not a witnessing of the

16 siren test is required for that. It may be a couple of weeks

later than that,g7

MR. PIGOTT: I have no further questions of Mr.gg

Pilmer. I tender hin for cross-examination.
19

MR. MC CLUNG: I will take over.
20

;

CROSS-EXAMINATIONgg

BY MR. MC CLUNG: ;

33
Ipd 0 Referring to the SOPS which have been admitted, l

23

the draft SOPS, and I believe they are Exhibits 152 through j34

O 'l
156, or thereabouts, were those prepared by the NUS3

|

.
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'
5 1 Corporation?

2 A NUS was -- assisted in the preparation of these

O
3 SOP's. Their people did the typing, and they have, along with

4 Edison people, along with myself, attended meetings with the
O

5 jurisdictions in the development of the substantive contents of

6 these SOPS.

7 0 So it would be f air to state that they wrote these

g SOPS?

9 A No, I think it would be f air to say it was a

10 j int effort of Edison, NUS, and the jurisdiction for whom they

11 are intended.

12 0 You have said, I think,that these SOPS were written

13 as of July 17, is that correct?

O A We had a first draft of the SOPS that were meantg4

15 cover these SOP deficiencies out -- early in July, it wast

16 prior to that date, I think July _7 or July 10. I distributed

77 to all the interjurisdiction planning committee members the

gg first draft of a generic sort of the SOPS that we had in mind,

19 what we thought would be appropriate for consideration by all

! 20 f the jurisdictions.

21 0 And that draft was prepared by NUS Corporation?

A Those -- the package was put together by me or22

y people working for me, and of the seven SOPS that were in that
,

i

24 gr up, three of them were drafted by NUS, and four of them !

,

0 were dreeted hy Edison geop1e, e11 ef them working under my2,

i
,

w --- .
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.

2 0 Now, you testified, I think, that h your opinior

O
3 the ingestion pathway planning is in effect, is that cor- r. .

4 A Yes.

5 0 Are there any monitoring devices set . Riverside

6 County?

7 A Ingestion pathway emergency response does not

3 require pre-set monitoring devices. The whole nature of the

9 plan is to first assess the likely area of contamination, and

16 by field uonitoring means go out and determine where the

11 contamination has occurred, and determine the nature and the

12 quantitative extent of that contamination.

13 0 And what do you take to be Applicants' role in

(1)
'

14 that?

15 A We play a key role in the function of the dose

16 assessment activity that first predict and define what the

| 17 likely area of involvement is, and we play an active role in

~ ~

the ODAC function of directing where the ingestion sample13

19 should be taken, and we perform a role of evaluating and

| 20 calculating dose commitment results, based upon any

21 monitoring values that we get.

22 For example, if you have high iodine content in

(~
'' 23 tne milk somewhere, or any value of iodine in the milk, we

,

24 would translate that into a dose, and point out its
; <\

'

'

25 relationship to the action levels required to determine -- make'

1

|
-

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ .
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7 1 the decision to destroy the milk product, or to quarantine it

bl
or put into other food manuf acturing processes that would affect2

v
3 radioactive decay.

f~ 4 Q
(m>)

Have the documents that you. referenced in your

5 Exhibit 159, or that are referred to in 159 which you sent to

6 the State Health Services Department, did you send those

7 documents to orange County?

3 A I sent a copy of the transmittal to all of the

9 jurisdictions that are affected by ingestion pathway. I don't

10 have in front of me my copy of that transmittal, so I can't

11 read off specifically the cc list, but it would have been sent

12' to all of those jurisdictions, the counties.

13 Q Now, what use is the State Health Service

b)'

; 14 Department going to make of the document which you sent to themi
!

!

i 15 A Well, the State plays a role in the ODAC function.

|

16 There is a -- Mr. Vold himself is a menber of the ODAC team

! 17 in the EOF in San Clemente. He was present during the

i 13 exercise on May 13, and he or other State Health Services

19 representatives would serve in that capacity as well, so that

20 we have got the benefit of a consultation on the part of all

21 the effective authorities in this area.

! 22 0 I understand that, but what role, or what use of

23 your documents that you transmitted to the State are they going
'

|
24 to make, if any?

'

25 A We want to give them the opportunity to make

i
.

--- , ,
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1 suggestions as to how we would conduct the business of '

2 ingestion pathway response around. San Onofre, to point out

3 areas of improvement, and indeed they have done that by making

(~) 4 notations in the margins of the document that I submitted, and
QJ

5 which as I have said, is the same as my Exhibit Number 143.

O Is it your opinion, then, that without any6 .

7 planning on the part of the State in place, that the Applicants '

3 planning is sufficient to meet the NUREG 0654 criteria with

9 respect to the ingestion pathway?

10 MR. PIGOTT: I am going to object to the

11 characterization of no planning in place by the State. I think

| 12 the testimony reflects that there is a draf t plan with

13 respect to ingention pathway, which has been the basis for the

14 implementation that Mr. Pilmer has been discussing.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: That is consistent with my

16 understanding. There is a draft State plan in this area.

17 Perhaps you could either rephrase or restate

i

18 the question.

19 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

20 0 Is it your understanding that the State plan that

21 we re referring to has been implemented to the various

39 local jurisdictions?
.,\

O
23 A I can't really testify as to the exact state of

24 implementation. What I have done here is attempt to cause

(O
.

_/
25 that implementation in the case of San Onofre. The State has
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1 done a considerable amount of planning in the ingestion path-

_

_ 2 way subject area. The very detailed action levels are set

3 forth for the various ingestion pathways that exist,

4 specifically by food product, by radioisotope, these are

5 the main ones. What the implementation consists of is

6 locating where the potential ingestion pathway should be

7 interdicted in the specifics around a given reactor, to put

8 together lists of where the agricultural activities are

9 occurring, or food processing steps that might be affected by

19 radioactive contaminatic.n, and to set forth a scheme of

11 things to go out and collect the samples, and subject them to

12 the proper-laboratory analyses.

13 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't have any more questions.

'
14 MR. HOEFLING: No questions.

1

15

16

l 17
|

| 18
l

{ 19

20

*

21

22

() 23

24
.

|
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p26-1 1 JUDGE HAND: Just one small matter. I gather

2 there isn' t going to be a siren test until sometime in

3 November, as it is planned at the moment.
(~')\" 4 WITNESS PILMER: Yes. We expect to test the

5 sirens beginning around November the 2nd. The testing

6 Program for the sirens is set forth in Mr. DuBois' testimony

7 and one of his exhibits.

3 JUDGE HAND: You indicated that you more or less

9 would meet that October 15 deadline that we have heard quite

10 a bit about and then you sort of said well, you weren't sure

33 about this siren test and where it fits into it. Is there

12 some potential that the absence of that siren test until

13 sometime in November n'eans that whole FEMA process we have
[ \

() 14 been hearing about now gets delayed by two weeks?

15 WITNESS PILMER: There is that potential.

16 JUDGE HAND: There is that potential.

17 WITNESS PILMER: There is that potential because

18 my present understanding is that we have to make a value

19 judgment as to whether or not we are 98 percent complete on

20 our deficiencies or 99.9 and decide if we want to risk some-

21 thing less than an absolute 100 percent correction of

23 deficiencies and subject that for FEMA critical review.

23 JUDGE HAND: Did that uncertainty of yours in

(~'s, 24 any way indicate that you would notosubmit the SOP's and
\s'

25 the other things by the 15th of October' I mean are you goir g

.,

L_)

_____-____ _ _ ________-___ _ . _ _ _
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'pi I to hold up your submission until after the siren test?
\_/

2 WITNESS PILMER: I think not, but it is possible.

3 JUDGE HAND: The Applicants have not made that
| t

!
\- 4 decision yet, even though they made a commitment to try to

5 meet that date.

6 WITNS5S PILMER: That's correct. It's a deci- |

7 sion and a value judgment that still has to be made.

8 MR. PIGOTT: I might comment that that is as a

9 result of the way that FEMA apparently wants to work on these

| 10 reviews. They want it as an all or nothing type of package

11 in front of them.

12 JUDGE HAND: Well, I find that difficult tc

13 understand. I don't mean to argue with you, Mr. Pigott.
,

,

() 14 1 thought I heard Mr. Nauman say very clearly that he was

15 aware that the siren test wouldn' t be done until some date

16 in early November and that if he got the material on the

17 15th of October he was trying to promise that FEMA at the

18 National level would have rendered another finding or

19 something the equivalent of a finding in about 15 working

20 days.

| 21 MR. PERRY: Dr. Hand, perhaps I can offer a

22 helpful statement of counsel here. My technical associates
,

| 23 are not here with me and if I err greatly I make this

{} statement subject to correction, but from what I know about24

25 our procedures and operations generally, review could begin

C:)
'

,

L
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"'] 1 of the package if the only thing that was lacking was some-
CJ

2 thing as specific as a siren test. I'm certain that some

3 allowance could be made for that. We're reasonable people.

}
| 4 JUDGE HAND: We still seem to have some aquivo-

5 cation at least from this witness, from Mr. Filmer, that

6 he doesn' t know whether or not they vill submit the necessary

7 documentation and so forth by the 15th of October, and that

a does seem to have the possibility of impacting in a time-

9 wise fashion, delaying things some more weeks down the road.

10 That's what I was struggling for.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Having heard what Mr. Perry just

12 said, and if you've got everything done but the siren test

13 on the 15th of October do you think you might go ahead and

(( 14 submit?

15 WITNESS PILMER: That gives a little more reason

16 to go that way. But now take, for instance, the area of

17 training. We may have in mind conducting 25 training ses-

18 sions and have only conducted 15 of them as of that time
!

19 and Mr. Nauman has personally communicated to me that he

20 wants to sit in and experience the training that we gis.

21 to these people and has expressed a very strong desire to

12 at least see some drill activity. So there is a little

23 uncertainty, but I don't think it is a matter of more than

f 24 two or three weeks.(3/
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Anything else?
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1 JUDGE EAND: Nothing further.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Anything else from your

3 side?

I [)
! ss 4 MR. PIGOTT: No, I believe that completes our

5 case on the emergency planning. Applicants have no further

6 evidence at.this time.

! 7 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Pilmer, thank you very much.

8 You are excused.

9 (The witness wa s excused. )

to JUDGE KELLEY: This brings us to 6:15 in the

it evening. We had expressed our interest yesterday in fin-

12 ishing this case by the end of tomorrow. I think we were

i 13 assuming that by now we would have gotten into low power

(]) 14 and we're not there. Is it at all reasonable to think that

15 we can have the low power hearing tomorrow?

16 MR. PIGOTT: I think that is purely a function

17 of Intervenors' interest in the low power case. Our case

18 is ready to proceed. Obviously the presentation of the

19 direct is a minimal period of time.
|

l
20 MR. MC CLUNG: From the Intervenors' points of

21 view, if we could --

22 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm just groping for whether we

23 should keep going tonight or just quit. That's my question.
,

24 MR. MC CLUNG: If that's the question, then the

25 Intervenors would suggest that we can probably fi.,ish-

O

:

1
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y tomorrow.

O
2 MR. PIGOTT: Realistically, can we finish

3 tomorrow?

4 MR. MC CLUNG: What is the order?

5 MR. PIGOTT: It would be Mr. Rosenblum, Mr.

6 Buddemer, and Mr. Pilmer. And then I think there are about

7 three or four from the Staff, some of which come up as a

8 Panel, I believe. |

9 MR. HOEFLING: Two panels and Mr. Nauman.

10 MS. GALLAGHER: Would it be possible to give

3; us some assurance that Mr. Rosenblum would be put on first

12 at 9:00?

| 33 MR. PICOTT: Absolutely.
!

() 14 MS. GALLAGHER: I have to leave at 10:00.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Intervenors don' t really know how

17 long the Staff part of this is going to take, but from our

13 point of view we would have substantially less type ques-

19 tioning than we have hui in the past, so we would anticipate

20 this thing could probably be done in a day. But geez, I
.

21 hate to commit to that.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: We're not looking for anything

| 23 like that. We just want a feel, you know. We'll do a
1

24 Proper job on it and if it takes us longer, it takes us
s

25 longer. My frank guess now is we won't finish; we probably

O

I
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I will spill over at least into another day. But is there
''

2 any sentiment for doing anything else this evening?

3 MR. PIGOTT: On that basis, unless Ms. Gallagher

4 is opposed, I would call our first witness. Perhaps we

5 could conclude with him tonight.

6 JUDGE HAND: Did Mrs. Gallagher think that she

7 can take care of '.er discussion with Mr. Rosenblum in an

8 hour?

9 MS. GALLAGHER: Definitely.

10 JUDGE HAND: And you don' t want to do it now,

it is that what you are saying?

12 MS. GALLAGHER: I don't want to do it now.

13 I'm very tired.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: I am, too. Frankly, I think we

15 need to be sharp for this. I would suggest quitting.

16 MR. PIGOTT: Might I make another suggestion?

17 Could we start at 8:30 and get rid of the discussions that

18 we are going to have prior to 9:007

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Why don't we do that. At 8:30

20 in the morning, and that is for the purpose of hearing

21 legal argument, essentia;3y, on the importance or not of

12 waiting for FEMA and mayae some related points. Hopefully I

23 'de could hear that in a half hour 2nd get the witness on at |

24 9:00. Let's quit until 8:30 tomorrow morning.

25 (Thereupon, at 6:25 p.m., a recess was taken

until 8:30 a.m. Wednesday, September 30, 1981.)
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